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Regular Notices
Central Enquiry Unit
Enquiry line: 08459 500505 National callers.  All calls to this number are
charged at local rate.
+441633 813930 International callers
Text telephone: 08459 222250 The Central Enquiry Unit has installed a
Minicom 7000 Plus telephone.  The telephone
has a keyboard and display screen which
enables people who have hearing loss or
speech impairment to communicate with the
office by typing out their conversation on their
text telephone rather than speaking.  An





Opening hours: 09:00 to 17:00, Monday to Friday
Public searches: The Central Enquiry Unit has a public trade mark search facility. This
is available by appointment during Office Hours. To arrange an
appointment please telephone 08459 500505.
Address: Concept House, Cardiff Road, Newport, South Wales NP10 8QQ
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The London Office
The London Office is located at Harmsworth House, 13-15 Bouverie Street, EC4Y 8DP.
Tel: +44 (0)20 7596 + ext (see below). Opening hours: Monday - Friday 09:00 - 17:00.
Customer services currently available from the London Office include:
• Document filing (facilities for 24 hour filing).
Customers should ensure that packages are sealed and that the appropriate fee
or authority to charge either an office deposit account or a debit/credit card is
included with the filing.  
Receipts will only be issued for the package filed rather than the documents
enclosed in the package.
• Obtaining files and documents for inspection;
• Support for patents, designs, trade mark and copyright hearings held in Harmsworth
  House;
• A limited supply of free promotional material on patents, designs, trademarks etc.;
Further information on all aspects of the London customer services is  available from:
Les Yuill -  London Office Manager - Tel: +44(0)20 7596 6518
Nagim Ali - London Office Coordinator - Tel: +44 (0)20 7596- 6508
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Customer Service Standards
What service can you expect from us?
Our aim is to administer the intellectual property legislation fairly and consistently.  We
believe it is important that you should know what you can expect from us and so we set
specific standards for our dealings with you.  Our guiding principles are that you may
expect to:-
• be treated fairly;
• be treated courteously; and
• get help from us with your application.
To achieve this we aim to do the following:
• publish details of all the applications for Intellectual Property Rights (IPR) we
accept, and publish major decisions which lay down new principles or reinforce
existing ones for the grant and protection of IPR;
• always explain and give reasons for our decisions and give you the chance to
challenge them;
• be positive and helpful to you; and
• staff our enquiry points form 09:00 to 17:00.
The standards, including the performance against them for the quarter October to
December 2006 are set our below.  Performance will continue to be monitored with the
results updated quarterly.
We will:
• See visitors within 10 minutes of pre-arranged 100%
appointment times
• Answer enquiries politely and professionally:
letters and faxes within 5 working days 100%
e-mail enquiries within 1 working day 100%
90% of telephone calls within 20 seconds. 94.3%
The following are targets that are not able to be measured
• Provide clear information about our services
• Make our services available to everyone
• Act on feedback to solve problems and make sure they 
do not happen again.
If you wish to comment generally on performance against standards, or wish to suggest
any other areas of the Office where standards might be established, please contact:-
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You may also wish to know there is a leaflet available with details of the Customer Service
Standards and the Complaints procedure.  Copies are available from Maria Ciavatta (as
above).
Complaints Procedure
The Office is committed to providing high quality best value services.
If things go wrong we want to know.
If you wish to complain about the quality of service you have received from us and cannot










Your complaint will be acknowledged within one working day and you will receive a full
reply within 10 working days.  If, in exceptional circumstances, we cannot meet this target,
we will explain why and give you a new deadline.
If you have followed this procedure and are still not satisfied, you have the right to ask your
MP to take up your complaint and our handling of it with the Parliamentary Commissioner
for Administration (the “Ombudsman”).  Your local Citizen’s Advice Bureau will give you
the address of your MP.  You may get further advice from the Ombudsman’s office at:
The Parliamentary Ombudsman
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Helpline: +44(0)20 7217 4163
Fax: +44(0)20 7217 4160
e-mail: opca-enqu@ombudsman.org.uk
If your complaint is about an application for information under the Freedom of Information
Act 2004 and you have followed this procedure and are still not satisfied, you have the right
to make a complaint to the Information Commissioner. You may get further information
from: 






You may also visit the website of the Office of the Information Commissioner at:
www.informationcommissioner.gov.uk
The Office has developed a leaflet detailing all aspects of its complaints procedure: copies
can be obtained by phoning our Central Enquiry Unit on 08459 500505.
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PATLIB® UK Centres 
(Patent Information Libraries (PIN))
The official publications of the UK Intellectual Property Office may be consulted free of
charge at the following addresses, each of which is a PATLIB UK centre:
Aberdeen
Information Services - Business, Central Library, Aberdeen City Council, Rosemount
Viaduct, Aberdeen, AB25 1GW




Business and Learning Gateway, Central Library, Royal Avenue, Belfast,  BT1 1EA
Tel: +44(0)2890 509165 Fax: +44(0)2890 332819
e-mail: stephenmcfarlane@hotmail.com
Birmingham
Creative Insight Patents, Central Library, Chamberlain Square, Birmingham,  B3 3HQ





Learning Centre, Central Library, College Green, Bristol,  BS1 5TL





Patents Section, Information & Business Library, The Mitchell Library, North Street,
Glasgow,  G3 7DN
Tel: +44(0)141 287 2904 Fax: +44(0)141 287 2912
e-mail: john.mcguire@cls.glasgow.goc.uk
Leeds
Business & Patent Information Services, 3rd Floor Suite, Central Library, Municipal
Buildings, Calverley Street, Leeds. LS1 3AB
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Liverpool
Patents Department, Business and Technology Library, Central Library, William Brown
Street  L3 8EW






96 Euston Road, London NW1 2DB
General enquiries:
British, European and PCT patents:




Patents Collections and Services, Commercial Library, Central Library, St Peter’s Square
M2 5PD





Patents Collections and Services, Patents Advice Centre, City Library, Princess Square,
Newcastle-upon-Tyne, NE99 1DX




Patents Collections and Services, Reference Department, Central Library, Drake Circus
PL4 8AL





Patents Collections and Services, Central Library, Guildhall Square, Portsmouth,  PO1 2DX
Tel: +44(0)2392 819311 Fax: +44(0)2392 839855
e-mail: jackie.painting@portsmouthcc.gov.uk
e-mail: jane.vince@portsmouthcc.gov.uk
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Sheffield
Patents Collections and Services, Business, Science & Technology Library, Central Library,
Surrey Street, Sheffield  S1 1XZ
Tel: +44(0)114 273 4743 Fax: +44(0)114 273 5009
e-mail: sue.sayles@sheffield.gov.uk
Swansea
Swansea PATLIB, Library and Information Services, University of Wales, Swansea,
Singleton Park, Swansea SA2 8PP, Wales
Tel: +44(0)1792 513259      Fax: +44(0)1792 295851
e-mail: patlib@swansea.ac.uk 
e-mail: M.Bevan@swansea.ac.uk
® PATLIB is a registered trade mark of the EPO
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National Security
Attention is drawn to the provisions of section 23 of the Patents Act 1977 (as amended by
the Patents Act 2004 with effect from 1 January 2005).  
Under these provisions, certain patent applications may NOT be filed abroad by a person
resident in the United Kingdom, unless permission is obtained from the comptroller.
These are patent applications which contain information relating to military technology or
information the publication of which might be prejudicial to national security or public
safety.  For such patent applications, permission to file abroad should be sought from the
comptroller, unless an application for a patent for the same invention has first been made
in the United Kingdom, and six weeks have elapsed from the date of such application and
no directions prohibiting publication or communication have been given or all such
directions have been cancelled.  Requests for permission from the comptroller to make an
application abroad should be made even if, for example, such an application is required by
contract with a foreign firm.
Requests for permission will be facilitated by explicitly addressing them “For attention in
Room G.R70”.  Alternatively, requests may be faxed to +44 (0)1633 814415.  Enquiries
regarding this notice may be made by telephoning +44 (0)1633 813558.
Filing of Patents Documents by Post
Anything sent to the UK Intellectual Property Office under UK patents law1 by posting in
the United Kingdom is deemed to have been filed when it would have been delivered in
the ordinary course of post.  In practice, this has generally meant that patents documents
sent through the Royal Mail could, if delayed, be given a filing date before their actual date
of receipt.  Supporting evidence is called for in some cases before the earlier date is
granted.
Schedule 8 of the Postal Services Act 2000, which came into force on 26 March 2001,
makes clear that the use of the terms “post”, “registered post”, “recorded delivery”, and
“first class post” in legislation cannot be limited only to services provided by what it calls
“the Post Office company”.  As a result, the Office now recognises as “post” any items
delivered to it by any commercial service which undertakes to deliver mail in exchange for
a fee.  It follows that patent documents sent by such commercial services can, if delayed,
be deemed to have been filed before the actual date of receipt.
Enquiries about this notice, and requests for documents to be given a filing date earlier
than the actual date of receipt, should be directed to Kerry Collings at the 
UK Intellectual Property Office
Tel: +44(0)1633 814414
Fax:  +44(0)1633 814444
e-mail:  kerry.collings@ipo.gov.uk
1 The Patents Act 1977, Rule 97 of the Patents Rules 1995 
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UK Patent Classification Key (UKC)
1. From 1 July 2007 the UKC key will not be used to classify documents at the UK
Intellectual Property Office. 
The UK Intellectual Property Office (UK-IPO) has conducted a consultation on whether
there’s a continuing need for a UK Patent Classification Key; details of the consultation are
available on our external website at http://www.ipo.gov.uk/consult-ukc.pdf.  A response to
the consultation is at http://www.ipo.gov.uk/response-ukc.pdf.   After careful consideration,
the UK-IPO has decided to cease classifying GB Patents to the UKC with effect from 1st
July 2007.
2. Summary of changes effective from 1 July 2007.
To implement the change in practice a dummy Heading and Mark will be introduced in the
UKC which will indicate that a GB Patent has not been classified to that key.  The application
of this Heading by UK Patent Examiners will commence on 1 July 2007 and no other
Headings* will be applied from this date; any classifications applied before 1 July 2007 will
not be removed prior to publication.  Therefore, after this date the front pages of GB ‘A’ and
‘B’ published specifications will contain either:
a) UKC terms applied before 1 July 2007; or,
b) dummy Heading and Mark indicating that the publication is “N0T CLASSIFIED”.
Similarly, after the 1st July the Patents Journal Subject Matter Index will also contain a
mixture of previously applied UKC Headings and the dummy Heading N0T (N zero T).
*Due to international obligations the UKC Headings B5N and C7A will continue to be applied
after 1st July 2007.
Although the UKC will cease to be applied to newly considered applications, the historical
content of the UK patent document collection will not be affected.  No further editions of
the Key will be published.  The final edition of the Key, Edition X, will remain available at
http://www.ipo.gov.uk/patent/p-decisionmaking/p-class/p-class-ukc.htm.  
The following pamphlets are available without charge from the above website:
1) Notes on the use of the Classification Key;
2) UKC (Edition W) Catchwords;
3) The Documentation Record (revised to edition X);
4) UKC/IPC Concordance;
5) Introduction to U1S;
6) Heading U1S Universal Indexing Schedules for Use, Application, Utility and Property;
7) The Documentation Record (revised to edition X)
8) Unit Introductions (showing changed headings).
The following pamphlets are available in printed form but are not available on our website:
1) Structure of the Classification Key;
2) Catchwords Index to Heading U1S.
3. Prices
A number of different packages are available.  For details see our website
http://www.ipo.gov.uk/about/about-ourpublications/about-publication.htm 
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Eighth edition of the International Patent Classification
(IPC8)
Following the introduction of the eighth edition of the international Patent Classification
(IPC8), all GB patents published after 31 December 2005 will be classified under the
advanced level of IPC8.
All patent documents also continue to be classified under the UK Classification Key.
IPC8 is a new, internationally-recognised classification system which came into force
worldwide on 1 January 2006. It was introduced by the World Intellectual Property
Organization (WIPO), 34, Chemin des Colombettes, CH-1211 Geneva 20, Switzerland;
email ipc.mail@wipo.int. Any enquiries about IPC8 and its use should be directed to WIPO.
IPC8 classifying terms look similar to IPC7 terms except that all classifying terms now
include a version indicator in brackets, currently “(2006.01)”. This indicates that the
classifying term in question was first introduced in January 2006. 
All existing IPC7 terms that remain valid under IPC8, as well as new terms introduced on 1
January 2006, carry the version indicator “(2006.01)”. Any new terms introduced after
January 2006 will carry a version indicator appropriate to the month of introduction.
Changes in the IPC8 classification scheme are expected every 3 months from July 2006.
The design of front pages of patent documents has been altered according to new
internationally-agreed formats which stipulate a tabular presentation of IPC8 data. IPC8
data presented in the indexes of this Journal has been altered to include the version
indicator mentioned above.
Indexes Used in this Journal
The head notes to some of the indexes in this Journal include examples of entries
appearing in the indexes.  Where appropriate, component parts of the examples are
preceded by a two-figure INID code (Internationally agreed Numbers for the Identification
of bibliographic Data) and include two-letter country codes.  The codes are those of
standards of the World Intellectual Property Organisation (WIPO) and more details can be
found on the WIPO Website: www.wipo.int/scit/en/standards/standards.htm.
Specifications on Sale in London
Current Specifications, although not available for sale at the London Front Office, can be
ordered during the week commencing 24 October 2007 are in the range GB 2436780 -
GB  2437480.
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British Library - Recent Additions to the Library
The following transcripts of High Court Decisions have been received at the British
Library
Plaintiff(s) & Defendant(s) Date of Hearing SRIS code 
No.
Dr.Reddy’s Laboratories (UK) Limited
-and-
Eli Lilly and Company Limited.
30 July 2007 C/064/07
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UK Intellectual Property Office Mediation Service
The Office offers a high quality, value-for-money mediation service for use in settling
Intellectual Property disputes. 
Why you should use our service
The service aims to provide a quick and cost-effective alternative to litigation. The service
allows parties to reach agreement in Intellectual Property disputes through mutual
consent, which is vital if goodwill is to be preserved for future business relations.   
The office’s team of CEDR accredited mediators has extensive experience of dealing with
Intellectual Property disputes, ranging from ownership and inventorship disputes to
complex licensing agreements.
What we offer
We can provide an accredited mediator and/or facilities to accommodate mediation at
either our London or Newport offices. 
Our mediators and accommodation facilities can be booked on either a half or full day
basis.
What it costs
Mediation & Accommodation: includes the costs of a mediator, accommodation, general
administration and travelling expenses.
Venue Full day Half day
Central London £1000 £750
Newport £750 £500
Accommodation only: £100 per half day at either our central London or Newport offices.
All costs are subject to VAT for UK customers and will be borne equally by the parties
unless agreed otherwise. 
How to use our services
For more information or to request one of our mediation services then please contact us at:
Mediation
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Proceedings under the Patents Act 1977
Applications for Patents Filed
Application Number Range
This index sets out details of applications for patents filed in the
application number range given above. The entries are arranged in
alphabetical order according to the applicant’s name. Where there
are joint applicants, then the entry under the name of the first
applicant sets out details of the application, including the names of
the other applicants. The entries under the names of the other
applicants are cross referenced to the entry for the first applicant.
Each entry in the index under the name of the (or the first)
applicant provides the following information: the name(s) of the
applicant(s); the title of the invention; the filing date of the
application; any priority details; and the application number allotted
to the application.
Where an application is requesting an early date under Section 8,
12,15(9), or 37 of the Act, then the filing date of the earlier
application is included (see example 2). Where an application is
derived from an application under the Patent Cooperation Treaty or
is converted from a European Patent Application, then the
application number, the publication number, and the date of filing
of the PCT or EP application are included (see example 3). 
The application number includes, at its end, a check digit. The full
application number, including the check digit, should be quoted in
all correspondence concerning proceedings in respect of an
application up to the grant of a patent. When the application is
published under Section 16(1) of the Act, it will be accorded to a
seven-figure serial number. This should be used only when seeking
to identify printed copies of the specification and its abstract and to
make enquiries concerning entries in the Register of Patents.
These applications will not be available to the public for inspection
or purchase until the date of publication under Section 16(1) of the
Act. This date will be advertised in a subsequent issue of this
Journal.
Where applicant details are not initially available that entry will
appear at the end of the index and the relevant data field will be
blank. A further entry will be made in the Journal when the identity
of the applicant is supplied.
There follows three examples of entries for this index. The first
example shows an entry under the name of the first applicant for
an application having joint applicants, and includes an entry
under the name of one of the other applicants. The second
example shows an entry for a divisional application and includes
priority details. The third example shows an application derived
from a PCT application.
Example 1
(71)Thorpe, John R, Dawson, Bryan and Prowse, David W 
(54)Trench Covering System
(22)Date Lodged: 04 Mar 1989
(21)GB8905012.4
(71)Dawson, Bryan See Thorpe John R
Example 2
(71)Hammer, Floyd V (54) Method of forming articles from a
plastic material
(22)Date Lodged: 06 Mar1989 [16Oct 1986](Parent filing date)
Priorities: [(33)US (31)798886 (32)18Nov1985]
(21)GB8905132.0
Example 3
(71)Kajima Corporation (54) Curtain wall
(22)Date Lodged: 10 Jan 1989 [16Jun1987] (PCT filing date)
(86)PCT Appl No: PCT/JP1987/000389
(87)PCT Pubn No: WO/1988/010345
(21)GB8900507.8
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Adiele, Patricia Quick sweeper
Date Lodged: 11 Sep 2007
GB0717761.1
AGCO do Brasil Comércio e 
Indústria Ltda Auger conveyors
Date Lodged: 14 Sep 2007
GB0717952.6
Agilent Technologies, Inc. System and 
method for minimizing data-dependent 
power variations in a device
Date Lodged: 13 Sep 2007
Priorities: [US11/546,791 12 Oct 2006]
GB0717875.9
— Systems and methods for decreasing 
settling times in MS/MS
Date Lodged: 14 Sep 2007
[US11/537,355 29 Sep 2006]
GB0718025.0
Alford, Mr J and Malone, Thomas K 
and Merrigan, David Apparatus for 
facilitating collection of waste
Date Lodged: 13 Sep 2007
Priorities: [IES20060675 13 Sep 2006]
GB0717866.8
Allen Brothers (Fittings) Limited 
Ratchet block
Date Lodged: 13 Sep 2007
GB0717855.1
Allen, Stewart J Children's sports 
coaching and learning aid
Date Lodged: 14 Sep 2007
GB0717926.0
Altamura, Fiona See Altamura, Vincent
Altamura, Vincent and Altamura, 
Fiona Nappy changing kit
Date Lodged: 13 Sep 2007
GB0717835.3
Antech Limited Well downhole 
condition signalling
Date Lodged: 14 Sep 2007
Priorities: [GB0620251 12 Oct 2006]
GB0717957.5
ARM Limited and University of 
Michigan Random number generator
Date Lodged: 17 Sep 2007
Priorities: [US60851073 12 Oct 2006]
[US11826996 19 Jul 2007]
GB0718090.4
ARM Norway AS Method of and 
apparatus for encoding data
Date Lodged: 17 Sep 2007 [03 Mar 
2006]
Priorities: [GB0504570 04 Mar 2005]
GB0718110.0
GB0717744.7 - GB0718160.5 
Applications for Patents - cont
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ARM Norway AS and Nystad, Jorn 
and Ljosland, Borgar and 
Heggelund, Frode and Sørgard, 
Edvard and Blazevic, Mario 
Method of and apparatus for encoding 
data
Date Lodged: 17 Sep 2007 [03 Mar 
2006]
Priorities: [GB0504570.3 04 Mar 2005]
GB0718106.8
Arnold, Paul T A structure to support 
panels
Date Lodged: 17 Sep 2007
GB0718032.6
Asterion Limited Growth hormone 
fusion proteins
Date Lodged: 14 Sep 2007
Priorities: [US60/951,122 20 Jul 2007]
GB0717985.6
Astra Door Controls Ltd Door closer




Date Lodged: 17 Sep 2007 [23 Jan 
2007]
Priorities: [GB0606677 03 Apr 2006]
GB0718105.0
— Door closer
Date Lodged: 17 Sep 2007 [23 Jan 
2007]
[GB0606677 03 Apr 2006]
GB0718109.2
Astra Door Controls Ltd and 
Hesketh, Mark R Door frame fitting 
for door closer
Date Lodged: 17 Sep 2007 [17 Jun 
2004]
GB0718104.3
Atwal, Rajmindor See Jones, Anthony 
M J
BAE Systems plc Fluid flow monitoring
Date Lodged: 12 Sep 2007
GB0717774.4
— Fluid flow monitoring
Date Lodged: 12 Sep 2007
GB0717776.9
— Real time priority based scheduling
Date Lodged: 14 Sep 2007
GB0717973.2
Baker Hughes Incorporated Reduction 
of motion artifacts in NMR
Date Lodged: 14 Sep 2007 [05 May 
2005]
Priorities: [US10/839478 05 May 2004]
GB0717999.7
Barker, Derrick Child car seat and isofix 
base combination 07
Date Lodged: 11 Sep 2007
GB0717757.9
Barron, Simon G Treatment apparatus 
and method
Date Lodged: 13 Sep 2007
GB0717809.8
Basic Holdings Electric fire
Date Lodged: 12 Sep 2007
GB0717770.2
— Electric fire
Date Lodged: 12 Sep 2007
GB0717772.8
— Electric fire
Date Lodged: 12 Sep 2007
GB0717773.6
Bayram, Peter J Hybrid power with or 
without batteries
Date Lodged: 13 Sep 2007
Priorities: [GB0713216 09 Jul 2007]
[GB0716908 31 Aug 2007]
[GB0715483 09 Aug 2007]
[GB0717122 04 Sep 2007]
[GB0715479 13 Jul 2007]
[GB0716432 23 Aug 2007]
GB0717810.6
Beijing Lenovo Software Ltd and 
Lenovo (Beijing) Limited A method 
of establishing a hard disk physical 
partition
Date Lodged: 12 Sep 2007 [30 Nov 
2005]
PCT Appl No: PCT/CN2005/002061
PCT Pubn No: WO2006/094439
Priorities: [CN0510053728 10 Mar 
2005]
GB0717799.1
Beresford, Andrew G A barrier against 
pests particulary slugs and snails
Date Lodged: 13 Sep 2007
GB0717842.9
Berfield, Robert C Rotary flail feeding 
device and method
Date Lodged: 12 Sep 2007
Priorities: [US60863621 31 Oct 2006]
[US11677609 22 Feb 2007]
GB0717775.1
BHP Billiton Innovation Pty Ltd 
HOSE
Date Lodged: 14 Sep 2007
GB0718018.5
BHP Billiton Petroleum Pty Ltd Hose 
relating to hose end fittings
Date Lodged: 14 Sep 2007
GB0718019.3
— Hose
Date Lodged: 14 Sep 2007
GB0718020.1
Birchley, Philip A Poker system 4
Date Lodged: 17 Sep 2007
GB0718080.5
Bird, Christopher P A portable boot 
cleaning device
Date Lodged: 15 Sep 2007
GB0718049.0
Bisutti, Giovanni Services in media 
sector
Date Lodged: 14 Sep 2007
GB0717859.3
Blazevic, Mario See ARM Norway AS
Boeing Company, The Fuel system for 
an aircraft including a fuel tank inerting 
system
Date Lodged: 13 Sep 2007
Priorities: [US11/527,009 26 Sep 2006]
GB0717868.4
Borbolla, Tomas Simplifying products
Date Lodged: 15 Sep 2007
GB0718053.2
Bosanko, Lee Stretcher bond slat armour
Date Lodged: 13 Sep 2007
GB0717830.4
— Pierced slat armour
Date Lodged: 14 Sep 2007
GB0717964.1
— I section slat armour
Date Lodged: 14 Sep 2007
GB0717965.8
Bowe, Paul A Improvement to flow 
control fuel can
Date Lodged: 13 Sep 2007
GB0717824.7
Brett, Laura Weaning shield
Date Lodged: 18 Sep 2007
GB0718140.7
Briggs, Ian P Improvements relating to 
machine tools eg a sliding compound 
mitre saw
Date Lodged: 17 Sep 2007
Priorities: [GB0622310 09 Nov 2006]
GB0718085.4
Brintech International Limited 
Improvements in the nasal 
administration of medicaments
Date Lodged: 13 Sep 2007
GB0717817.1
Bryce, John M Post drivers
Date Lodged: 15 Sep 2007
GB0718050.8
Buckingham, Clive and Taylor, Robin 
Chimney liners which prevent ingress 
of water into the building
Date Lodged: 11 Sep 2007
GB0717762.9
Byotrol PLC Formulations comprising 
an anti-microbial
Date Lodged: 17 Sep 2007
GB0718114.2
Caledyne Limited Tree plug
Date Lodged: 18 Sep 2007 [07 Mar 
2006]
PCT Appl No: PCT/GB2006/000815
PCT Pubn No: WO2006/095160
Priorities: [GB0504837.6 09 Mar 2005]
GB0718131.6
Cambridge Correlators Limited 
Monitoring of and compensation for 
vibration
Date Lodged: 12 Sep 2007
GB0717758.7
Cambridge Enterprise Limited See 
Seiko Epson Corporation
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Cambridge Magnetic Refrigeration 
Ltd and Haselwimmer, Robert K 
W Sample support with tilting and 
rotating means for cryogenic 
applications
Date Lodged: 14 Sep 2007 [15 Mar 
2006]
PCT Appl No: PCT/GB2006/000923
PCT Pubn No: WO2006/097720
Priorities: [GB0505393.9 16 Mar 2005]
GB0718021.9
Cambridge Silicon Radio Limited A 
mixer for downconversion of RF 
signals
Date Lodged: 13 Sep 2007
GB0717865.0
— Phase locked loop
Date Lodged: 13 Sep 2007
GB0717883.3
Caplan, Slyvan See Jamieson, John
Cardy, David R Modular personal 
transport system
Date Lodged: 13 Sep 2007
GB0717816.3
Carlson, Alan R A device to timeout t.v 
adverstisements
Date Lodged: 15 Sep 2007
GB0718054.0
Cascade Technologies Ltd Polarimetric 
hyperspectral imager
Date Lodged: 14 Sep 2007
GB0717967.4
Centre National de la Recherche 
Scientifique (C N R S) See Engelhard 
Lyon
Chambers, Carol N See Mohammed, 
Pervaiz
Chami, George See Chami, Teodos
Chami, Teodos and Chami, George A 
detachable compact case for use in 
packaging silicone medical devices and 
other fragile products
Date Lodged: 18 Sep 2007
GB0718133.2
Chartered Brands Limited Anti 
dandruff shampoo
Date Lodged: 15 Sep 2007
GB0718040.9
Chikerema, Leonard Sweat trap
Date Lodged: 11 Sep 2007
GB0717760.3
Chisso Corporation Process for 
production of recombinant proteins as 
a soluble form
Date Lodged: 17 Sep 2007
Priorities: [JP2006253045 19 Sep 2006]
GB0718095.3
Chou, Hwei-Rung Multipurpose 
gardening shears
Date Lodged: 17 Sep 2007
GB0718091.2
Clark, André Additional variations on a 
device for atuomatically testing whether 
a drink has spiked
Date Lodged: 18 Sep 2007
Priorities: [GB0705716 24 Mar 2007]
GB0718124.1
— A device for semi-automatically testing 
whether a drink has been spiked
Date Lodged: 18 Sep 2007
GB0718149.8
Clear, Liam Wall coping with rainwater 
channel
Date Lodged: 13 Sep 2007
GB0717862.7
Clipper Data Limited Improvements 
relating to diving equipment
Date Lodged: 13 Sep 2007
GB0717846.0
Clough, Jonathan Conduit mounting 
apparatus
Date Lodged: 14 Sep 2007
GB0717936.9
CNH Belgium N V A method and 
apparatus for detecting errors in 
electronically processed images
Date Lodged: 14 Sep 2007
GB0717986.4
Cognis Ip Management GmbH 
Improved method for making tinted 
polymers
Date Lodged: 13 Sep 2007
GB0717877.5
Colbalt Technologies Inc Real time 
monitoring of microbial enzymatic 
pathways
Date Lodged: 17 Sep 2007
Priorities: [US60/882,834 29 Dec 
2006]
[US11/853681 11 Sep 2007]
GB0718077.1
Collins, Philip R Barometer
Date Lodged: 17 Sep 2007
GB0718059.9
Commons, John Reflective coloured 
speed indicators
Date Lodged: 18 Sep 2007
GB0718158.9
Connect Computer Solutions 
Limited Audio playback device
Date Lodged: 14 Sep 2007
GB0717971.6
Control Techniques Dynamics Ltd 
Permanent magnet rotor assembley
Date Lodged: 13 Sep 2007
GB0717889.0
Corrigan, Nigel Military close air 
support friendly fire incidents
Date Lodged: 18 Sep 2007
GB0718144.9
Creative Technology Limited A power 
supply
Date Lodged: 17 Sep 2007 [15 Mar 
2006]
PCT Appl No: PCT/SG2006/000058
PCT Pubn No: WO2006/098702
Priorities: [US11083665 17 Mar 2005]
GB0718119.1
Crompton Technology Group 
Limited See Mennear, Jonathan
Crysoptix Limited Colour liquid crystal 
display and patterned compensation 
panel
Date Lodged: 17 Sep 2007
GB0718154.8
Curvaceous Software Limited Multi-
variable operations
Date Lodged: 15 Sep 2007
GB0717991.4
Cyden Limited Indicator formulation 
and use thereof
Date Lodged: 13 Sep 2007
Priorities: [DK200700577 20 Apr 
2007]
GB0717795.9
Dai Nippon Printing Co Ltd Organic 
semiconductor device, manufacturing 
method of same, organic transistor 
array, and display
Date Lodged: 13 Sep 2007
Priorities: [JP2006268609 29 Sep 2006]
[JP2007091690 30 Mar 2007]
GB0717873.4
Dart Product Development Ltd Oil 
viscosity and H2S reduction in oil
Date Lodged: 14 Sep 2007
GB0717861.9
Data Connection Limited Database 
and database processing methods
Date Lodged: 14 Sep 2007
GB0717970.8
Deeke, Georg W Leave shutter valve for 
i.c engines
Date Lodged: 15 Sep 2007
GB0718057.3
Dell, Ian T Preparation of high purity 
liquid p-menthane 3,8-diol mixtures
Date Lodged: 13 Sep 2007
GB0717782.7
Demarest, Vincent M Improvements in 
and relating to pile driving
Date Lodged: 14 Sep 2007
GB0717978.1
Denso Corporation Route retrieval 
apparatus and method
Date Lodged: 13 Sep 2007
Priorities: [JP2006254715 20 Sep 2006]
GB0717899.9
Ding, Junhua See MKS Instruments Inc
Dooworks FZ Co Method and system for 
processing of images
Date Lodged: 14 Sep 2007
GB0718015.1
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Dovison, David Metal strom rapid 
reload through muzzle
Date Lodged: 12 Sep 2007
GB0717759.5
Drennan International Limited 
Swimfeeder
Date Lodged: 12 Sep 2007
Priorities: [GB0622345 09 Nov 2006]
GB0717763.7
Dupleix A/S Indicator formulation and 
use thereof
Date Lodged: 13 Sep 2007
Priorities: [DK200700577 20 Apr 
2007]
GB0717854.4
EADS Defence and Security Systems 
Limited Protection of electronic 
devices
Date Lodged: 13 Sep 2007
GB0717876.7
Eastham, Derek A digital stereo viewer
Date Lodged: 18 Sep 2007
GB0718151.4
EC Power A/S Heat exchanger
Date Lodged: 17 Sep 2007 [06 Oct 
2003]
GB0718113.4
Econix Limited Container constructed 
from card or card-like material
Date Lodged: 12 Sep 2007
GB0717752.0
ECRM Incorporated System and 
method for interleaf sheet and/or plate 
sheet removal and/or transport for use 
with a printing apparatus
Date Lodged: 12 Sep 2007 [03 May 
2004]
GB0717793.4
Egerton, Robert and O’Connor, Neil 
Aiming device attached to a cue stick
Date Lodged: 14 Sep 2007
GB0717924.5
Electro-mec (Reading) Ltd Product 
feeding apparatus
Date Lodged: 14 Sep 2007
GB0717980.7
Engelhard Lyon and Centre National 
de la Recherche Scientifique (C N 
R S) Stimulation of the synethesis and 
of the activity of an isoform lysyl 
oxidase-like loxl for stimulating the 
formation of elastic fibres
Date Lodged: 13 Sep 2007 [11 Jun 
2004]
Priorities: [FR0307177 13 Jun 2003]
GB0717869.2
Environment Agency, The See 
University of Lancaster
Epiq  NV Temperature sensor
Date Lodged: 14 Sep 2007
GB0717994.8
FFEI Limited Method of securing lens 
holder
Date Lodged: 12 Sep 2007
GB0717801.5
Fibrevision Limited Quality control
Date Lodged: 14 Sep 2007
GB0717981.5
Fisher-Rosemount Systems, Inc 
Compact batch viewing techniques for 
use in batch processes
Date Lodged: 12 Sep 2007
Priorities: [US11531457 13 Sep 2006]
GB0717766.0
— Apparatus and method to 
communicatively couple field devices 
to controller in a process control system
Date Lodged: 17 Sep 2007
[US11533259 19 Sep 2006]
GB0718038.3
Fogarty, John S M Vaginal shower
Date Lodged: 13 Sep 2007
GB0717843.7
Forensic Science Service Limited 
Improvements in and relating to 
investigations
Date Lodged: 18 Sep 2007 [20 Mar 
2006]
PCT Appl No: PCT/GB2006/000992
PCT Pubn No: WO2006/097761
Priorities: [GB0505748 18 Mar 2005]
GB0718156.3
Foseco International Limited 
Submerged entry nozzle
Date Lodged: 18 Sep 2007
GB0718121.7
Foundation for Research and 
Technology Hellas IMBB-FORTH 
Analysing the binding of cell membrane 
bound molecules
Date Lodged: 17 Sep 2007
GB0718073.0
Foundation for the Promotion of 
Industrial Science, The and 
Jikeikai Medical Corporation Cell 
culture chamber
Date Lodged: 12 Sep 2007 [08 Dec 
2005]
PCT Appl No: PCT/JP2005/022524
PCT Pubn No: WO2006/095480
Priorities: [JP2005064074 08 Mar 
2005]
GB0717796.7
Francesco, Gino Method of treatment 
and prevention of pulmonary 
tuberculosis
Date Lodged: 12 Sep 2007
GB0717744.7
Furuno Electric Company Limited 
Radar system
Date Lodged: 12 Sep 2007
Priorities: [JP2006248727 13 Sep 2006]
GB0717797.5
Garvey, Patrick J Motorcycle helmet 
development 1
Date Lodged: 14 Sep 2007
GB0717915.3
GE HEALTHCARE FINLAND OY 
Fluid management measurement 
module
Date Lodged: 13 Sep 2007
Priorities: [US11535318 26 Sep 2006]
GB0717893.2
Genderguide AS Method
Date Lodged: 13 Sep 2007
GB0717886.6
General Electric Company Method 
and apparatus for operating gas turbine 
engines
Date Lodged: 13 Sep 2007
Priorities: [US11541715 29 Sep 2006]
GB0717871.8
— Method and apparatus for resonance 
frequency response attentuation
Date Lodged: 13 Sep 2007
[US11524582 21 Sep 2006]
GB0717872.6
— Method and systems for removing 
mercury from combustion exhaust gas
Date Lodged: 13 Sep 2007
[US11532733 18 Sep 2006]
GB0717884.1
— Method of neutralizing acid exhaust 
gas
Date Lodged: 13 Sep 2007
[US11523982 20 Sep 2006]
GB0717896.5
— Blade containment system for a gas 
turbine engine
Date Lodged: 14 Sep 2007
[US11526401 25 Sep 2006]
GB0718002.9
Get Me Band Ltd Personal locator 
device
Date Lodged: 13 Sep 2007
GB0717825.4
Giggs, Cyril Audio pillow/headrest
Date Lodged: 18 Sep 2007
GB0718146.4
Gill, Allan Petal hover
Date Lodged: 14 Sep 2007
GB0718061.5
Glaxo Group Limited Novel 
compounds
Date Lodged: 14 Sep 2007
GB0718033.4
— Novel compounds
Date Lodged: 14 Sep 2007
GB0718034.2
— Novel compounds
Date Lodged: 14 Sep 2007
GB0718035.9
— Novel compounds
Date Lodged: 14 Sep 2007
GB0718036.7
— Novel compounds
Date Lodged: 17 Sep 2007
GB0718111.8
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— Novel compounds
Date Lodged: 14 Sep 2007
GB0718116.7
Glaxo Group Ltd Novel pharmaceutical
Date Lodged: 13 Sep 2007
GB0717882.5
Godwin, Lisa See Strike, Shane
Grange Fencing Ltd Packaging
Date Lodged: 14 Sep 2007
GB0717987.2
Green, Alan J A waste bag lifter
Date Lodged: 14 Sep 2007
Priorities: [GB0715863 15 Aug 2007]
GB0718060.7
GSI Group Limited Power supply 
circuit for lasers
Date Lodged: 14 Sep 2007 [27 Mar 
2006]
PCT Appl No: PCT/GB2006/001120
PCT Pubn No: WO2006/103409
Priorities: [GB0506233 29 Mar 2005]
GB0717972.4
Gunma Industry Support 
Organization See Japan Atomic 
Energy Agency
Haddad, Ramsey Y Portable water 
purification unit
Date Lodged: 14 Sep 2007
GB0717912.0
Hamilton Sundstrand Corporation 
Methods to control high speed electric 
machines having a front-end emi filter 
attached
Date Lodged: 12 Sep 2007
Priorities: [US11519748 12 Sep 2006]
GB0717789.2
Hammond, Ian See Stukel, Paul
Hardie, Christopher Automatic toilet 
lid an/or seat closer
Date Lodged: 14 Sep 2007
GB0717870.0
Harper, Vincent N Emergency services 
control system
Date Lodged: 13 Sep 2007
GB0717822.1
Harris, Philip J Corner Board Cage
Date Lodged: 17 Sep 2007
GB0718063.1
Harrison, Mark Beverage container
Date Lodged: 14 Sep 2007
GB0718007.8
Haselwimmer, Robert K W See 
Cambridge Magnetic Refrigeration Ltd
Hawkins, David F A cable duct 
restraining device
Date Lodged: 17 Sep 2007
GB0718153.0
Haynes, Matthew Infant picture/sticker 
clock
Date Lodged: 17 Sep 2007
GB0718062.3
Head, Philip Well bore sensing
Date Lodged: 17 Sep 2007 [16 Mar 
2006]
PCT Appl No: PCT/GB2006/050057
PCT Pubn No: WO2006/097772
Priorities: [GB0505363 16 Mar 2005]
[GB0514258 12 Jul 2005]
[GB0511151 01 Jun 2005]
[GB0518330 08 Sep 2005]
[GB0518205 07 Sep 2005]
[GB0602077 02 Feb 2006]
GB0717995.5
Heggelund, Frode See ARM Norway 
AS
Heightec Group, The Casualty 
protection device
Date Lodged: 13 Sep 2007
GB0717818.9
Helen of Troy Limited Utensil 
receptacle
Date Lodged: 17 Sep 2007 [17 Mar 
2006]
PCT Appl No: PCT/US2006/010076
PCT Pubn No: WO2006/102250
Priorities: [US11083732 18 Mar 2005]
GB0718098.7




Date Lodged: 12 Sep 2007
Priorities: [US11541084 29 Sep 2006]
GB0717794.2
Highland Innovation Centre Ltd 
Poultry wand for Oregon disease 
detection
Date Lodged: 14 Sep 2007
GB0717928.6
Highway Care Limited Barrier system
Date Lodged: 13 Sep 2007
GB0717841.1
Hill, David D Pet accessories
Date Lodged: 15 Sep 2007
GB0717990.6
Hitchings, David J Improvements in 
and relating to flowmeters
Date Lodged: 14 Sep 2007
GB0717979.9
Hole, Tony Jar opener
Date Lodged: 17 Sep 2007
GB0718108.4
Hollowed, Kevin Motar joint gauge 
(mjg)
Date Lodged: 13 Sep 2007
GB0717833.8
Homelux Nenplas limited Tiling 
system
Date Lodged: 15 Sep 2007
GB0718047.4
Howie, Robin M A personal cooking 
device
Date Lodged: 17 Sep 2007
GB0718079.7
Hoy, Michael J Compressed fuel vapour 
supply apparatus
Date Lodged: 18 Sep 2007
GB0718135.7
Hsin-Tsai, Wu Inflatable pad assembly
Date Lodged: 17 Sep 2007
Priorities: [CN20050451.1 12 Apr 
2007]
[CN20052150.2 24 May 2007]
GB0718099.5
Hudswell, Michael R See Inneva 
Limited
Husqvarna (UK) Limited Chainsaw
Date Lodged: 14 Sep 2007
GB0718037.5
IBP-Group Limited Security system
Date Lodged: 13 Sep 2007
GB0717858.5
Ice Energy Heat Pumps Limited 
Method and process for heat exchange
Date Lodged: 14 Sep 2007
GB0717909.6
Imagination Technologies Limited 
Methods and systems for generating 3-
dimensional computer images
Date Lodged: 12 Sep 2007
GB0717781.9
Imperial Chemical Industries PLC 
Electrostatic paint spraying device
Date Lodged: 14 Sep 2007
Priorities: [GB0625127 18 Dec 2006]
GB0717939.3
— Electrostatic paint spraying device
Date Lodged: 14 Sep 2007
[GB065127 18 Dec 2006]
GB0717940.1
— Electrostatic paint spraying device
Date Lodged: 14 Sep 2007
[GB0625127 18 Dec 2006]
GB0717941.9
— Electrostatic paint spraying device
Date Lodged: 14 Sep 2007
[GB0625127 18 Dec 2006]
GB0717942.7
— Electrostatic paint spraying device
Date Lodged: 14 Sep 2007
[GB0625127 18 Dec 2006]
GB0717943.5
— Electrostatic paint spraying device
Date Lodged: 14 Sep 2007
[GB0625127 18 Dec 2006]
GB0717944.3
— Electrostatic paint spraying device
Date Lodged: 14 Sep 2007
[GB0625127 18 Dec 2006]
GB0717945.0
— Electrostatic paint spraying device
Date Lodged: 14 Sep 2007
[GB0625127 18 Dec 2006]
GB0717946.8
— A nozzle
Date Lodged: 14 Sep 2007
[GB0625127 18 Dec 2006]
GB0717947.6
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Imperial innovations Limited 
Electrical generator
Date Lodged: 14 Sep 2007
GB0718008.6
Inneva Limited and Hudswell, 
Michael R Manual assist device
Date Lodged: 15 Sep 2007
GB0718055.7
Innovation Deli Limited Beverage 
foamer
Date Lodged: 15 Sep 2007
GB0718041.7
Innovia Films Limited Film, packaging 
and method for making them
Date Lodged: 14 Sep 2007
GB0717974.0
Innovision Research & Technology 
PLC Nfc communicators
Date Lodged: 13 Sep 2007
GB0717880.9
Inovink Limited Improvements in and 
relating to viologen compounds
Date Lodged: 14 Sep 2007
GB0717948.4
— Improvements in and relating to 
viologens
Date Lodged: 14 Sep 2007
GB0717949.2
Intel Corporation and Ooi, Eng A 
method and apparatus for independent 
and concurrent data transfer on hos 
controllers
Date Lodged: 12 Sep 2007 [31 Mar 
2006]
PCT Appl No: PCT/US2006/012994
PCT Pubn No: WO2006/105548
Priorities: [US11096619 31 Mar 2005]
GB0717767.8
International Automotive 
Components Group North 
America Inc Vehicle overhead console 
assembly having a combination mirror 
and storage bin assembly
Date Lodged: 18 Sep 2007
Priorities: [US11533526 20 Sep 2006]
GB0718123.3
International Cellulose Company 
(Overseas) Ltd A Product and 
process therefor
Date Lodged: 13 Sep 2007
GB0717852.8
International Patents Inc Apparatus 
and method for monitoring an airway 
device such as an endotracheal tube
Date Lodged: 17 Sep 2007
GB0718086.2
Inventec Appliances Corporation 
Input device
Date Lodged: 17 Sep 2007
Priorities: [TW96202871 14 Feb 2007]
GB0718115.9
Isis Innovation Limited Substrate for 
high frequency integrated circuit
Date Lodged: 14 Sep 2007
GB0717997.1
Isis Innovation Limited and Okairos 
AG Adenoviral vector encoding 
malaria antigen
Date Lodged: 13 Sep 2007
Priorities: [GB07069149 10 Apr 2007]
GB0717888.2
ITI Scotland Ltd Analog-to-digital-
converter
Date Lodged: 13 Sep 2007
GB0717894.0
— Channel switching in a communication 
network
Date Lodged: 13 Sep 2007
GB0717898.1
— Two step cluster deletion and 
humanisation
Date Lodged: 14 Sep 2007
GB0718029.2
J.C.Bamford Excavators Limited 
Method of providing a machine 
readable marking
Date Lodged: 12 Sep 2007
GB0717765.2
Jamie, Sanigar Sweat suit
Date Lodged: 14 Sep 2007
GB0717993.0
Jamieson, John and Johnson, Gregg 
and Murray, Joseph and Caplan, 
Slyvan An inverted passive optical 
network/inverted passive electrical 
network  (ipon/ipen) based data fusion 
and synchronization system
Date Lodged: 14 Sep 2007 [02 Mar 
2006]
PCT Appl No: PCT/US2006/007203
PCT Pubn No: WO2006/104630
Priorities: [US60657424 02 Mar 2005]
GB0718009.4
Japan Atomic Energy Agency and 
Gunma Industry Support 
Organization Preparation of gels 
derived from carboxymethyl cellulose 
alkali metal salt
Date Lodged: 14 Sep 2007
Priorities: [JP2007070145 19 Mar 
2007]
[JP2006250947 15 Sep 2006]
[JP2007188845 19 Jul 2007]
GB0718000.3
Japan Aviation Electronics Industry 
Ltd Connector with a lever capable of 
reliably transmitting an operation force
Date Lodged: 12 Sep 2007
Priorities: [JP2006246900 12 Sep 2006]
GB0717785.0
Jeans, Edward L Drive mechanism
Date Lodged: 14 Sep 2007
GB0717920.3
Jikeikai Medical Corporation See 
Foundation for the Promotion of 
IndustrialScience, The
Johnson-Townley, Martyn An extruded 
device
Date Lodged: 13 Sep 2007
GB0717812.2
Johnson, Ashley B See Schlumberger 
Holdings Limited
Johnson, Gregg See Jamieson, John
Jones, Anthony M J and Atwal, 
Rajmindor Moda (mobile outdoor 
digital advertising) control box
Date Lodged: 14 Sep 2007
GB0718067.2
Jones, Donald C A structure
Date Lodged: 14 Sep 2007 [24 Mar 
2006]
PCT Appl No: PCT/GB2006/001089
PCT Pubn No: WO2006/100504
Priorities: [GB0506116 24 Mar 2005]
GB0718028.4
Jones, Richard W Method and 
apparatus for the separation of granular 
solids from water flowing in a channel
Date Lodged: 17 Sep 2007
GB0718078.9
— A system for the measurement of flow 
in an open channel
Date Lodged: 17 Sep 2007
GB0718089.6
kAMHOOT, Ronald P F Information 
acquisition system
Date Lodged: 14 Sep 2007 [10 Mar 
2006]
PCT Appl No: PCT/IB2006/050761
PCT Pubn No: WO2006/095329
Priorities: [ZA200502068 10 Mar 
2005]
GB0717932.8
Kane Kougyou Co Ltd Water-type pilot-
type valve
Date Lodged: 13 Sep 2007
Priorities: [JP2006270216 02 Oct 2006]
GB0717874.2
Kapila, Vikramditya Car music on 
demand player
Date Lodged: 13 Sep 2007
GB0717792.6
Keast, John L See Paget, Ernest J
Kerr, William Adhesive tape
Date Lodged: 18 Sep 2007
GB0718143.1
Kett, Graham A M Modular rec-
configurable panel-based enclosures 
for display, merchandising and sapce 
division
Date Lodged: 14 Sep 2007
GB0717962.5
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Komatsu Limited Blade and fan having 
the same
Date Lodged: 14 Sep 2007 [13 Mar 
2006]
PCT Appl No: PCT/JP2006/304852
PCT Pubn No: WO2006/098254
Priorities: [JP2005071269 14 Mar 
2005]
GB0717966.6
KONICA MINOLTA HOLDINGS, 
INC. Method of forming organic 
compound layer process for producing 
organic e deviceand organic el device
Date Lodged: 14 Sep 2007 [23 Feb 
2006]
PCT Appl No: PCT/JP2006/303225
PCT Pubn No: WO2006/100868
Priorities: [JP2005079146 18 Mar 
2005]
GB0718024.3
Kornhauser, David M Brass instrument 
valve
Date Lodged: 13 Sep 2007
GB0717836.1
Kovacs, Laurence K A cradle 
arrangement
Date Lodged: 14 Sep 2007
GB0717938.5
L Kahn Manufacturing Company 
Limited Cosmetic applicator head 
applicator
Date Lodged: 17 Sep 2007
GB0718072.2
Lab901 Limited Method for protein 
staining prior to electrophoresis
Date Lodged: 14 Sep 2007
GB0718012.8
Lamont, Thomas A building 
component
Date Lodged: 17 Sep 2007
GB0718004.5
Largo Foods Intellectual Properties 
Limited A method for manufacturing 
a snack food product
Date Lodged: 12 Sep 2007
GB0717769.4
Lear Corporation Intermediate switch 
actuator array
Date Lodged: 14 Sep 2007
Priorities: [US11532641 18 Sep 2006]
GB0717929.4
Leese, Jonathan P Tree mulcher & 
support
Date Lodged: 12 Sep 2007
GB0717755.3
Legrand France and Legrand SNC A 
safe electric switch
Date Lodged: 18 Sep 2007
Priorities: [FR0608736 05 Oct 2006]
GB0718125.8
Legrand SNC See Legrand France
Lenovo (Beijing) Limited PTT 
System, method for implementing PPT 
communication, PTT management 
server and terminal device thereof.
Date Lodged: 13 Sep 2007
Priorities: [CN0610153891 14 Sep 
2006]
GB0717847.8
— and See Beijing Lenovo Software Ltd
LINPAC Allibert Limited Container
Date Lodged: 13 Sep 2007
GB0717892.4
Ljosland, Borgar See ARM Norway AS
Logicor Ltd Toilet apparatus
Date Lodged: 14 Sep 2007
GB0717918.7
Loughborough University Functional 
polymer powder
Date Lodged: 14 Sep 2007
GB0717937.7
Lucasfilm Entertainment Company 
Ltd Three-dimensional motion 
capture
Date Lodged: 14 Sep 2007 [16 Mar 
2006]
PCT Appl No: PCT/US2006/009787
PCT Pubn No: WO2006/099589
Priorities: [US60662973 16 Mar 2005]
GB0718003.7
MacFarland, Wilbur B Anti-scorch 
device
Date Lodged: 14 Sep 2007
GB0717954.2
MacMullen, James C Heat filament aid
Date Lodged: 12 Sep 2007
GB0717756.1
— Spout fluid control baffle
Date Lodged: 14 Sep 2007
GB0717963.3
Malone, Thomas K See Alford, Mr J
Manalil, Johnykutty S Cable stripper
Date Lodged: 18 Sep 2007
GB0718148.0
MANDELL, Stephen T Exercise device 
and methods
Date Lodged: 17 Sep 2007
GB0718107.6
Marott Graphic Services (UK) Ltd 
Corrosion inhibitor
Date Lodged: 14 Sep 2007
GB0717961.7
Mars Incorporated Beverage dispensing 
packs and apparatus
Date Lodged: 17 Sep 2007
Priorities: [US0715775.3 13 Aug 2007]
GB0718120.9
Mather, Simon Detachable extendable 
SMB/wreck/cave reel handle
Date Lodged: 14 Sep 2007
GB0717934.4
McCrossan, Joan E Coloured shaving 
gel
Date Lodged: 13 Sep 2007
GB0717844.5
McGannan, Benjamin R Water cooler
Date Lodged: 12 Sep 2007
GB0717764.5
McKillen, Daniel Wheel and roller 
generated power
Date Lodged: 13 Sep 2007
GB0717832.0
Medical Research Council Methods
Date Lodged: 18 Sep 2007
GB0718160.5
Medipex Ltd Imprinted array
Date Lodged: 14 Sep 2007
GB0717860.1
— Imprinted array
Date Lodged: 14 Sep 2007
GB0717905.4
Melexis NV Improvements relating to 
driving brushless dc (bldc) motors
Date Lodged: 13 Sep 2007
GB0717851.0
Mellor, Edward Methods and apparatus 
for dynamic wireless sensor network 
power management and sensor 
integration
Date Lodged: 14 Sep 2007
GB0717922.9
Mellors, Benjamin J Mud Bath
Date Lodged: 18 Sep 2007
GB0718147.2
Mennear, Jonathan and Crompton 
Technology Group Limited Six part 
suspension arrangement for cryogenic 
systems
Date Lodged: 14 Sep 2007
GB0717960.9
Merrigan, David See Alford, Mr J
Micromass Limited Mass spectrometer
Date Lodged: 14 Sep 2007
GB0717983.1
Micromass UK Limited Mass 
spectrometer
Date Lodged: 17 Sep 2007
GB0718074.8
Mitsubishi Electric Information 
Technology Centre Europe B.V. 
Determination of time shift of a band-
pass signal
Date Lodged: 12 Sep 2007
GB0717791.8
— Pulse analyzer
Date Lodged: 12 Sep 2007
GB0717800.7
MKS Instruments Inc and Zarkar, 
Kaveh H and Smith, John A and 
Ding, Junhua Gas delivery method 
and system including a flow ratio 
controller using antisymmetric optimal 
control
Date Lodged: 12 Sep 2007 [20 Apr 
2006]
PCT Appl No: PCT/US2006/014682
PCT Pubn No: WO2006/115926
Priorities: [US11/111/646 21 Apr 2005]
GB0717778.5
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Mohammed, Pervaiz and Chambers, 
Carol N Spidercatcher
Date Lodged: 17 Sep 2007
GB0718084.7
Molecular Vision Limited Photovoltaic 
device
Date Lodged: 14 Sep 2007
GB0718010.2
— Photovoltaic device
Date Lodged: 14 Sep 2007
GB0718011.0
Monro, Philip P Novel applications of 
the hen-cam test method
Date Lodged: 13 Sep 2007
GB0717831.2
Moore, Ian Protective plate
Date Lodged: 15 Sep 2007
GB0718058.1
Motorola Inc Device and electrical 
contact mechanism therefor
Date Lodged: 17 Sep 2007
GB0718042.5
Motorola, Inc. Power supply controller 
circuitry
Date Lodged: 14 Sep 2007
GB0717958.3
Mullin, John M Painting apparatus
Date Lodged: 13 Sep 2007
GB0717837.9
Murphy, Mark Apparatus for protection 
and helping the action of blood letting 
in bovines
Date Lodged: 18 Sep 2007
GB0718138.1
Murray, Joseph See Jamieson, John
Nadin, Sarah First aid manual for a 
portable/handheld device
Date Lodged: 13 Sep 2007
GB0717821.3
National Steel Car Limited Rail road 
car truck and members thereof
Date Lodged: 13 Sep 2007 [08 Jul 2004]
Priorities: [CA2434603 08 Jul 2003]
[CA2436327 31 Jul 2003]
[CA2454472 24 Dec 2003]
GB0717805.6
Natural Resources (2000) Limited 
Moulding of articles
Date Lodged: 14 Sep 2007
GB0718030.0
NetGain Tecnologies LLC Motor 
vehicle with electric boost motor
Date Lodged: 17 Sep 2007
GB0718071.4
Nettlebank Limited Mounting 
arrangement
Date Lodged: 15 Sep 2007
GB0718043.3
Newall, James A Drier for wetsuit
Date Lodged: 18 Sep 2007
GB0718139.9
Newfrey LLC Structure for attaching 
protective member to a support
Date Lodged: 13 Sep 2007
Priorities: [JP2006251211 15 Sep 2006]
GB0717808.0
NFAB Limited Improved particle beam 
generator
Date Lodged: 14 Sep 2007
GB0717927.8
Nissan Motor Manufacturing (UK) 
Ltd Improvements in or relating to 
vehicle closures
Date Lodged: 14 Sep 2007
GB0717897.3
Normington, Peter High efficiency gas 
turbine engines
Date Lodged: 18 Sep 2007
Priorities: [GB0711707 18 Jun 2007]
GB0718128.2
Norwegian Institute for Agricultural 
& Environmental Research 
Transformation of plants
Date Lodged: 17 Sep 2007
GB0718112.6
NV (Manufacturing) Ltd Electric lamp 
holders and lamps therefore
Date Lodged: 13 Sep 2007
GB0717879.1
NXP B.V. A signal sampling circuit
Date Lodged: 13 Sep 2007
GB0717840.3
Nystad, Jorn See ARM Norway AS
O’Connor, Neil See Egerton, Robert
Obrist Closures Switzerland GmbH 
See Reckitt Benckiser Inc
Ogle, Belinda J The treepee
Date Lodged: 13 Sep 2007
GB0717839.5
Okairos AG See Isis Innovation Limited
Ooi, Eng See Intel Corporation
Optima Solutions UK Ltd Improved 
nozzle
Date Lodged: 14 Sep 2007 [28 Feb 
2005]
Priorities: [GB0405088.6 05 Mar 2004]
GB0717968.2
Oxford Plastic Systems Limited 
Barrier arrangement
Date Lodged: 14 Sep 2007
Priorities: [GB0702475 09 Feb 2007]
GB0717916.1
Oxford RF Sensors Limited Totor 
blade sensor
Date Lodged: 14 Sep 2007
GB0718005.2
Paget, Ernest J and Keast, John L An 
adjustable valve
Date Lodged: 13 Sep 2007
GB0717815.5
Paul, Andrew 20'S
Date Lodged: 14 Sep 2007
GB0717956.7
Pentax Corporation Histofluorescent 
stain for endoscopy
Date Lodged: 14 Sep 2007
Priorities: [JP2006248849 14 Sep 2006]
GB0718083.9
PepTcell Limited Peptide sequences 
and compositions
Date Lodged: 13 Sep 2007
GB0717864.3
— Pharmaceutical compound
Date Lodged: 14 Sep 2007
GB0718045.8
Phitek Systems Limited Battery door
Date Lodged: 13 Sep 2007
Priorities: [NZ549912 14 Sep 2006]
GB0717853.6
PhotonStar LED Limited Electrically 
isolated vertical light emitting diode 
structure
Date Lodged: 12 Sep 2007
GB0717802.3
Pritchard, Michael A water purifying 
device
Date Lodged: 14 Sep 2007 [25 Sep 
2006]
GB0718022.7
Probiodrug AG Transgenic mice
Date Lodged: 12 Sep 2007
GB0717784.3
Professor M.L.H, Green Composites
Date Lodged: 14 Sep 2007
GB0717996.3
P2i Limited Glycobiological surfaces
Date Lodged: 17 Sep 2007
GB0718092.0
— Solid phase synthesis and products 
obtained thereby
Date Lodged: 17 Sep 2007
GB0718097.9
Q Park Medical Limited Sheath 
assembly
Date Lodged: 17 Sep 2007
GB0718093.8
Radford Ezy Net Limited Cricketing 
apparatus
Date Lodged: 14 Sep 2007
GB0717913.8
Reckitt Benckiser Inc Improved 
process for manufacturing dispensing 
devices
Date Lodged: 13 Sep 2007
GB0717803.1
— Automatic toilet bowl treatment device
Date Lodged: 14 Sep 2007
GB0717950.0
— Improvements in lavatory treatment 
devices
Date Lodged: 14 Sep 2007
GB0717951.8
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Reckitt Benckiser Inc and Obrist 
Closures Switzerland GmbH 
Improvements in liquid dispensing 
devices
Date Lodged: 13 Sep 2007
GB0717807.2
Reckitt Benckiser N.V. Composition
Date Lodged: 14 Sep 2007
GB0717988.0
— Compressed detergent composition
Date Lodged: 18 Sep 2007
GB0718129.0
Renishaw plc Module changing for 
modular probe
Date Lodged: 14 Sep 2007
GB0717969.0
Rice, G Multiple fluid management 
system
Date Lodged: 18 Sep 2007
GB0718134.0
Richardson, Andrew P Anti-theft and 
tamper proof vehicle registration marks
Date Lodged: 15 Sep 2007
GB0718065.6
Robert Bosch GmbH Controlling 
changeover between engine operating 
modes
Date Lodged: 13 Sep 2007
Priorities: [DE0440773 20 Sep 2006]
GB0717878.3
Robinson, Michael J Hand steered 
shopping trolley or push carriage
Date Lodged: 18 Sep 2007
Priorities: [GB0702829 14 Feb 2007]
GB0718137.3
Robinson, Nicholas P Artificial tree 6
Date Lodged: 17 Sep 2007
Priorities: [GB0623710 28 Nov 2006]
GB0718052.4
Rolls-Royce plc Centrifugal casting 
method and apparatus
Date Lodged: 14 Sep 2007
GB0717925.2
— Joining method and a resultant article
Date Lodged: 15 Sep 2007
GB0718026.8
RTC North Limited Biological fluid 
analysis system
Date Lodged: 12 Sep 2007
Priorities: [GB0617983 13 Sep 2006]
GB0717777.7
Sagentia Ltd Valve
Date Lodged: 18 Sep 2007
GB0717881.7
Saunders, Stuart Self propelled 
adhesive laying machine
Date Lodged: 17 Sep 2007
GB0717989.8
Schlumberger Holdings Limited One-
trip cut-to-release apparatus
Date Lodged: 12 Sep 2007 [13 Apr 
2006]
Priorities: [UA10908136 28 Apr 2005]
GB0717768.6
— Method and apparatus for sampling 
formation fluids
Date Lodged: 14 Sep 2007
[US60845332 18 Sep 2006]
[US11851584 07 Sep 2007]
GB0717900.5
— Obtaining and evaluating downhole 
samples with a coring tool
Date Lodged: 14 Sep 2007
[US60/845332 18 Sep 2006]
[US11/852390 10 Sep 2007]
GB0717901.3
— Downhole well valve having intergrated 
sensors
Date Lodged: 18 Sep 2007
[US11635307 07 Dec 2006]
GB0718141.5
Schlumberger Holdings Limited and 
Johnson, Ashley B Gas handling in a 
well environment
Date Lodged: 18 Sep 2007
Priorities: [US11550875 19 Oct 2006]
GB0718142.3
School of Pharmacy,University of 
London Anti-bacterial agents
Date Lodged: 14 Sep 2007
GB0718023.5
Scientific Games International Ltd 
Printing and packaging apparatus and 
method
Date Lodged: 14 Sep 2007
GB0717919.5
Scion-Sprays Limited Internal 
combustion engine with a fuel injection 
system
Date Lodged: 14 Sep 2007
GB0718016.9
— A Fuel injection system for an internal 
combustion engine
Date Lodged: 14 Sep 2007
GB0718017.7
Seaman, Roger Light emitting and/or 
receiving apparatus
Date Lodged: 12 Sep 2007
GB0717798.3
Secretary of State for Defence, The A 
ceramic armour element for use in 
armour
Date Lodged: 17 Sep 2007
GB0718044.1
Seiko Epson Corporation Smart card 
chip arrangement
Date Lodged: 14 Sep 2007
Priorities: [GB 12 Sep 2007]
GB0718001.1
Seiko Epson Corporation and 
Cambridge Enterprise Limited 
Smart-card chip arrangement
Date Lodged: 12 Sep 2007
GB0717783.5
Selcia Limited Compounds
Date Lodged: 12 Sep 2007
GB0717790.0
Shell Oil Company Apparatus and 
method for radially expanding a 
wellbore casing using an expansion 
system
Date Lodged: 13 Sep 2007 [21 Mar 
2006]
PCT Appl No: PCT/US2006/009886
PCT Pubn No: WO2006/102171
Priorities: [US60663913 21 Mar 2005]
GB0717890.8
Sizer, Charles E Method and apparatus 
for sterillizing containers
Date Lodged: 14 Sep 2007 [13 Feb 
2006]
PCT Appl No: PCT/US2006/004840
PCT Pubn No: WO2006/088749
Priorities: [US11060459 17 Feb 2005]
GB0718013.6
Smith International Inc Cementing 
swivel and retainer arm assembly and 
method
Date Lodged: 14 Sep 2007
Priorities: [US60845010 15 Sep 2006]
[US11854283 12 Sep 2007]
GB0718006.0
Smith, Graham eco friendly washing 
machine
Date Lodged: 17 Sep 2007
GB0717984.9
Smith, John A See MKS Instruments Inc
Smith, Stephen Remote telephonee 
book system
Date Lodged: 18 Sep 2007
GB0718150.6
SmithKline Beecham Corporation 
Compounds
Date Lodged: 14 Sep 2007
GB0718031.8
Sørgard, Edvard See ARM Norway AS
Southco. Inc and Vickers, James H 
Binary coded key and tamper resistant 
latch
Date Lodged: 17 Sep 2007
Priorities: [US60845335 17 Sep 2006]
GB0718046.6
Speed, David Intelligent traffic lights
Date Lodged: 12 Sep 2007
GB0717754.6
Spurling, Nigel B and Walker, 
Timothy R G Locking device for use 
with scaffolding
Date Lodged: 13 Sep 2007
GB0717848.6
Strike, Shane and Godwin, Lisa 
Brucee
Date Lodged: 12 Sep 2007
GB0717745.4
Stukel, Paul and Hammond, Ian 
Online,ecommerce graphical interface 
and method to emulate a physical 
shopping environment
Date Lodged: 12 Sep 2007
GB0717779.3
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Sullivan, Leroy J Box magazine
Date Lodged: 13 Sep 2007
GB0717814.8
Sumitomo Chemical Company, 
Limited Semiconductor luminous 
element and method for manufacture 
thereof
Date Lodged: 17 Sep 2007 [16 Feb 
2006]
PCT Appl No: PCT/JP2006/303208
PCT Pubn No: WO2006/088228
Priorities: [JP2005041874 18 Feb 2005]
GB0718102.7
Sundaresan, Anushya Styrax benzoin 
rejuvenating hair & skin preparation
Date Lodged: 14 Sep 2007
GB0717953.4
Sundridge Holdings Ltd Buoyant 
member
Date Lodged: 14 Sep 2007
GB0717914.6
Sunplus Technology Co Limited 
Transmission parameter recognition 
apparatus and method thereof
Date Lodged: 13 Sep 2007
Priorities: [TW95133982 17 Sep 2006]
GB0717891.6
— Channel estimation apparatus with the 
optical search and method transfer.
Date Lodged: 13 Sep 2007
[TW95133857 13 Sep 2006]
GB0717895.7
Surface Transforms plc Improvements 
in or relating to brake discs
Date Lodged: 17 Sep 2007
GB0718103.5
Symbian Software Limited Power 
management method and apparatus
Date Lodged: 12 Sep 2007
GB0717786.8
— Location services
Date Lodged: 12 Sep 2007
GB0717787.6
— Boot landing
Date Lodged: 12 Sep 2007
GB0717788.4
Symonds Hydroclean Limited Trolley 
sled
Date Lodged: 18 Sep 2007
GB0718159.7
T Baden Hardstaff Limited Dual fuel 
engine control unit
Date Lodged: 18 Sep 2007
GB0718126.6
— Storage tank assembly
Date Lodged: 18 Sep 2007
GB0718127.4
T.K. Technology Co Ltd Technique for 
forming titanium alloy tubes
Date Lodged: 17 Sep 2007
GB0718070.6
Tang, Bob New generation lossless data 
compression methods
Date Lodged: 17 Sep 2007
GB0718087.0
Taylor, Robin See Buckingham, Clive
Taylor, Ronald V Bracket attachment 
pad method
Date Lodged: 13 Sep 2007
GB0717829.6
Taylor, Stuart Maintenance free single 
use train lamp
Date Lodged: 12 Sep 2007
Priorities: [GB0617415 05 Sep 2006]
GB0717748.8
Technology Partnership, The Plc 
Configurable module
Date Lodged: 17 Sep 2007
GB0718118.3
Teer Coatings Limited Coatings to 
resist and protect against aquatic 
biofouling
Date Lodged: 14 Sep 2007
GB0717921.1
Teers, Mehdi R Method of building
Date Lodged: 14 Sep 2007
GB0717935.1
Tiefenbach Control Systems GMBH 
Mining device
Date Lodged: 13 Sep 2007 [17 Mar 
2006]
PCT Appl No: PCT/DE2006/000488
PCT Pubn No: WO2006/097095
Priorities: [DE102005012828 17 Mar 
2005]
GB0717885.8
— Extraction controller for coal mining
Date Lodged: 13 Sep 2007 [17 Mar 
2006]
PCT Appl No: PCT/DE2006/000490
PCT Pubn No: WO2006/097097
[DE102005012830 17 Mar 2005]
GB0717887.4
Tobermory Ltd Underground electrical 
connection apparatus
Date Lodged: 12 Sep 2007
GB0717827.0
Tokyo Unique CO., LTD. See Tomy 
Company Ltd
Tomy Company Ltd and Tokyo 
Unique CO., LTD. Assembly toy
Date Lodged: 12 Sep 2007
Priorities: [JP2007008390 17 Jan 2007]
GB0717780.1
Toshiba Research Europe Limited 
Controller for processing apparatus
Date Lodged: 17 Sep 2007
GB0718100.1
Trixter plc Sesing apparatus for use with 
exercise bicycles
Date Lodged: 15 Sep 2007
GB0718048.2
Turner, Bernard M Improvements in 
heterotypic formulations of anticancer 
drugs
Date Lodged: 17 Sep 2007
Priorities: [GB0707116 13 Apr 2007]
[GB0713426 11 Jul 2007]
GB0718051.6
Tyco Electronics Raychem N.V. Street 
telecoms cabinet replacement
Date Lodged: 14 Sep 2007
GB0717863.5
Ultracide Solutions Limited Anti-
microbial compositions, their 
preparation and use, treated articles 
and materials
Date Lodged: 17 Sep 2007
GB0718096.1
Universitetet i Oslo Cell culture 
apparatus
Date Lodged: 14 Sep 2007
GB0718014.4
University Court of the University of 
Edinburgh, The Magnetic flux 
conducting unit
Date Lodged: 12 Sep 2007
GB0717746.2
— Preparation of modified nucleosides
Date Lodged: 13 Sep 2007
GB0717955.9
University of Bolton Polysaccharide 
fibres
Date Lodged: 13 Sep 2007
GB0717819.7
University of Bristol, The Probe 
microscopy and probe position 
monitoring apparatus
Date Lodged: 17 Sep 2007
Priorities: [GB0706732.5 09 Apr 2007]
[GB0712923.2 04 Jul 2007]
GB0718094.6
University of Durham Method and 
means relating to multiple herbicide 
resistance in transgenic plants
Date Lodged: 14 Sep 2007
GB0717975.7
— Method and means relating to multiple 
herbicide resistance in plants
Date Lodged: 14 Sep 2007
GB0717982.3
University of Exeter, The An ice 
making system
Date Lodged: 14 Sep 2007
GB0717908.8
University of Lancaster and 
Environment Agency, The Fluid 
sampling device
Date Lodged: 13 Sep 2007
GB0717850.2
University of Manchester, The 
Method for determining three-
dimensional structures of dynamic 
molecules
Date Lodged: 14 Sep 2007
GB0718027.6
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University of Michigan See ARM 
Limited
University of Sheffield Encryption 
apparatus and method
Date Lodged: 15 Sep 2007
GB0717992.2
University of Southampton 
Preliminary results of a high frequency 
pulsed plasma thruster
Date Lodged: 17 Sep 2007
GB0718075.5
— High frequency burst plasma thruster
Date Lodged: 17 Sep 2007
GB0718076.3
University of Stirling Vaccine
Date Lodged: 14 Sep 2007
GB0717911.2
Vibraglaz (UK) Limited Finishing 
medium and process
Date Lodged: 13 Sep 2007
GB0717849.4
Vickers, James H See Southco. Inc
VirtenSys Ltd Queuing method
Date Lodged: 18 Sep 2007
GB0718145.6
Vodafone Group PLC Data 
transmission
Date Lodged: 17 Sep 2007
Priorities: [GB0705787 26 Mar 2007]
[GB0707503 18 Apr 2007]
GB0718088.8
Von Dimmlech, Nikolei Wall mounted 
book holder
Date Lodged: 13 Sep 2007
GB0717834.6
Walch, Richard J Flood defence system
Date Lodged: 12 Sep 2007
GB0717751.2
Walker, Timothy R G See Spurling, 
Nigel B
Walton, John D Bale collecting machine
Date Lodged: 14 Sep 2007
GB0717930.2
— Bale pickup mechanism
Date Lodged: 14 Sep 2007
GB0717931.0
Walton, Mike Powerwall fitness machine
Date Lodged: 14 Sep 2007
GB0717923.7
Wang, Yen-Ching Control valve for 
auto-cut off faucet
Date Lodged: 17 Sep 2007
GB0718068.0
Weardale Fish Farms Ltd A 
containerised rearing environment
Date Lodged: 12 Sep 2007
GB0717749.6
Weatherford/Lamb Inc. Progressive 
cavity pump (pcp) drive head stuffing 
box with split seal
Date Lodged: 12 Sep 2007
Priorities: [US11531567 13 Sep 2006]
GB0717804.9
— Methods and apparatus fof actuating a 
downhole tool
Date Lodged: 14 Sep 2007 [17 Jun 
2004]
[US10/464,433 18 Jun 2003]
GB0717910.4
— Box end sucker rod shear coupling
Date Lodged: 14 Sep 2007
[US11533307 19 Sep 2006]
GB0717917.9
— Wet-gas flowmeter
Date Lodged: 18 Sep 2007
[US60826180 19 Sep 2006]
[US11625460 22 Jan 2007]
GB0718082.1
Weatherill, N K Ear held MP3 player
Date Lodged: 13 Sep 2007
GB0717823.9
Welch, Scott Cover systems for rotary 
drier
Date Lodged: 15 Sep 2007
GB0718039.1
Whatford, Trevor L Rotary device
Date Lodged: 18 Sep 2007
Priorities: [GB0618384.2 17 Sep 2007]
GB0718136.5
Williams, Bernadette Footsies 100%
Date Lodged: 12 Sep 2007
GB0717753.8
Williams, Peter D Querty computer 
keyboard
Date Lodged: 13 Sep 2007
GB0717828.8
Windridge, Dale Powder coating 
material
Date Lodged: 13 Sep 2007
GB0717813.0
World Fancy Limited Decorative mirror 
picture
Date Lodged: 17 Sep 2007
Priorities: [CN0620136681 20 Sep 
2006]
GB0718117.5
Wright-Agri Industries Limited 
Preparation of liquid concentrate milk 
substitute
Date Lodged: 14 Sep 2007
GB0717933.6
Xennia Technology Limited Inkjet ink 
composition
Date Lodged: 13 Sep 2007
GB0717856.9
Yaw, Wong C High pasma laser
Date Lodged: 17 Sep 2007
GB0718069.8
Young, Daniel A Non-Newtonian fluid 
solution bonded with the fabric's fibres 
to improve fabric strength in order to 
make it non-penetrable
Date Lodged: 12 Sep 2007
GB0717750.4
Young, Jason Micro excavator
Date Lodged: 13 Sep 2007
GB0717820.5
Zarkar, Kaveh H See MKS Instruments 
Inc
Zinir Limited Spectrophotometer
Date Lodged: 17 Sep 2007 [14 Dec 
2005]
GB0718064.9
3M Innovative Properties Company 
Flexible epoxy-based compositions
Date Lodged: 14 Sep 2007
GB0717867.6
7TM Pharma A/S Canabinoid receptor 
modulators
Date Lodged: 14 Sep 2007
GB0717998.9
ADDENDA
Acergy UK Limited Induction pre-
heating apparatus and use thereof in 
welding
Date Lodged: 11 Sep 2007
GB0717597.9
BAE Systems plc Improvements relating 
to manufacture of sonar projections
Date Lodged: 12 Sep 2007
GB0717713.2
BCB International Ltd Device for 
filling sandbags and the like
Date Lodged: 11 Sep 2007
GB0717652.2
— Load carriage system and appareil 
article
Date Lodged: 11 Sep 2007
GB0717667.0
— Load carriage system and apparel 
article
Date Lodged: 11 Sep 2007
GB0717672.0
— Article of apparel
Date Lodged: 11 Sep 2007
GB0717673.8
— Device for filling sandbags and the like
Date Lodged: 11 Sep 2007
GB0717675.3
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Bertie, Samantha A Turn case
Date Lodged: 10 Sep 2007
GB0717492.3
Cambridgeshire County Council Salt 
counter
Date Lodged: 10 Sep 2007
GB0717513.6
Chiang, Herman Swimming goggles
Date Lodged: 10 Sep 2007
GB0717500.3
— Swimming goggles
Date Lodged: 10 Sep 2007
GB0717504.5
Cockburn, Ernest J Eeze key
Date Lodged: 30 Aug 2007
GB0716771.1
Davies, Jason Shroud
Date Lodged: 07 Sep 2007
Priorities: [GB0708684.6 04 May 
2007]
GB0717414.7
Devereux, Christopher P Tungsten 
electrode grinder
Date Lodged: 10 Sep 2007
GB0717564.9
Dow Corning Ireland Limited 
Atmospheric pressure plasma
Date Lodged: 10 Sep 2007
GB0717430.3
DS Smith Packaging Limited Blank 
and a carton formed therefrom
Date Lodged: 05 Sep 2007
GB0717269.5
Duke, Barry A skin massaging device
Date Lodged: 10 Sep 2007
GB0717565.6
ENANEF Limited Isometric exercise 
device
Date Lodged: 07 Sep 2007
GB0717405.5
Evans, Malcolm and Terrawatt 
Energy Limited Ground source heat 
pump using minewater via a coaxial 
borehole
Date Lodged: 11 Sep 2007
GB0717575.5
Evans, Malcolm and Terrawatt 
Energy Limited Ground source heat 
pump using recycled minewater and 
combined ground loop
Date Lodged: 11 Sep 2007
GB0717576.3
Flynn, Adrian and McLoughlin, 
Patrick and Flynn, Pascal Spiral 
staircase manufacture
Date Lodged: 07 Sep 2007
GB0717422.0
Flynn, Adrian and McLoughlin, 
Patrick and Flynn, Pascal 
Manufacture of joinery articles
Date Lodged: 07 Sep 2007
GB0717424.6
Flynn, Pascal See Flynn, Adrian
Ford Global Technologies, LLC A 
method for improving engine efficiency
Date Lodged: 11 Sep 2007
Priorities: [US11554531 30 Oct 2006]
GB0717580.5
— A propulsion system
Date Lodged: 11 Sep 2007
[US11554395 30 Oct 2006]
GB0717669.6
Ford Motor Company Reusable tool 
and method for making same
Date Lodged: 11 Sep 2007
GB0717622.5
— Monitoring the operation of a press 
assembly
Date Lodged: 11 Sep 2007
Priorities: [US11668179 29 Jan 2007]
GB0717665.4
Foster, Keith E Thrust reactive surface
Date Lodged: 07 Sep 2007
Priorities: [GB0711892.0 20 Jun 2007]
GB0717416.2
Hart, Toby internet system providing an 
easily managed web services, and 
application interface, through a touch 
screen
Date Lodged: 11 Sep 2007
GB0717674.6
Hughes, Edward and Melody Guard 
Publishing The melody guard digital 
fingerprinting safeguard for original 
music compositions
Date Lodged: 10 Sep 2007
GB0717560.7
Hussain, Jabar Punch file
Date Lodged: 10 Sep 2007
Priorities: [GB0712002 21 Jun 2007]
GB0717547.4
Innovia Films Limited Film
Date Lodged: 10 Sep 2007
GB0717566.4
— Film
Date Lodged: 11 Sep 2007
GB0717670.4
Jankel Armouring Limited Energy 
absorbtion apparatus
Date Lodged: 06 Sep 2007
GB0717311.5
Jarvis Plc Track adjustment
Date Lodged: 07 Sep 2007
GB0717403.0
Kadengal, Radhakrishnan A method 
and apparatus for the automatic 
regulation of audio, video and other 
sensory signals reproduced across 
different channels or sessions
Date Lodged: 08 Sep 2007
GB0717427.9
Kestrel Powertrains Ltd A flywheel 
system and method of operating same
Date Lodged: 11 Sep 2007
GB0717625.8
Lin, Thomas Gardening shear
Date Lodged: 10 Sep 2007
GB0717477.4
Loadbalancer.org Ltd Apparatus and 
method for use with a cluster database
Date Lodged: 11 Sep 2007
GB0717671.2
McLoughlin, Patrick See Flynn, Adrian
Melody Guard Publishing See Hughes, 
Edward
Motorola, Inc Method and apparatus for 
call monitoring within a 
communication system
Date Lodged: 07 Sep 2007
GB0717357.8
Murphy, Timothy Pipe welding method 
and apparatus
Date Lodged: 07 Sep 2007
GB0717423.8
National Coupling Company Inc 
Hydraulic coupling member with 
electrical bonding contactor
Date Lodged: 10 Sep 2007
Priorities: [US11683724 08 Mar 2007]
GB0717438.6
Netafim Limited Cross-laminate 
irrigation pipe
Date Lodged: 12 Sep 2007
GB0717679.5
Neue Schule Ltd. Copper alloy to 
manufcture equestrian bit mouthpiece
Date Lodged: 11 Sep 2007
GB0717629.0
New Silicon Inc Television, television 
box, and apparatus for transmitting a 
multimedia stream to a remote device
Date Lodged: 07 Sep 2007
Priorities: [TW095215879 07 Sep 
2006]
[TW096208878 30 May 2007]
GB0717396.6
Norse Cutting & Abandonment AS A 
method and a device for attaching a 
subsea cutting apparatus
Date Lodged: 11 Sep 2007 [29 Mar 
2005]
PCT Appl No: PCT/NO2005/000107
PCT Pubn No: WO2006/126884
GB0717633.2
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Öztek Tekstil Terbiye Tesisleri Sanayi 
Ve Ticaret Anonim Sirketi Three 
layer fabric for nuclear biological and 
chemical clothings
Date Lodged: 07 Sep 2007
GB0717419.6
P G Lawton (Industrial Services) 
Limited Moulding assembly
Date Lodged: 10 Sep 2007
Priorities: [GB0702348 07 Feb 2007]
GB0717531.8
Perachem Limited Method and 
composition
Date Lodged: 07 Sep 2007
GB0717401.4
Piga Carboni, Andrea Multi-speed 
transmission
Date Lodged: 10 Sep 2007
GB0717509.4
Prosidion Limited Therapeutic 
compounds
Date Lodged: 10 Sep 2007
GB0717568.0
— Therapeutic compounds
Date Lodged: 10 Sep 2007
GB0717569.8
— Therapeutc compounds
Date Lodged: 10 Sep 2007
GB0717570.6
— Therapeutic compounds
Date Lodged: 10 Sep 2007
GB0717571.4
— Therapeutic compounds
Date Lodged: 10 Sep 2007
GB0717572.2
— Therapeutic compounds
Date Lodged: 10 Sep 2007
GB0717573.0
Royal Veterinary College, The 
Identifying sub-optimal performance in 
a race animal
Date Lodged: 07 Sep 2007
GB0717421.2
Schlumberger Holdings Limited Drill 
bit
Date Lodged: 11 Sep 2007
GB0717623.3
Sharp Kabushiki Kaisha Side channel 
attack prevention in data processing 
apparatus
Date Lodged: 07 Sep 2007
GB0717393.3
Smith, Roger Timber connectors and 
noggings
Date Lodged: 11 Sep 2007
GB0717589.6
Statoil ASA Method of and an apparatus 
for processing electromagnetic 
response data
Date Lodged: 07 Sep 2007
Priorities: [GB0710061 25 May 2007]
GB0717355.2
Terrawatt Energy Limited See Evans, 
Malcolm
Texas Instruments Limited Track and 
hold circuit
Date Lodged: 10 Sep 2007
GB0717567.2
University of Warwick Heat exchanger
Date Lodged: 07 Sep 2007
Priorities: [GB0617721.6 08 Sep 2006]
GB0717420.4
Weatherford/Lamb Inc. Optical fiber 
sensor
Date Lodged: 07 Sep 2007
Priorities: [US11531145 12 Sep 2006]
GB0717402.2
Applications terminated before Publication under Section 16(1)
This index lists, according to the year of application and in ascending number order within each year, applications which have been
withdrawn, taken to be withdrawn, treated as having been withdrawn, refused, or treated as having been refused, before publication
under Section 16(1).
This index lists applications according to the year of application and in ascending application number order within each year


















































































































































Applications terminated after Publication under Section 16(1)
This index lists, according to the year of application and in ascending application number within each year, applications which have been
withdrawn, treated as having been withdrawn, refused, or treated as having been refused, after publication under Section 16(1).
Alongside each application is the related publication number.














































This index sets out details of applications in the above number
range which are published under Section 16(1) as from the date of
publication of this issue of the Journal. Printed copies of the
applications, together with the front pages containing their abstracts
and bibliographic and classification data, and copies of search
report under section 17, are now available at £2.67 per copy
(including postage) from the UK Intellectual Property Office
(Sales), Concept House, Cardiff Road, Newport, South Wales
NP10 8QQ. These items are also available, but for a limited period
only, to personal callers at Harmsworth House, 13-15 Bouverie
Street, London EC4Y 8DP.
The index also includes applications in the above number range
derived from applications under the Patent Cooperation Treaty
(PCT) which have entered the UK national phase. Printed copies
of the front page of these applications are similarly available
together with English translations of those applications published
under the PCT in a language other than English.
Each entry in the index provides the following information: the
publication number; the application number; the date on which the
application was filed at the Office; the name(s) of the applicant(s)
and the country of incorporation; the abstract title; any priority
details; the United Kingdom Classification Heading(s) assigned to
the application; and the International Patent Classification assigned
to the application.
Where an application is requesting an early date under Section 8,
12, 15(4), or 37 of the Act, then the application number and the
date of filing of the earlier application are included (see example 2).
Where an application is derived from an application under the
Patent Cooperation Treaty or is converted from a European Patent
application, then the application number, the date of filing, the
publication number and the date of publication of the PCT or EP
application are included (see example 3).
In the index, the entries are grouped in ascending publication
number order according to the UK Classification Headings. The
UK Heading is given at the beginning of each group. Where an
application has been classified in a supplementary (or secondary)
Heading, then the entry under the primary Heading includes details
of the application and the entry under the supplementary Heading
is in the form of a cross reference to the primary Heading (see
example 4).
The publication number is the seven figure number given to an
application when it is published and by which it will be recorded on
the Register of Patents. Printed copies of each application will also
be identified by the publication number, followed by the document
type “A”. This identification should be quoted in full when
ordering copies. However, for all proceedings up to grant of a
patent, the application number originally assigned should be used.
There follows four examples of entries for this index. The first
does not include any information on priorities, earlier applications,
or PCT or EP applications. The second and third include priority
information. In addition, the second includes information carried
for a divisional application, and the third includes information
carried for an application derived from a PCT application. The
fourth example shows an entry under a supplementary Heading.
Example 1
(52)A5G
(11)GB2284155 (21)(GB9324164.4) (22)24 Nov 1993
(71)THE BEAUTIFUL BOUQUET COMPANY LIMITED 
(INCORPORATED IN THE UNITED KINGDOM)
(54)Volatile fluid sampler
(52)UKC Headings: A5G B5N U1S(51)Int Cl A61L 9/12
(2006.01) B32B 7/06 (2006.01) B32B 7/12 (2006.01)
Example 2
(52)G4V
(11)GB2284291 (21)(GB9420670.3) (22) 13 Oct 1994 (Date
lodged)
(62)[28 Sep 1992] (Parent filing date)
(71)ANRITSU CORPORATION (INCORPORATED IN 
JAPAN)
(54)Coin discriminating apparatus
Divisional earlier date under Section 15(4)
(62)GB9311170.6 (Parent application number)
Priorities: [(33)JP(31)03276809 (32) 28 Sep 1991] [(33)JP
(31)04089601 (32) 13 Mar 1992]




(11)GB2284167 (21)(GB9503058.1) (22)16 Feb 1995 (Date of
lodging PCT application)
(86)[20 Jun 1994] (PCT filing date)
(71)JAMES N EASTWOOD 
(54)Camshaft bearing surface linishing tool
Priorities:[(33)AU (31)PL3499 (32)18 Jun 1993
PCT Details: (86)PCT/AU94/00333
(87)WO92/00293 05 Jan 1995
(52)UKC Headings: B3D U1S (51)Int Cl B24B 15/00 (2006.01)
B24D 15/00 (2006.01) B24D 17/00 (2006.01)
Example 4
(52)B8M
(11)GB2284199 See entry under Heading B8R
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A1A
GB2437237 (GB0607556.8) 18 Apr 2006
NASH TACKLE LIMITED 
(INCORPORATED IN THE UNITED 
KINGDOM)
Marker float 
UKC Headings: A1A Int Cl A01K 93/
00(2006.01)
A1E
GB2437238 (GB0608020.4) 22 Apr 2006
DON & LOW LIMITED 
(INCORPORATED IN THE UNITED 
KINGDOM)
Agricultural cover with hydrophilic 
properties 
UKC Headings: A1E Int Cl A01G 13/
02(2006.01)
A1M
GB2437250 See entry under Heading A5K
GB2437237 - GB2437480
Applications published: Subject-Matter Index - cont
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A2B
GB2437239 (GB0607755.6) 20 Apr 2006
LAKELAND DAIRY PROCESSING 
LIMITED (INCORPORATED IN 
IRELAND)
A process for preparing a low fat 
whipping cream 
UKC Headings: A2B Int Cl A23L 1/
19(2006.01)
A3B
GB2437241 (GB0618480.8) 20 Sep 2006
MATHISON, ADRIAN S
An ankle protection system for footwear 
Priorities: [DE102006009734 25 Feb 
2006]
UKC Headings: A3B Int Cl A43B 5/
00(2006.01) A43B 5/02(2006.01) A43B 
7/20(2006.01) A43B 23/26(2006.01) 
A63C 17/00(2006.01)
A3V
GB2437242 (GB0607595.6) 18 Apr 2006
JONES, MICHAEL
A sock with a pocket for a shin guard 
UKC Headings: A3V Int Cl A41B 11/
00(2006.01) A63B 71/12(2006.01)
GB2437243 (GB0607872.9) 21 Apr 2006
PATTISON, MARTIN J
MULVANY, STEPHANIE P
A sports sock with a pocket for a shin 
guard 
UKC Headings: A3V Int Cl A41B 11/
00(2006.01) A63B 71/12(2006.01)
GB2437314 See entry under Heading G1N
A4A
GB2437244 (GB0607982.6) 22 Apr 2006
BRAZIER, LYNDSAY
A disposable cover for a tablemat or 
coaster 
UKC Headings: A4A Int Cl A47G 23/
03(2006.01) A47G 23/00(2006.01)
A4E
GB2437245 (GB0707035.2) 12 Apr 2007
MEYER INTELLECTUAL 
PROPERTIES LIMITED 
(INCORPORATED IN THE BRITISH 
VIRGIN ISLANDS)
Beverage brewing apparatus 
Priorities: [TW95206130 12 Apr 2006]
UKC Headings: A4E Int Cl A47J 31/
02(2006.01)
A4F
GB2437246 (GB0703531.4) 23 Feb 2007
PANASONIC CORPORATION OF 
NORTH AMERICA 
(INCORPORATED IN USA - 
DELAWARE)
A floor care apparatus having a flexible 
mebrane circuit 
Priorities: [US11409289 21 Apr 2006]
UKC Headings: A4F Int Cl A47L 9/
28(2006.01) A47L 9/30(2006.01)
A4G
GB2437272 See entry under Heading B6E
A4L
GB2437247 (GB0607895.0) 21 Apr 2006
BARTLE, ANDREW D
Collapsible coat stand 
UKC Headings: A4L F2M Int Cl A47G 
25/06(2006.01)
A4N
GB2437251 See entry under Heading A5R
A5B
GB2437248 (GB0607790.3) 20 Apr 2006
ADNANI, AHMED
Vehicle freshener to help keep drivers 
awake 
UKC Headings: A5B Int Cl A61L 9/
013(2006.01) B60K 28/06(2006.01)
A5K
GB2437250 (GB0607657.4) 18 Apr 2006
ITI SCOTLAND LTD 
(INCORPORATED IN THE UNITED 
KINGDOM)
Method and system for monitoring the 
condition of livestock 
UKC Headings: A5K A1M Int Cl A61B 5/
00(2006.01) A01K 11/00(2006.01) 
A01K 29/00(2006.01) A61D 17/
00(2006.01) G06F 17/00(2006.01)
A5R
GB2437251 (GB0607615.2) 18 Apr 2006
VERNACARE LIMITED 
(INCORPORATED IN THE UNITED 
KINGDOM)
Female urine bottle 
UKC Headings: A5R A4N Int Cl A61G 9/
00(2006.01)
GB2437252 (GB0607673.1) 19 Apr 2006
CALLADINE, DANIEL
Capsulorhexis custotomes and 
capsulorhexis forceps with visible scale at 
tips 
UKC Headings: A5R Int Cl A61F 9/
007(2006.01)
GB2437253 (GB0607955.2) 21 Apr 2006
ROYAL NATIONAL HOSPITAL FOR 
RHEUMATIC DISEASES 
(INCORPORATED IN THE UNITED
KINGDOM)
Support device comprising evacuatable 
region and inflatable region 
UKC Headings: A5R Int Cl A61F 5/
055(2006.01) A61F 5/058(2006.01)
GB2437254 See entry under Heading A5T
A5T
GB2437254 (GB0607410.8) 13 Apr 2006
HAEMAIR LIMITED 
(INCORPORATED IN THE UNITED 
KINGDOM)
Blood air mass exchange apparatus 
UKC Headings: A5T A5R Int Cl A61M 1/
16(2006.01)
A6D
GB2437255 (GB0523235.0) 15 Nov 2005
HEARD, LEIGH
A skate shoe 
UKC Headings: A6D Int Cl A63C 17/
00(2006.01)
GB2437256 (GB0607913.1) 20 Apr 2006
BURNS, RONALD S
A putting practice device 
UKC Headings: A6D Int Cl A63B 69/
36(2006.01)
GB2437257 (GB0704496.9) 08 Mar 2007
KARSTEN MANUFACTURING 
CORPORATION (INCORPORATED 
IN USA - ARIZONA)
Dual-ended extendable and retractable 
shoulder strap for golf bags 
Priorities: [US11/407718 19 Apr 2006]
UKC Headings: A6D Int Cl A63B 55/
00(2006.01)
A6H
GB2437258 (GB0607971.9) 21 Apr 2006
CALLAGHAN, DEAN
CALLAGHAN, LAINA N
Football themed card game 
UKC Headings: A6H Int Cl A63F 1/
00(2006.01) A63F 1/02(2006.01)
Applications published: Subject-Matter Index - cont
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A6M
GB2437259 (GB0607859.6) 20 Apr 2006
SUFFOLK PUNCH LIMITED 
(INCORPORATED IN THE UNITED 
KINGDOM)
Bag adapted to hold exercise weights 
UKC Headings: A6M Int Cl A63B 21/
06(2006.01) B65D 33/00(2006.01)
A6S
GB2437260 (GB0607980.0) 22 Apr 2006
PEARL, STEPHEN
A movable soft toy 
UKC Headings: A6S Int Cl A63H 3/
20(2006.01)
GB2437261 (GB0611720.4) 14 Jun 2006
SENIOR, RICHARD M M
COOKE, TERRY
EVANS, LINDA
A mood indicator 
Priorities: [GB0607661 19 Apr 2006]
UKC Headings: A6S Int Cl A63H 3/
36(2006.01) A63H 13/00(2006.01)
B1C
GB2437262 (GB0607979.2) 21 Apr 2006
LUDGATE 332 LTD 
(INCORPORATED IN THE UNITED 
KINGDOM)
Water carbonation apparatus 
UKC Headings: B1C Int Cl B01F 3/
04(2006.01) A23L 2/54(2006.01)
B1D
GB2437263 (GB0607644.2) 18 Apr 2006
TOTAL RECLAIM SYSTEMS 
LIMITED (INCORPORATED IN 
THE UNITED KINGDOM)
Fluid transfer apparatus 
UKC Headings: B1D Int Cl B01D 37/
00(2006.01) B01D 25/12(2006.01)
GB2437279 See entry under Heading C1C
B3D
GB2437264 (GB0608800.9) 04 May 2006
O’DEA, EOIN Polishing a substrate 
surface 
Priorities: [IE20060298 18 Apr 2006]
UKC Headings: B3D Int Cl B24B 21/
12(2006.01) B24B 21/06(2006.01) 
B24B 29/02(2006.01) B24B 37/
04(2006.01)
B3N
GB2437265 (GB0607697.0) 19 Apr 2006
LIN, TSUNG-DA
Quick release device for ratchet tools 
UKC Headings: B3N Int Cl B25B 23/
00(2006.01) B25B 13/46(2006.01)
B3Q
GB2437266 (GB0702784.0) 13 Feb 2007
A C B (INCORPORATED IN 
FRANCE) Thermally insulated pipes for 
heating Press. 
Priorities: [FR0601248 13 Feb 2006]
UKC Headings: B3Q Int Cl B21D 22/
00(2006.01)
B3R
GB2437267 (GB0605927.3) 23 Mar 2006
ROLLS-ROYCE PLC 
(INCORPORATED IN THE UNITED 
KINGDOM)
Making fibrous metal matrix composites 
UKC Headings: B3R E1K Int Cl C22C 
47/08(2006.01) B23K 15/00(2006.01) 
B23K 26/24(2006.01) B23K 26/
34(2006.01) B23K 28/00(2006.01) 
B23K 103/16(2006.01)
B4C
GB2437268 (GB0607933.9) 21 Apr 2006
SMITH, JOHN A
Bearing extractor 
UKC Headings: B4C Int Cl B25B 27/
06(2006.01)
B4W
GB2437269 (GB0607597.2) 18 Apr 2006
KHAN-SULLMAN, RUSSELL
Gripping tool for attaching/removing 
scalpel blades and disposable needles 
UKC Headings: B4W Int Cl B25B 27/
14(2006.01) A61B 17/32(2006.01) 
A61M 5/32(2006.01)
B4X
GB2437270 (GB0708038.5) 26 Apr 2007
PUREMONT, DAVID A
PUREMONT, SUSAN G
Portable work base 
UKC Headings: B4X Int Cl B25H 1/
04(2006.01)
B5F
GB2437271 (GB0607557.6) 18 Apr 2006
CNH BELGIUM N V 
(INCORPORATED IN BELGIUM)
Rotor reversing mechanism 
UKC Headings: B5F Int Cl A01F 15/
08(2006.01)
B6E
GB2437272 (GB0607780.4) 20 Apr 2006
ISHOLA, ANTHONY A
Carrier tube for rolled documents 
UKC Headings: B6E A4G B6P Int Cl 
B42F 7/00(2006.01) A45C 11/
26(2006.01)
B6P
GB2437272 See entry under Heading B6E
B7B
GB2437300 See entry under Heading F2E
B7C
GB2437273 (GB0705133.7) 16 Mar 2007
OY MANNERIN KONEPAJA AB 
(INCORPORATED IN FINLAND)
A conveying wheel with resilient 
suspension 
Priorities: [FI20060182 21 Apr 2006]
UKC Headings: B7C Int Cl B60B 9/
12(2006.01)
B7E
GB2437274 (GB0607804.2) 20 Apr 2006
PACKER, WILLIAM S
Mechanically retained motorcycle 
handlebar grips 
UKC Headings: B7E Int Cl B62K 21/
26(2006.01)
B8D
GB2437275 (GB0607552.7) 18 Apr 2006
PACKAGING INNOVATION 
LIMITED (INCORPORATED IN 
THE UNITED KINGDOM)
A storage and drinking container 
UKC Headings: B8D Int Cl B65D 45/
30(2006.01)
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B8N
GB2437276 (GB0607921.4) 21 Apr 2006
VENN WEST LIMITED 
(INCORPORATED IN THE UNITED 
KINGDOM)
Preventing dispense of the wrong type of 
fuel. 
UKC Headings: B8N Int Cl B67D 5/
33(2006.01)
GB2437318 See entry under Heading G3N
B8P
GB2437277 (GB0607912.3) 21 Apr 2006
NOKIA CORPORATION 
(INCORPORATED IN FINLAND)
Postal packaging for mobile phone 
UKC Headings: B8P Int Cl B65D 5/
48(2006.01) B65D 5/492(2006.01) 
B65D 5/50(2006.01)
B8S
GB2437278 (GB0607670.7) 18 Apr 2006
POWER-SPRAYS LIMITED 
(INCORPORATED IN THE UNITED 
KINGDOM)
Fibre dispenser 
UKC Headings: B8S Int Cl B65D 88/
68(2006.01)
C1C
GB2437279 (GB0607692.1) 19 Apr 2006
TSAI, JACKIE
Water filter 
UKC Headings: C1C B1D Int Cl C02F 1/
00(2006.01) B01D 35/04(2006.01) 
B01D 35/30(2006.01) C02F 9/
04(2006.01) C02F 1/42(2006.01) C02F 
1/50(2006.01) C02F 1/58(2006.01) 
C02F 1/62(2006.01) C02F 5/
00(2006.01)
C1H
GB2437280 (GB0607902.4) 21 Apr 2006
HAMMOND, PETER
Concrete incorporating organic liquids or 
solids treated with super critical carbon 
dioxide 
UKC Headings: C1H Int Cl C04B 40/
02(2006.01) C04B 22/06(2006.01)
C3H
GB2437281 (GB0607937.0) 21 Apr 2006
BASF PLANT SCIENCE GMBH 
(INCORPORATED IN THE 
FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF 
GERMANY)
Linum transformation method using 
acetohydroxyacid synthase gene selection 
marker 
UKC Headings: C3H U1S Int Cl C12N 
15/82(2006.01) A01H 1/00(2006.01) 
A01H 5/00(2006.01) C12N 9/
88(2006.01)
C3V
GB2437282 (GB0607626.9) 19 Apr 2006
3M INNOVATIVE PROPERTIES 
COMPANY (INCORPORATED IN 
USA - DELAWARE)
Polyethyloxazoline adhesives 
UKC Headings: C3V C3W Int Cl C09J 
179/02(2006.01) B05D 1/00(2006.01) 
B05D 1/02(2006.01)
D1A
GB2437283 (GB0608042.8) 22 Apr 2006
MORPHY RICHARDS LIMITED 
(INCORPORATED IN THE UNITED 
KINGDOM)
Steam iron 
UKC Headings: D1A Int Cl D06F 75/
38(2006.01) D06F 75/24(2006.01)
E1D
GB2437284 (GB0607779.6) 20 Apr 2006
HUANG, MING-TAI
Canopy frame collapsible through pivotal 
joints 
UKC Headings: E1D Int Cl E04H 15/
48(2006.01)
GB2437285 (GB0607835.6) 21 Apr 2006
CRH FENCING LIMITED 
(INCORPORATED IN THE UNITED 
KINGDOM)
Temporary fencing with stabilising struts 
UKC Headings: E1D Int Cl E04H 17/
16(2006.01) E04H 17/22(2006.01)
E1F
GB2437286 (GB0707645.8) 20 Apr 2007
VETCO GRAY INC 
(INCORPORATED IN USA - 
DELAWARE)
Retrievable tubing hanger installed below 
spool tree 
Priorities: [US60793467 20 Apr 2006]
UKC Headings: E1F Int Cl E21B 33/
035(2006.01)
E1G
GB2437287 (GB0607558.4) 18 Apr 2006
DOUBLE A INNOVATIONS LTD 
(INCORPORATED IN THE UNITED 
KINGDOM)
Temporary drain cover 
UKC Headings: E1G Int Cl E03F 5/
06(2006.01)
E1J
GB2437288 (GB0607829.9) 20 Apr 2006
CHUNG, MIN-JU
Wood door comprising composite frame 
members 
UKC Headings: E1J Int Cl E06B 3/
10(2006.01)
GB2437289 (GB0607914.9) 21 Apr 2006
DOOR SYSTEMS GROUP LIMITED 
(INCORPORATED IN THE UNITED 
KINGDOM)
Sliding plug door having support member 
located in the mid-region of the door 
UKC Headings: E1J Int Cl E06B 3/
50(2006.01)
E1K
GB2437267 See entry under Heading B3R
E1S
GB2437290 (GB0607968.5) 21 Apr 2006
ORBIS PROPERTY PROTECTION 
LIMITED (INCORPORATED IN 
THE UNITED KINGDOM)
Ladder with pulley 
UKC Headings: E1S Int Cl E06C 7/
12(2006.01)
E2A
GB2437291 (GB0607680.6) 18 Apr 2006
NEIL, THOMAS C
Clamp with releasable handle 
UKC Headings: E2A Int Cl F16B 2/
10(2006.01) E04G 21/32(2006.01)
GB2437292 (GB0607923.0) 21 Apr 2006
C P ELECTRONICS LIMITED 
(INCORPORATED IN THE UNITED 
KINGDOM) Mounting bracket 
UKC Headings: E2A Int Cl H02B 1/
04(2006.01) H02B 1/048(2006.01)
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E2M
GB2437293 (GB0608028.7) 22 Apr 2006
SAMUEL HEATH & SONS PLC 
(INCORPORATED IN THE UNITED 
KINGDOM)
Door closer having rotatable retaining 
formation 
UKC Headings: E2M Int Cl E05F 1/
10(2006.01) E05F 1/12(2006.01)
F1B
GB2437294 (GB0607975.0) 21 Apr 2006
KYRIACOU, ANTONIS C
KYRIACOU, COSTAS
Liquid fuel gasifying and fuel-air mixing 
system for internal combustion engines 
UKC Headings: F1B Int Cl F02M 31/
18(2006.01)
F1G
GB2437295 (GB0607794.5) 20 Apr 2006
ROLLS-ROYCE PLC 
(INCORPORATED IN THE UNITED 
KINGDOM)
Aeroengine ventilation system 
UKC Headings: F1G F1J Int Cl F02C 7/
14(2006.01) F02C 7/18(2006.01) F02K 
1/06(2006.01) F02K 1/08(2006.01) 
F02K 1/12(2006.01)
GB2437296 (GB0607989.1) 22 Apr 2006
ROLLS-ROYCE PLC 
(INCORPORATED IN THE UNITED 
KINGDOM)
Gas turbine fuel control system 
UKC Headings: F1G Int Cl F02C 9/
28(2006.01)
F1J
GB2437295 See entry under Heading F1G
F1S
GB2437297 (GB0607805.9) 20 Apr 2006
APPS, KEITH D J
Tidal barrage with unidirectional turbine 
UKC Headings: F1S Int Cl F03B 13/
26(2006.01)
F1V
GB2437298 (GB0607560.0) 18 Apr 2006
ROLLS-ROYCE PLC 
(INCORPORATED IN THE UNITED 
KINGDOM)
Rotor blade/stator vane platforms having 
shape memory alloy/bimetallic portions 
for inter-platform sealing 
UKC Headings: F1V U1S Int Cl F01D 
11/00(2006.01) F01D 5/28(2006.01) 
F01D 9/04(2006.01) F01D 11/
02(2006.01) F04D 29/08(2006.01) 
F04D 29/38(2006.01) F04D 29/
54(2006.01) F04D 29/56(2006.01)
F2D
GB2437299 (GB0619578.8) 04 Oct 2006
ZAK, JUAN
Transmission with intelligent gear 
synchronization and shifting 
Priorities: [US11423932 13 Jun 2006]
[US60745402 22 Apr 2006]
UKC Headings: F2D Int Cl B60W 10/
10(2006.01) F16D 27/118(2006.01) 
F16H 3/089(2006.01) F16H 3/
12(2006.01) F16H 61/04(2006.01) 
F16H 63/30(2006.01)
F2E
GB2437300 (GB0607665.7) 19 Apr 2006
NASEBY, DONNA
Braking system for linked hand propelled 
vehicles 
UKC Headings: F2E B7B Int Cl B60T 1/
04(2006.01) B62B 9/08(2006.01)
F2G
GB2437301 (GB0607614.5) 18 Apr 2006
TRITON PLC (INCORPORATED IN 
THE UNITED KINGDOM)
A connector for a fluid flow control 
device 
UKC Headings: F2G Int Cl F16L 37/
092(2006.01) F16L 21/06(2006.01) 
F16L 41/12(2006.01)
GB2437302 (GB0607629.3) 18 Apr 2006
TRITON PLC (INCORPORATED IN 
THE UNITED KINGDOM)
Elbow connector with hidden fixings 
UKC Headings: F2G Int Cl E03C 1/
04(2006.01) E03C 1/042(2006.01)
F2H
GB2437303 (GB0605164.3) 15 Mar 2006
BE-INVENTIVE LIMITED 
(INCORPORATED IN THE UNITED 
KINGDOM)
Apparatus for fixing an object to a wall 
having a plasterboard wall spaced from an 
underlying structure 
UKC Headings: F2H Int Cl F16B 13/
00(2006.01)
F2M
GB2437247 See entry under Heading A4L
F2P
GB2437304 (GB0703571.0) 23 Feb 2007
RIVERSIDE PROJECTS LIMITED 
(INCORPORATED IN THE UNITED 
KINGDOM)
Apparatus and method for a hydrocarbon 
production facility 
Priorities: [GB0607689 19 Apr 2006]
[GB0607648 18 Apr 2006]
UKC Headings: F2P Int Cl F16L 55/
46(2006.01) E21B 23/08(2006.01) F16L 
101/12(2006.01) F16L 101/70(2006.01)
GB2437332 See entry under Heading H2C
F2U
GB2437305 (GB0607642.6) 19 Apr 2006
MECHADYNE PLC 
(INCORPORATED IN THE UNITED 
KINGDOM)
Camshaft phaser which can be locked in 
the middle of the travel range 
UKC Headings: F2U Int Cl F01L 1/
344(2006.01) F16D 3/10(2006.01)
F2V
GB2437306 (GB0608021.2) 22 Apr 2006
MATHER, SAM
Autonomous shut-off valve system 
UKC Headings: F2V U1S Int Cl F16K 31/
12(2006.01)
F2Y
GB2437307 (GB0607367.0) 13 Apr 2006
CHAMBERS, ANDREW R J
Game controller having standard 
function initiators in the mid-plane and/or 
the lower surface 
UKC Headings: F2Y U1S Int Cl G06F 3/
033(2006.01) A63F 13/06(2006.01) 
G05G 9/047(2006.01)
F4A
GB2437308 (GB0617076.5) 30 Aug 2006
[21 Apr 2006]
CLEAN HEAT PROVISION LIMITED 




WO2006/111755 26 Oct 2006
UKC Headings: F4A Int Cl F24D 17/
00(2006.01) F24D 3/00(2006.01)
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F4U
GB2437309 (GB0608011.3) 22 Apr 2006
FORD GLOBAL TECHNOLOGIES, 
LLC (INCORPORATED IN USA - 
DELAWARE)
Vehicle engine cooling using a Stirling 
Engine 
UKC Headings: F4U Int Cl F01P 5/
02(2006.01) F02G 1/043(2006.01) 
F02G 5/00(2006.01)
G1A




Banknote detector and recognition 
system 
Priorities: [TW095206639 19 Apr 2006]
UKC Headings: G1A Int Cl G07D 7/
12(2006.01) G07D 7/20(2006.01)
G1B
GB2437311 (GB0607070.0) 07 Apr 2006
MOLOGIC LTD (INCORPORATED 
IN THE UNITED KINGDOM)
A protease detection product 
UKC Headings: G1B Int Cl G01N 33/
53(2006.01) G01N 33/543(2006.01) 
G01N 33/573(2006.01)
G1F
GB2437312 (GB0607607.9) 18 Apr 2006
MCALLISTER, KARL
Adjustable corner gauge 
UKC Headings: G1F Int Cl G01C 9/
28(2006.01) G01B 5/24(2006.01)
GB2437313 (GB0700018.5) 02 Jan 2007
MCALLISTER, KARL
Adjustable attachment for spirit levels 
Priorities: [GB0607607 18 Apr 2006]
UKC Headings: G1F G1X Int Cl G01C 9/
18(2006.01) G01B 5/24(2006.01)
G1N
GB2437314 (GB0607826.5) 20 Apr 2006
ROBERSON, COLIN
Fabric body armour with sensor 
UKC Headings: G1N A3V Int Cl F41H 5/
04(2006.01) F41H 1/02(2006.01)
G1U




Diagnostic signal processor 
Priorities: [JP2006118189 21 Apr 2006]
UKC Headings: G1U Int Cl G01R 31/
12(2006.01)
G1X
GB2437313 See entry under Heading G1F
G2J
GB2437316 (GB0707646.6) 20 Apr 2007
CARL-ZEISS OPTRONICS GMBH 
(INCORPORATED IN THE 
FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF 
GERMANY)
Telescope for optical free space 
communication 
Priorities: [DE102006018743 22 Apr 
2006]
UKC Headings: G2J Int Cl G02B 23/
06(2006.01) G02B 23/16(2006.01)
G2X
GB2437317 (GB0607817.4) 21 Apr 2006
PICSOLVE INTERNATIONAL 
LIMITED (INCORPORATED IN 
THE UNITED KINGDOM)
Flash apparatus 
UKC Headings: G2X Int Cl H05B 41/
34(2006.01) G03B 15/02(2006.01) 
G03B 15/03(2006.01) H05B 41/
00(2006.01)
G3N
GB2437318 (GB0607857.0) 20 Apr 2006
HEIDT, JOHANN
A system for immobilising a vehicle 
having a dry line liquid delivery system 
UKC Headings: G3N B8N Int Cl B60P 3/
22(2006.01) B67D 5/06(2006.01)
GB2437319 (GB0607962.8) 21 Apr 2006
GIANT MANUFACTURING CO 
LTD (INCORPORATED IN 
TAIWAN)
System for monitoring exercise 
performance 
UKC Headings: G3N Int Cl A63B 22/
00(2006.01)
G4A
GB2437320 (GB0607702.8) 19 Apr 2006
EVE GROUP LIMITED 
(INCORPORATED IN THE UNITED 
KINGDOM)
Monitoring corrosion degradation 
UKC Headings: G4A Int Cl G06F 17/
00(2006.01) G06Q 10/00(2006.01)
GB2437321 (GB0607799.4) 20 Apr 2006
ROBERTS, DANIEL
A networked method for the control and 
monitoring of internet messages by 
analysis using a smart algorithm and a 
designated dictionary. 
UKC Headings: G4A Int Cl G06F 17/
21(2006.01) G06Q 10/00(2006.01)
GB2437322 (GB0707405.7) 17 Apr 2007
REALTEK SEMICONDUCTOR 
CORP (INCORPORATED IN 
TAIWAN)
System and method for bandwidth 
sharing in buses 
Priorities: [TW095113609 17 Apr 2006]
UKC Headings: G4A Int Cl G06F 13/
16(2006.01) G06F 13/362(2006.01)
G4M




Roller and switch activation apparatus for 
card reader 
Priorities: [TW95113974 19 Apr 2006]
UKC Headings: G4M Int Cl G06K 7/
016(2006.01) G06K 7/00(2006.01)




Card authentication system utilizing 
reference pulse 
Priorities: [TW095114213 21 Apr 2006]
UKC Headings: G4M Int Cl G06K 19/
10(2006.01) G06K 7/00(2006.01)
G4Q




(INCORPORATED IN THE UNITED 
KINGDOM)
Automatic number plate recognition 
system with velocity sensor adds the 
number plate and velocity to the 
photographs in an unambiguous manner 
UKC Headings: G4Q Int Cl G08G 1/
017(2006.01) G08G 1/054(2006.01)
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G5C
GB2437326 (GB0624956.9) 14 Dec 2006
LG. PHILIPS LCD CO., LTD. 
(INCORPORATED IN THE 
REPUBLIC OF KOREA)
Array substrate for liquid crystal display 
device and method of manufacturing the 
same 
Priorities: [KR060034847 18 Apr 2006]
UKC Headings: G5C Int Cl G02F 1/
1343(2006.01) G02F 1/1335(2006.01)
G5R
GB2437327 (GB0607874.5) 20 Apr 2006
MOTOROLA INC 
(INCORPORATED IN USA - 
DELAWARE)
Recording by preference profiling 
UKC Headings: G5R Int Cl H04N 5/
76(2006.01) G11B 19/02(2006.01) 
H04N 5/445(2006.01)
H1K
GB2437328 (GB0607193.0) 10 Apr 2006
CAMBRIDGE UNIVERSITY 
TECHNICAL SERVICES LIMITED 




(INCORPORATED IN THE UNITED 
KINGDOM)
Electric devices and methods of 
manufacture 
UKC Headings: H1K Int Cl H01L 51/
00(2006.01) H01L 51/10(2006.01) 
H01L 51/40(2006.01) H01L 51/
48(2006.01) H01L 51/52(2006.01) 
H01L 51/56(2006.01) H05B 33/
10(2006.01) H05B 33/12(2006.01)
GB2437329 (GB0607208.6) 11 Apr 2006
NOVALIA LIMITED 
(INCORPORATED IN THE UNITED 
KINGDOM)
Conductive polymer electrodes 
UKC Headings: H1K Int Cl H01L 51/
40(2006.01) H01L 21/28(2006.01) 
H01L 21/3213(2006.01) H01L 21/
44(2006.01) H01L 31/0224(2006.01) 
H01L 31/18(2006.01) H01L 33/
00(2006.01) H01L 51/00(2006.01) 
H01L 51/48(2006.01) H01L 51/
56(2006.01) H05B 33/10(2006.01) 
H05B 33/26(2006.01) H05K 3/
06(2006.01)
H1Q
GB2437330 (GB0607162.5) 08 Apr 2006
HYATT, MICHELLE M
Antenna balls 
UKC Headings: H1Q Int Cl H01Q 1/
32(2006.01) B60Q 1/50(2006.01) G09F 
3/00(2006.01)
H1R




Casing structure for card reader 
Priorities: [TW95206640 19 Apr 2006]
UKC Headings: H1R Int Cl G06K 7/
00(2006.01)
H2C
GB2437332 (GB0607842.2) 21 Apr 2006
MINIFLEX LIMITED 
(INCORPORATED IN THE UNITED 
KINGDOM)
Tube 
UKC Headings: H2C F2P Int Cl H02G 3/
04(2006.01) F16L 9/133(2006.01) 
G02B 6/44(2006.01) H02G 1/
08(2006.01)
GB2437333 (GB0608112.9) 22 Apr 2006
ALLEN, DAISY
TV cable cover
UKC Headings: H2C Int Cl H02G 3/
08(2006.01)
H3T
GB2437335 See entry under Heading H3W
H3W
GB2437335 (GB0607822.4) 21 Apr 2006
MOTOROLA INC 
(INCORPORATED IN USA - 
DELAWARE)
An efficient RF transmitter for high peak-
to-average ratio (PAR) signals 
UKC Headings: H3W H3T Int Cl H03F 
1/02(2006.01) H03F 1/32(2006.01)
H4F
GB2437336 (GB0607604.6) 18 Apr 2006
YI SHIAN ELECTRO-OPTICAL CO 
LTD (INCORPORATED IN 
TAIWAN)
TV receiver system
UKC Headings: H4F Int Cl H04N 5/
64(2006.01)
GB2437337 (GB0607918.0) 21 Apr 2006
SNELL & WILCOX LIMITED 
(INCORPORATED IN THE UNITED 
KINGDOM)
Measuring block artefacts in video data 
using an auto-correlation function 
UKC Headings: H4F Int Cl H04N 7/
26(2006.01) G06T 7/00(2006.01)
GB2437338 (GB0607920.6) 21 Apr 2006
SNELL & WILCOX LIMITED 
(INCORPORATED IN THE UNITED 
KINGDOM)
Detecting monochrome images from the 
skew of a statistical distribution of pixel 
values 
UKC Headings: H4F Int Cl G06T 7/
00(2006.01) G06T 5/40(2006.01)
GB2437339 (GB0701790.8) 31 Jan 2007




Controllable microcapsule type robot 
endoscope 
Priorities: [AZ20060066 21 Apr 2006]
UKC Headings: H4F Int Cl A61B 1/
05(2006.01) H04N 5/225(2006.01) 
H04N 7/18(2006.01) H04N 5/
225(2006.01)
H4L
GB2437340 (GB0607588.1) 18 Apr 2006
GOFF, ANDY
Mobile Phone Chatroom 
UKC Headings: H4L Int Cl H04L 12/
18(2006.01) H04L 12/58(2006.01)
GB2437341 (GB0607722.6) 19 Apr 2006
ACTARIS UK LIMITED 
(INCORPORATED IN THE UNITED 
KINGDOM)
Data collection and transmission 
UKC Headings: H4L Int Cl H04M 11/
00(2006.01) G01D 4/00(2006.01) G01F 
15/06(2006.01) G01R 22/06(2006.01)
GB2437342 (GB0607723.4) 19 Apr 2006
ACTARIS UK LIMITED 
(INCORPORATED IN THE UNITED 
KINGDOM)
Remotely configuring parameters of 
GPRS-type communication devices 
UKC Headings: H4L Int Cl H04Q 7/
32(2006.01)
GB2437343 (GB0607883.6) 21 Apr 2006
MOTOROLA INC 
(INCORPORATED IN USA - 
DELAWARE)
Handover between radio networks 
UKC Headings: H4L Int Cl H04Q 7/
38(2006.01)
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GB2437344 (GB0607884.4) 21 Apr 2006
MOTOROLA INC 
(INCORPORATED IN USA - 
DELAWARE)
A subscriber server system for a cellular 
communication system such as ims which 
stores public identities of subscribers 
UKC Headings: H4L Int Cl H04L 29/
06(2006.01) H04Q 11/00(2006.01)
GB2437345 (GB0607886.9) 21 Apr 2006
MOTOROLA INC 
(INCORPORATED IN USA - 
DELAWARE)
Estimating future resource usage in a 
cellular communication system 
UKC Headings: H4L Int Cl H04B 7/
005(2006.01) H04Q 7/38(2006.01)
GB2437346 (GB0607940.4) 21 Apr 2006
SAMSUNG ELECTRONICS CO. 
LTD. (INCORPORATED IN THE 
REPUBLIC OF KOREA)
Establishing a packet switched radio 
bearer session with an emergency service 
UKC Headings: H4L Int Cl H04Q 7/
00(2006.01) H04L 12/56(2006.01) 
H04Q 7/22(2006.01) H04Q 7/
38(2006.01)
GB2437347 (GB0608152.5) 22 Apr 2006
MORAN, HUMBERTO
Privacy-friendly RFID system prevents 
unauthorised interrogation of RFID tags 
UKC Headings: H4L Int Cl G01V 15/
00(2006.01) G06K 7/00(2006.01)
GB2437348 (GB0616519.5) 18 Aug 2006
ITI SCOTLAND LTD 
(INCORPORATED IN THE UNITED 
KINGDOM)
A wireless device performing background 
scanning of radio channels 
UKC Headings: H4L Int Cl H04Q 7/
38(2006.01)
GB2437349 See entry under Heading H4P
H4P
GB2437349 (GB0607636.8) 18 Apr 2006
MOTOROLA INC 
(INCORPORATED IN USA - 
DELAWARE)
Optimised packet data transmission 
protocol in a communication system 
employing a transmission window 
UKC Headings: H4P H4L Int Cl H04L 1/
18(2006.01) H04L 12/56(2006.01)
GB2437350 (GB0607671.5) 19 Apr 2006
HEWLETT-PACKARD 
DEVELOPMENT COMPANY, L.P.
Data and Power Transmission via an 
Amplitude and Phase/Frequency 
Modulated Signal 
UKC Headings: H4P Int Cl H04B 5/
02(2006.01) G06F 1/26(2006.01) G06K 
7/00(2006.01) H04Q 7/32(2006.01) 
H04Q 7/38(2006.01)
GB2437351 (GB0607730.9) 20 Apr 2006
AGILENT TECHNOLOGIES, INC. 
(INCORPORATED IN USA - 
DELAWARE)
Broadband transfer function synthesis 
using orthonormal rational bases 
UKC Headings: H4P Int Cl G06F 17/
50(2006.01)
GB2437352 (GB0607969.3) 21 Apr 2006
TEKTRONIX INTERNATIONAL 
SALES GMBH (INCORPORATED IN 
SWITZERLAND)
Displaying constellation patterns with 
superimposed ellipses indicating a 
current average error metric 
UKC Headings: H4P Int Cl H04B 17/
00(2006.01) H04L 27/34(2006.01)
H4R
GB2437353 (GB0606097.4) 27 Mar 2006
DANIEL, CHARLES
BASS, NIGEL
Distributing data from a pc server 
through ethernet or wireless connections 
to portable network devices through low 
voltage conductors 
UKC Headings: H4R Int Cl H04L 12/
28(2006.01) H04L 12/56(2006.01)
H4T
GB2437354 (GB0607910.7) 21 Apr 2006
SIEMENS MOLECULAR IMAGING 
LIMITED (INCORPORATED IN 
THE UNITED KINGDOM)
Virtual function scan generator 
UKC Headings: H4T Int Cl G06F 19/
00(2006.01)
N0T
GB2437355 (GB0325856.3) 05 Nov 2003
BAE SYSTEMS PLC 
(INCORPORATED IN THE UNITED 
KINGDOM)
Radio frequency or microwave signals 
Priorities: [GB0226394 13 Nov 2002]
UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl H03K 3/
49(2006.01) H03B 28/00(2006.01) 
H03K 3/80(2006.01)
GB2437356 (GB0605447.2) 17 Mar 2006
COCKBURN, JOHN B
Teaching Apparatus, e.g. for Maths, 
Question and Answers, and Writing 
UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl G09B 1/
34(2006.01) G09B 1/04(2006.01) G09B 
3/04(2006.01) G09B 11/04(2006.01) 
G09B 19/02(2006.01)
GB2437357 (GB0606265.7) 23 Mar 2006
RHODE & SCHWARZ GMBH & CO 
KG (INCORPORATED IN THE 
FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF
GERMANY)
Method and appliance for detection of 
mobile telephones 
Priorities: [DE10200501583 06 Apr 
2005]
UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl H04B 17/
00(2006.01)
GB2437358 (GB0607434.8) 13 Apr 2006
HESKETH, MARK R
Razor cartridge tray with variable force of 
attachment 
UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl B65D 83/
10(2006.01) A45D 27/24(2006.01) 
B65D 1/36(2006.01) B65D 25/
10(2006.01)
GB2437359 (GB0607548.5) 18 Apr 2006
FEARNLEY, ROY H
Wrapping an article with patterned film 
UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl B65D 65/
22(2006.01)
GB2437360 (GB0607593.1) 18 Apr 2006
GUEST, CHRISTOPHER M
Sound equipment vibration damper 
UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl A47B 81/
06(2006.01) A47B 91/02(2006.01) F16F 
7/00(2006.01) F16F 15/04(2006.01)
GB2437361 (GB0607609.5) 18 Apr 2006
NATOVICH, DANNY
Camera support device 
UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl G03B 17/
56(2006.01) F16M 13/04(2006.01)
GB2437362 (GB0607669.9) 18 Apr 2006
TECHNICAL UNIVERSITY OF 
DENMARK, THE (INCORPORATED 
IN DENMARK)
CONSEJO SUPERIOR DE 
INVESTIGACIONES CIENTIFICAS 
(INCORPORATED IN SPAIN)
Photovoltaic Device and Method of 
Measuring Cumulative Exposure to Light 
UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl H01L 31/
0216(2006.01) G01J 1/16(2006.01) 
G01J 1/42(2006.01) G01J 5/28(2006.01) 
H01L 23/552(2006.01) H01L 27/
142(2006.01) H01L 31/04(2006.01)
Applications published: Subject-Matter Index - cont
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GB2437363 (GB0607678.0) 18 Apr 2006
AC AUTOMATION SERVICES LTD 
(INCORPORATED IN THE UNITED 
KINGDOM)
Apparatus for creating a vortex ring 
bubble in a fluid 
UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl B01F 3/
04(2006.01) B01F 13/02(2006.01) F21S 
10/00(2006.01)
GB2437364 (GB0607685.5) 19 Apr 2006
BECKLEY, JASON C
Power generator unit which relies upon 
repulsion between adjacent magnets in a 
circular coil to create an electricity supply 
which may be stored 
UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl H02K 53/
00(2006.01) H02N 11/00(2006.01)
GB2437365 (GB0607688.9) 19 Apr 2006
WOOD, TIMOTHY
Pipe drilling jig 
UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl F16L 41/
06(2006.01)
GB2437366 (GB0607733.3) 19 Apr 2006
OFQUEST LTD (INCORPORATED 
IN THE UNITED KINGDOM)
Combined cable port and accessory 
mount 
UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl A47B 21/
00(2006.01) F16M 13/02(2006.01)
GB2437367 (GB0607789.5) 20 Apr 2006
WILSON, ROBERT L
Insulated Cover for a Hot or Cold 
Cabinet 
UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl B65D 81/
38(2006.01) A47F 3/04(2006.01)
GB2437368 (GB0607888.5) 21 Apr 2006
ARAFA, KHALED A
Suturing device having hollow pincer-
style needle 
UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl A61B 17/
04(2006.01) A61B 17/06(2006.01)
GB2437370 (GB0607965.1) 21 Apr 2006
BRIK CONTRACTING LIMITED 
(INCORPORATED IN THE UNITED 
KINGDOM)
Floor for wet area 
UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl E04F 15/
18(2006.01)
GB2437371 (GB0614169.1) 17 Jul 2006
[03 Dec 2004]
CHEVRON U.S.A. INC 
(INCORPORATED IN USA - 
DELAWARE)
Mixed matrix membranes with small pore 
molecule sieves and methods for making 
and using the membranes 
Priorities: [US10745992 24 Dec 2003]
PCT Details: PCT/US2004/040485
WO2005/065112 21 Jul 2007
UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl B01D 69/
14(2006.01) B01D 53/22(2006.01) 
B01D 71/02(2006.01)




(INCORPORATED IN USA - 
OREGON)
Image subtraction of illumination 
artifacts 
Priorities: [US10921032 18 Aug 2004]
[US60538914 23 Jan 2004]
PCT Details: PCT/US2004/027167
WO2005/076213 18 Aug 2005
UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl G06T 5/
00(2006.01)
GB2437373 (GB0619504.4) 03 Oct 2006
INEOS FLUOR HOLDINGS 
LIMITED (INCORPORATED IN 
THE UNITED KINGDOM)
Heat transfer compositions 
Priorities: [GB0614067 17 Jul 2006]
UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl C09K 5/
04(2006.01) C09K 3/30(2006.01)
GB2437374 (GB0623373.8) 23 Nov 2006
[26 May 2005]
WARNER, NOEL A
Recovery of steel from contaminated 
scrap 
Priorities: [GB0412105 29 May 2004]
PCT Details: PCT/GB2005/002130
WO2005/118890 15 Dec 2005
UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl C21C 5/
56(2006.01) C21C 7/00(2006.01) C21C 
7/10(2006.01)
GB2437375 (GB0625836.2) 22 Dec 2006
CARRIER KHEOPS BAC 
(INCORPORATED IN FRANCE)
Electrical or optical connector capable of 
being mated remotely in a fluid 
environment 
Priorities: [FR0513321 26 Dec 2005]
UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl H01R 13/
631(2006.01) H01R 13/523(2006.01)
GB2437376 (GB0704433.2) 08 Mar 2007
SCHLUMBERGER HOLDINGS 
LIMITED (INCORPORATED IN 
THE BRITISH VIRGIN ISLANDS)
Evaluating the performance of a plurality 
of wells 
Priorities: [US11388677 24 Mar 2006]
UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl G01V 1/
28(2006.01) E21B 43/00(2006.01)
GB2437377 (GB0705340.8) 21 Mar 2007
ROLLS-ROYCE PLC 
(INCORPORATED IN THE UNITED 
KINGDOM)
Heat exchanger arrangement for a gas 
turbine engine 
Priorities: [GB0607771 20 Apr 2006]
UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl F02C 3/
04(2006.01) F02C 7/14(2006.01) F02K 
3/02(2006.01) F02K 3/06(2006.01) 
F02K 3/115(2006.01)
GB2437378 (GB0705443.0) 22 Mar 2007
FRANZ KALDEWEI GMBH & CO 
(INCORPORATED IN THE 
FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF 
GERMANY)
Bath support 
Priorities: [DE102006018098 18 Apr 
2006]
UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl A47K 3/
16(2006.01)
GB2437379 (GB0705710.2) 26 Mar 2007
[23 Apr 2004]
CXR LIMITED (INCORPORATED 
IN THE UNITED KINGDOM)
An X-ray scanner 
Divisional earlier date under section 15 (4)
GB0520908.5
Priorities: [GB0309383.8 25 Apr 2003]
UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl A61B 6/
03(2006.01) H01J 35/06(2006.01)
GB2437380 (GB0706036.1) 28 Mar 2007
DRAGER MEDICAL AG & CO. KG 
(INCORPORATED IN THE 
FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF 
GERMANY)
Textile system with a plurality of 
electronic functional elements 
Priorities: [DE102006017540 13 Apr 
2006]
UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl A41D 13/
12(2006.01) A41D 1/00(2006.01)
GB2437381 (GB0706046.0) 28 Mar 2007
PGS GEOPHYSICAL AS 
(INCORPORATED IN NORWAY)
Controlling the position of seismic 
sources for four dimensional seismic 
surveying 
Priorities: [US11407656 20 Apr 2006]
UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl G01V 1/
38(2006.01) B63B 21/66(2006.01)
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GB2437382 (GB0706417.3) 02 Apr 2007
BOEING COMPANY, THE 
(INCORPORATED IN USA - 
DELAWARE)
Highly porous foam material for cooling 
an electronic component 
Priorities: [US11407433 20 Apr 2006]
UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl H01L 23/
36(2006.01) F28F 13/00(2006.01) 
H01L 23/467(2006.01) H05K 7/
20(2006.01)
GB2437383 (GB0706419.9) 02 Apr 2007
BOEING COMPANY, THE 
(INCORPORATED IN USA - 
DELAWARE)
Hybrid ceramic core cold plate 
Priorities: [US11407438 20 Apr 2006]
[US11640058 15 Dec 2006]
UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl H01L 23/
373(2006.01)
GB2437384 (GB0706421.5) 02 Apr 2007
BOEING COMPANY, THE 
(INCORPORATED IN USA - 
DELAWARE)
Multiple fanned laser beam metrology 
system 
Priorities: [US11407549 19 Apr 2006]
UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl G01B 11/
14(2006.01) G01S 17/48(2006.01)
GB2437385 (GB0706681.4) 05 Apr 2007
[07 Dec 2005]
PRECIMED S.A. (INCORPORATED 
IN SWITZERLAND)
Surgical tool holder for facilitated 
sterilization 
Priorities: [US60710845 24 Aug 2005]
[US60634467 09 Dec 2004]
PCT Details: PCT/IB2005/003720
WO2006/061708 05 Jun 2006
UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl A61F 2/
46(2006.01) A61B 17/16(2006.01)
GB2437386 (GB0706862.0) 10 Apr 2007
SMITH, ANTHONY J
System for lifting and lowering a sailboat 
mast 
Priorities: [US11655093 19 Jan 2007]
[US60792967 19 Apr 2006]
UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl B63B 15/
02(2006.01)
GB2437387 (GB0706883.6) 10 Apr 2007
ROLLS-ROYCE PLC 
(INCORPORATED IN THE UNITED 
KINGDOM)
A FUEL FLOW LIMIT 
CALCULATOR FOR A GAS 
TURBINE ENGINE 
Priorities: [GB0607989 22 Apr 2006]
UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl F02C 9/
28(2006.01)
GB2437388 (GB0706905.7) 11 Apr 2007
TOMY COMPANY, LTD. 
(INCORPORATED IN JAPAN)
Handheld gaming apparatus having a soft 
button with a support ring 
Priorities: [JP2006108993 11 Apr 2006]
UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl H01H 13/
14(2006.01)
GB2437389 (GB0707015.4) 12 Apr 2007
W A 1 DESIGNS LIMITED 
(INCORPORATED IN THE UNITED 
KINGDOM) Knife with non-deflecting 
guard 
Priorities: [GB0608004 22 Apr 2006]
UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl B26B 5/
00(2006.01) B26B 1/08(2006.01) B26B 
5/00(2006.01)
GB2437390 (GB0707157.4) 13 Apr 2007
WESTERNGECO SEISMIC 
HOLDINGS LIMITED 
(INCORPORATED IN THE BRITISH 
VIRGIN ISLANDS)
Calculating a displacement field 
particularly for use in time-lapse seismic 
surveying 
Priorities: [US11469519 01 Sep 2006]
[US60793179 19 Apr 2006]
UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl G01V 1/
28(2006.01)
GB2437391 (GB0707170.7) 13 Apr 2007
GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY 
(INCORPORATED IN USA - NEW 
YORK)
Detecting vibration in a gas turbine 
engine 
Priorities: [US11379669 21 Apr 2006]
UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl G01H 1/
00(2006.01) F04D 29/00(2006.01)
GB2437392 (GB0707171.5) 13 Apr 2007
GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY 
(INCORPORATED IN USA - NEW 
YORK)
Method and Apparatus for Analyzing and 
Editing ECG Morphology and Time 
Series 
Priorities: [US11405150 17 Apr 2006]
UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl A61B 5/
04(2006.01) A61B 5/0452(2006.01) 
A61B 5/0468(2006.01) G06K 9/
00(2006.01)
GB2437393 (GB0707172.3) 13 Apr 2007
GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY 
(INCORPORATED IN USA - NEW 
YORK)
Multi-tier ECG signal data analysis 
system 
Priorities: [US11405151 17 Apr 2006]
UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl A61B 5/
04(2006.01) G06F 19/00(2006.01)
GB2437394 (GB0707221.8) 16 Apr 2007
CONVERTEAM LTD 
(INCORPORATED IN THE UNITED 
KINGDOM)
Electrical machine with reduced cogging 
Priorities: [GB0607545 18 Apr 2006]
UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl H02K 1/
27(2006.01) H02K 1/17(2006.01) 
H02K 21/12(2006.01) H02K 21/
22(2006.01)
GB2437395 (GB0707289.5) 16 Apr 2007
ESL DEFENCE LIMITED 
(INCORPORATED IN THE UNITED 
KINGDOM)
Apparatus for testing infrared sensors 
used for missile detection systems 
Priorities: [GB0607655.8 18 Apr 2006]
UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl F41G 7/
00(2006.01) F41J 2/02(2006.01)
GB2437396 (GB0707312.5) 16 Apr 2007
AVAGO TECHNOLOGIES ECBU IP 
(SINGAPORE) PTE. LTD 
(INCORPORATED IN SINGAPORE)
High performance reflective optical 
encoder 
Priorities: [US11408902 21 Apr 2006]
UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl G01D 5/
26(2006.01)
GB2437397 (GB0707365.3) 17 Apr 2007
THIELENHAUS TECHNOLOGIES 
GMBH (INCORPORATED IN THE 
FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF
GERMANY)
Machine Tool Wear Compensation 
Priorities: [DE102006019135 21 Apr 
2006]
UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl G05B 19/
404(2006.01) B23Q 15/28(2006.01) 
B24B 49/18(2006.01)
GB2437398 (GB0707372.9) 17 Apr 2007
TOMY COMPANY, LTD. 
(INCORPORATED IN JAPAN)
Toy figure including a swinging portion 
Priorities: [JP2006115671 19 Apr 2006]
UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl A63H 13/
00(2006.01)
GB2437399 (GB0707406.5) 18 Apr 2007
BIG BEAN AUDIO LIMITED 
(INCORPORATED IN THE UNITED 
KINGDOM)
Processing audio input signals 
Priorities: [GB0607707.7 19 Apr 2006]
[GB0616677.1 23 Aug 2006]
UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl H04S 1/
00(2006.01) H04S 3/00(2006.01)
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GB2437400 (GB0707407.3) 18 Apr 2007
BIG BEAN AUDIO LIMITED 
(INCORPORATED IN THE UNITED 
KINGDOM)
Processing audio input signals 
Priorities: [GB0607707 19 Apr 2006]
[GB0616677 23 Aug 2006]
UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl H04S 1/
00(2006.01)
GB2437401 (GB0707408.1) 18 Apr 2007
BIG BEAN AUDIO LIMITED 
(INCORPORATED IN THE UNITED 
KINGDOM)
Processing audio input signals 
Priorities: [GB0607707 19 Apr 2006]
[GB0616677 23 Aug 2006]
UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl H04S 1/
00(2006.01)
GB2437402 (GB0707431.3) 17 Apr 2007
LIAO, YUNG-CHIANG
A heat dissipating lamp structure 
Priorities: [TW095206599 19 Apr 2006]
UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl F21V 29/
00(2006.01) F21K 7/00(2006.01) F21Y 
101/02(2006.01)
GB2437403 (GB0707434.7) 18 Apr 2007
[07 May 2004]
MILWAUKEE ELECTRIC TOOL 
CORPORATION (INCORPORATED 
IN USA - WISCONSIN)
Protective structure for battery chargers 
Divisional earlier date under section 15 (4)
GB0410159.8
Priorities: [US10840703 06 May 2004]
[US60468556 07 May 2003]
UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl H02J 7/
00(2006.01)
GB2437404 (GB0707478.4) 18 Apr 2007
O’CALLAGHAN, SEAMUS Rubber 
floor tile with drainage 
Priorities: [IE20060300 18 Apr 2006]
UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl A01K 1/
015(2006.01)
GB2437405 (GB0707487.5) 18 Apr 2007
AES ENGINEERING LTD 
(INCORPORATED IN THE UNITED 
KINGDOM)
Bearing seal with floating rotor that 
permits axial shaft movement 
Priorities: [GB0607513 18 Apr 2006]
UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl F16J 15/
447(2006.01) F16J 15/16(2006.01)
GB2437406 (GB0707511.2) 19 Apr 2007
OPTOPLAN AS (INCORPORATED 
IN NORWAY)
OCEAN BOTTOM SEISMIC 
STATION INSTALLATION
Priorities: [US11379480 20 Apr 2006]
UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl H02G 1/
10(2006.01) B65D 21/024(2006.01) 
B65H 49/00(2006.01) B65H 75/
16(2006.01)
GB2437407 (GB0707529.4) 18 Apr 2007
GOVERNMENT OF THE HONG 
KONG SPECIAL ADMINISTRATIVE 
REGION, THE (INCORPORATED
IN HONG KONG)
System and method of delivering foam to 
a firefighting bucket 
Priorities: [US11405826 18 Apr 2006]
UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl A62C 3/
02(2006.01) B64D 1/16(2006.01)
GB2437408 (GB0707537.7) 19 Apr 2007
SILVERLINE TOOLS LIMITED 
(INCORPORATED IN THE UNITED 
KINGDOM)
Mechanism for opening and closing a 
door due to gravity 
Priorities: [GB0607681.4 19 Apr 2006]
UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl E05F 1/
06(2006.01)
GB2437409 (GB0707547.6) 18 Apr 2007
TAYLOR, FRANK
Collapsible document holder 
Priorities: [GB0607690 19 Apr 2006]
UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl A47B 23/
04(2006.01)
GB2437410 (GB0707565.8) 19 Apr 2007
IRWIN INDUSTRIAL TOOL 
COMPANY (INCORPORATED IN 
USA - DELAWARE)
Apparatus with cartridge for receiving 
components 
Priorities: [US11379242 19 Apr 2006]
UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl B25B 5/
06(2006.01)
GB2437411 (GB0707583.1) 19 Apr 2007
AES ENGINEERING LIMITED 
(INCORPORATED IN THE UNITED 
KINGDOM)
Bearing seal with air purge mechanism 
Priorities: [GB0607623 19 Apr 2006]
UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl F16J 15/
34(2006.01) F16J 15/32(2006.01) F16J 
15/44(2006.01)
GB2437412 (GB0707605.2) 19 Apr 2007
KOMBIMATEC MACHINES 
LIMITED (INCORPORATED IN 
THE UNITED KINGDOM)
Position and angle sensing in a welded 
plastic cleaning machine 
Priorities: [GB0607833 21 Apr 2006]
UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl B29C 37/
04(2006.01) B23Q 3/18(2006.01)
GB2437413 (GB0707607.8) 19 Apr 2007
YIP, CHUNG L
Bottle cap for maintaining freshness 
Priorities: [CN0620057968 20 Apr 2006]
UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl B65D 51/
18(2006.01) B65D 41/04(2006.01) 
B65D 51/20(2006.01)
GB2437414 (GB0707623.5) 19 Apr 2007
REALTEK SEMICONDUCTOR 
CORP (INCORPORATED IN 
TAIWAN)
Sigma-delta modulator 
Priorities: [TW95114001 19 Apr 2006]
UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl H03M 3/
02(2006.01)
GB2437415 (GB0707811.6) 23 Apr 2007
MARS INCORPORATED 
(INCORPORATED IN USA - 
DELAWARE)
Process for the production of crumb 
Priorities: [GB0607926.3 21 Apr 2006]
UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl A23G 1/
04(2006.01) A23G 3/02(2006.01)
GB2437416 (GB0707856.1) 23 Apr 2007
KINGSPAN RESEARCH AND 
DEVELOPMENTS LIMITED 
(INCORPORATED IN IRELAND)
A domestic services pod 
Priorities: [IE20060320 21 Apr 2006]
UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl E04B 1/
348(2006.01)
GB2437417 (GB0708948.5) 09 May 2007
[12 Oct 2005]
UDDIN, SHAFIQ
Pressure vessel for liquid and a toilet 
receptacle 
Priorities: [GB0422625 12 Oct 2004]
PCT Details: PCT/GB2005/003914
WO2006/040546 20 Apr 2006
UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl E03D 3/
10(2006.01) B05B 15/10(2006.01) 
B65D 83/00(2006.01) E03D 9/
08(2006.01) F15B 1/10(2006.01)
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IN USA - DELAWARE)
Turbine engine nozzle 
Divisional earlier date under section 15 (4)
GB0415187.4
Priorities: [US10614632 07 Jul 2003]
UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl F02K 1/
00(2006.01) F02K 1/12(2006.01)
GB2437419 (GB0709231.5) 14 May 2007
[07 May 2003]
QINETIQ LIMITED 
(INCORPORATED IN THE UNITED 
KINGDOM)
Dynamic optical interrogation system 
Divisional earlier date under section 15 (4)
GB0310451.0
UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl G01S 17/
74(2006.01)
GB2437420 (GB0709403.0) 16 May 2007
[16 Nov 2005]
WATERS INVESTMENTS LIMITED 
(INCORPORATED IN USA - 
DELAWARE)
Device for performing separations and 
methods of making and using same 
Priorities: [US60628413 16 Nov 2004]
PCT Details: PCT/US2005/041615
WO2006/055675 26 May 2006
UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl B01D 15/
08(2006.01) B01D 15/22(2006.01) 
G01N 30/60(2006.01)
GB2437421 (GB0709659.7) 21 May 2007
[06 Sep 2004]
BLACK & DECKER INC. 
(INCORPORATED IN USA - 
DELAWARE)
Insulation of field coils of a motor 
Divisional earlier date under section 15 (4)
GB0419661.4
Priorities: [US10934334 03 Sep 2004]
[US60500384 05 Sep 2003]
[US60546243 20 Feb 2004]
UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl H02K 3/
32(2006.01) H02K 1/14(2006.01) 
H02K 1/18(2006.01) H02K 3/
18(2006.01) H02K 3/34(2006.01) 
H02K 3/52(2006.01) H02K 15/
02(2006.01) H02K 15/06(2006.01) 
H02K 15/10(2006.01)
GB2437422 (GB0709753.8) 22 May 2007
[28 Apr 2006]
KING SLIDE WORKS CO., LTD. 
(INCORPORATED IN TAIWAN)
A drawer slide locating system 
Divisional earlier date under section 15 (4)
GB0608454.5
Priorities: [TW094128670 22 Aug 2005]
UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl A47B 88/
10(2006.01) A47B 88/04(2006.01) 
A47B 88/16(2006.01)
GB2437423 (GB0709755.3) 22 May 2007
[28 Apr 2006]
KING SLIDE WORKS CO LTD 
(INCORPORATED IN TAIWAN)
A drawer slide locating system 
Divisional earlier date under section 15 (4)
GB0608454.5
Priorities: [TW094128670 22 Aug 2005]
UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl A47B 88/
10(2006.01) A47B 88/04(2006.01) 
A47B 88/16(2006.01)




Toilet seat lifting and lowering device 
Priorities: [US10979039 02 Nov 2004]
[US11187252 25 Jul 2005]
PCT Details: PCT/US2005/038923
WO2006/050090 11 May 2006
UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl A47K 13/
10(2006.01) A47K 13/04(2006.01)
GB2437425 (GB0709992.2) 24 May 2007
[21 Nov 2005]
MATSUSHITA ELECTIC 
INDUSTRIAL CO LTD 
(INCORPORATED IN JAPAN)
Transmitting apparatus and receiving 
apparatus 
Priorities: [JP2004344328 29 Nov 2004]
PCT Details: PCT/JP2005/021372
WO2006/057222 01 Jun 2006
UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl H04N 7/
16(2006.01) G06F 21/24(2006.01) 
H04L 9/14(2006.01) H04N 7/
173(2006.01)
GB2437426 (GB0710452.4) 31 May 2007
[02 Nov 2005]
GAS-O-HAUL INCORPORATED 
(INCORPORATED IN USA - 
COLORADO)
Apparatus for storing and dispensing 
liquids 
Priorities: [US10979338 02 Nov 2004]
PCT Details: PCT/US2005/039644
WO2006/050426 11 May 2006
UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl B65D 35/
56(2006.01) B65D 5/60(2006.01) B65D 
25/18(2006.01)
GB2437427 (GB0710505.9) 01 Jun 2007
ZHOU, NANQING
Dual lever control mechanism for a tent 
Priorities: [PCT/CN2005/000530 18 Apr 
2005]
[CN0420116950 06 Dec 2004]
UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl E04H 15/
48(2006.01)
GB2437428 (GB0710975.4) 07 Jun 2007
[06 Dec 2004]
DSPV LTD (INCORPORATED IN 
ISRAEL)
System and method for generic symbol 
recognition and user authenication using 
a communication device with imaging 
capabilities 
Priorities: [US60632953 06 Nov 2003]
PCT Details: PCT/IB2005/004171
WO2006/085151 17 Aug 2006
UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl G06K 9/
00(2006.01) G06K 9/36(2006.01) 
G06K 9/62(2006.01) G06K 9/
68(2006.01) G09C 3/00(2006.01) G09C 
3/08(2006.01) G09C 5/00(2006.01) 
H04L 9/00(2006.01)
GB2437429 (GB0711234.5) 11 Jun 2007
VALLETTA HEALTH BV 
(INCORPORATED IN THE 
NETHERLANDS)
Urocanic acid derivatives 
UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl C07D 233/
64(2006.01) A61K 31/4166(2006.01) 
A61K 31/4172(2006.01) A61P 17/
00(2006.01) A61P 17/06(2006.01) 
C07D 233/70(2006.01)
GB2437430 (GB0711888.8) 20 Jun 2007
[14 Dec 2005]
SCHLUMBERGER HOLDINGS 
LIMITED (INCORPORATED IN 
THE BRITISH VIRGIN ISLANDS)
Methods and apparatus for single fiber 
optical telemetry 
Priorities: [US11017264 20 Dec 2004]
PCT Details: PCT/IB2005/003771
WO2006/067578 29 Jun 2006
UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl E21B 47/
12(2006.01) H04B 10/155(2006.01) 
H04J 14/02(2006.01)
GB2437431 (GB0711975.3) 21 Jun 2007
[25 Apr 2006]
FORBES, RONALD
Mobile ticket authentication 
Priorities: [US60674534 25 Apr 2005]
PCT Details: PCT/GB2006/001512
WO2006/114613 02 Nov 2006
UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl G06Q 30/
00(2006.01) G06Q 20/00(2006.01)
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GB2437432 (GB0712055.3) 21 Jun 2007
[29 Nov 2005]
DELL PRODUCTS L.P. 
(INCORPORATED IN USA - TEXAS)
A router which supports VoIP and 
provides a gateway between a WLAN and 
a WWAN
Divisional earlier date under section 15 (4)
GB0524300.1
Priorities: [US11000642 01 Dec 2004]
UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl H04L 12/
28(2006.01) H04L 12/46(2006.01)
GB2437433 (GB0712094.2) 22 Jun 2007
[06 Oct 2005]
SCHLUMBERGER HOLDINGS 
LIMITED (INCORPORATED IN 
THE BRITISH VIRGIN ISLANDS)
Free flowing tags powered by vibrational 
energy 
Divisional earlier date under section 15 (4)
GB0520382.3
Priorities: [US10904071 21 Oct 2004]
UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl E21B 41/
00(2006.01) E21B 47/00(2006.01) E21B 
47/06(2006.01)
GB2437434 (GB0712274.0) 22 Jun 2007
[07 Sep 2005]
SMITH INTERNATIONAL INC 
(INCORPORATED IN USA - 
DELAWARE)
Two cone drill bit having four nozzles 
Divisional earlier date under section 15 (4)
GB0518247.2
Priorities: [US10938069 10 Sep 2004]
UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl E21B 10/
18(2006.01) E21B 10/08(2006.01)
GB2437435 (GB0712275.7) 22 Jun 2007
[22 Nov 2005]
TRUPHATEK INTERNATIONAL 
LTD (INCORPORATED IN ISRAEL)
Handheld penknife-like laryngoscope 
Priorities: [US60629894 23 Nov 2004]
PCT Details: PCT/IL2005/001232
WO2006/056976 01 Jun 2006
UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl A61B 1/
267(2006.01)
GB2437436 (GB0712277.3) 22 Jun 2007
[18 Nov 2005]





Voice recognition device and method, and 
program 
Priorities: [JP2004338234 22 Nov 2004]
PCT Details: PCT/JP2005/021296
WO2006/054724 26 May 2006
UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl G10L 15/
22(2006.01) G10L 15/06(2006.01) 
G10L 15/10(2006.01) G10L 15/
18(2006.01) G10L 15/28(2006.01)
GB2437437 (GB0712796.2) 02 Jul 2007
[29 Nov 2004]
SAMSUNG ELECTRONICS CO., 
LTD (INCORPORATED IN THE 
REPUBLIC OF KOREA)
A pulse generator using a half-latch to 
prevent floating 
Divisional earlier date under section 15 (4)
GB0426150.9
Priorities: [KR200384965 27 Nov 2003]
[KR200418004 17 Mar 2004]
UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl H03K 3/
033(2006.01) H03K 3/037(2006.01)
GB2437438 (GB0712797.0) 02 Jul 2007
[29 Nov 2004]
SAMSUNG ELECTRONICS CO., 
LTD (INCORPORATED IN THE 
REPUBLIC OF KOREA)
A pulse generator for a flip-flop, with an 
enable input 
Divisional earlier date under section 15 (4)
GB0426150.9
Priorities: [KR200418004 17 Mar 2004]
[KR200384965 27 Nov 2003]
UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl H03K 3/
033(2006.01) H03K 3/037(2006.01)
GB2437439 (GB0712798.8) 02 Jul 2007
[29 Nov 2004]
SAMSUNG ELECTRONICS CO., 
LTD (INCORPORATED IN THE 
REPUBLIC OF KOREA)
A pulse-type flip-flop using a latch with 
clocked inverters 
Divisional earlier date under section 15 (4)
GB0426150.9
Priorities: [KR2003-84965 27 Nov 2003]
[KR2004-18004 17 Mar 2004]
UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl H03K 3/
037(2006.01) H03K 3/033(2006.01)
GB2437440 (GB0712799.6) 02 Jul 2007
[29 Nov 2004]
SAMSUNG ELECTRONICS CO., 
LTD (INCORPORATED IN THE 
REPUBLIC OF KOREA)
A pulse generator for a flip-flop, using a 
pull-down circuit with two series 
transistors 
Divisional earlier date under section 15 (4)
GB0426150.9
Priorities: [KR200418004 17 Mar 2004]
[KR200384965 27 Nov 2003]
UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl H03K 3/
033(2006.01) H03K 3/037(2006.01)
GB2437441 (GB0712931.5) 04 Jul 2007
[21 Jun 2004]
ACUMED LLC (INCORPORATED 
IN USA - DELAWARE)
A system for tapping apertures in a bone 
plate 
Divisional earlier date under section 15 (4)
GB0601099.5
Priorities: [US60480529 20 Jun 2003]
UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl A61B 17/
80(2006.01) A61B 17/84(2006.01)
GB2437442 (GB0713441.4) 10 Jul 2007
[09 Dec 2005]
PHARMED MEDICARE PRIVATE 
LIMITED (INCORPORATED IN 
INDIA)
Improved process for purification of 6 
acetyl 4,1’,6’ trichlorogalactosucrose and 
4,1’,6’ trichlorogalactosucrose by 
chromatography on silanized silica gel 
Priorities: [IN1317MUM2004 10 Dec 
2004]
PCT Details: PCT/IN2005/000409
WO2006/061856 15 Jun 2006
UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl C13K 13/
00(2006.01) B01D 15/18(2006.01) 
C07H 1/00(2006.01) C07H 1/
06(2006.01) H04B 1/69(2006.01)
GB2437443 (GB0713470.3) 11 Jul 2007
[27 Dec 2005]
RESLINK AS (INCORPORATED IN 
NORWAY)
A cable-protective pipe section, a method 
of protectively arranging at least one cable 
on the outside of the pipe section and use 
of a device for protecting 
Priorities: [NO20050059 06 Jan 2005]
PCT Details: PCT/NO2005/000485
WO2006/073309 13 Jul 2006
UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl E21B 17/
02(2006.01) E21B 17/10(2006.01) E21B 
17/20(2006.01)
GB2437444 (GB0713482.8) 11 Jul 2007
[03 Feb 2006]
HORST, PATRICIA J
Egg testing apparatus and method 
Priorities: [US11286776 22 Nov 2005]
[US60650244 04 Feb 2005]
PCT Details: PCT/US2006/003621
WO2006/083992 10 Aug 2006
UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl G01N 9/
00(2006.01) A23L 1/32(2006.01) G01N 
33/00(2006.01) G01N 33/02(2006.01)
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GB2437445 (GB0713483.6) 11 Jul 2007
[11 Jan 2006]
ELEKTROBIT SYSTEM TEST OY 
(INCORPORATED IN FINLAND)
Method and device for performing 
channel simulation 
Priorities: [FI20055016 12 Jan 2005]
PCT Details: PCT/FI2006/050016
WO2006/075051 20 Jul 2006
UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl H04B 17/
00(2006.01)
GB2437446 (GB0713505.6) 11 Jul 2007
[09 Apr 2004]
BATTELLE ENERGY ALLIANCE, 
LLC (INCORPORATED IN USA - 
DELAWARE)
Method of dispensing compressed 
natural gas and liquified natural gas to 
natural gas powered vehicles 
Divisional earlier date under section 15 (4)
GB0523356.4
Priorities: [US10435166 09 May 2003]
UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl B67D 5/
06(2006.01)
GB2437447 (GB0713510.6) 12 Jul 2007
[12 Jan 2006]
SPANSION LLC (INCORPORATED 
IN USA - DELAWARE)
Memory device having trapezoidal 
bitlines and method of fabricating same 
Priorities: [US11033588 12 Jan 2005]
PCT Details: PCT/US2006/001318
WO2006/076625 12 Jan 2006
UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl H01L 29/
792(2006.01)
GB2437448 (GB0713565.0) 12 Jul 2007
[16 Jan 2006]
EXPRO NORTH SEA LIMITED 
(INCORPORATED IN THE UNITED 
KINGDOM)
Purge system 
Priorities: [GB0500813.1 15 Jan 2005]
PCT Details: PCT/GB2006/000136
WO2006/075181 20 Jul 2006
UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl E21B 33/
076(2006.01)
GB2437449 (GB0713660.9) 13 Jul 2007
[15 Dec 2006]
HONDA MOTOR CO.,LTD 
(INCORPORATED IN JAPAN)
Fault monitoring method for work 
machine 
Priorities: [JP2005366621 20 Dec 2005]
PCT Details: PCT/JP2006/325564
WO2007/072937 28 Jun 2007
UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl G05B 19/
406(2006.01) B25J 9/16(2006.01) G05B 
23/02(2006.01)
GB2437450 (GB0713666.6) 13 Jul 2007
[10 Nov 2004]
HITACHI MAXELL LTD 
(INCORPORATED IN JAPAN)
Tape drive 
Divisional earlier date under section 15 (4)
GB0607967.7
Priorities: [JP2003385800 14 Nov 2003]
[JP2003381010 11 Nov 2003]
[JP2004008888 16 Jan 2004]
[JP2003385799 14 Nov 2003]
UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl G11B 25/
06(2006.01) G11B 15/675(2006.01) 
G11B 23/087(2006.01) G11B 23/
30(2006.01)
GB2437451 (GB0714082.5) 20 Jul 2007
[20 Jan 2006]
KONAMI DIGITAL 
ENTERTAINMENT CO., LTD 
(INCORPORATED IN JAPAN)
Game machine and program 
Priorities: [JP2005014281 21 Jan 2005]
PCT Details: PCT/JP2006/300876
WO2006/077982 27 Jul 2006
UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl A63F 13/
10(2006.01) A63F 13/00(2006.01)
GB2437452 (GB0714083.3) 19 Jul 2007
[17 Jan 2006]
RALLYPOINT INC 
(INCORPORATED IN USA - 
MASSACHUSETTS)
LIAU, FORREST
Sensing input actions 
Priorities: [US60644739 18 Jan 2005]
PCT Details: PCT/US2006/001505
WO2006/078604 27 Jul 2006
UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl G06F 3/
01(2006.01)
GB2437453 (GB0714132.8) 19 Jul 2007
[26 Jan 2006]
KONICA MINOLTA HOLDINGS 
INC (INCORPORATED IN JAPAN)
Organic electrolumiescent device 
material, organic electoluminescent 
device, display and illuminating device 
Priorities: [JP2005028668 04 Feb 2005]
PCT Details: PCT/JP2006/301180
WO2006/082742 10 Aug 2006
UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl C09K 11/
06(2006.01) H01L 27/32(2006.01) 
H01L 51/00(2006.01) H01L 51/
50(2006.01)
GB2437454 (GB0714249.0) 20 Jul 2007
[20 Jan 2006]
DALLA PIAZZA & CO. 
(INCORPORATED IN 
SWITZERLAND)
Adjustable Measuring Scoop 
Priorities: [US11040416 21 Jan 2005]
PCT Details: PCT/IB2006/050222
WO2006/077557 27 Jul 2006
UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl G01F 19/
00(2006.01)
GB2437455 (GB0714331.6) 23 Jul 2007
[21 Dec 2005]
CUTLER, DANIEL
A covering system 
Priorities: [GB0427994.9 21 Dec 2004]
[GB0519596.1 26 Sep 2005]
PCT Details: PCT/GB2005/004973
WO2006/067440 29 Jun 2006
UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl E04F 10/
02(2006.01) E04H 15/30(2006.01) 
E06B 9/58(2006.01)
GB2437456 (GB0714337.3) 23 Jul 2007
[22 Dec 2005]
HONG KONG, THE UNIVERSITY 
OF (INCORPORATED IN HONG 
KONG)
Diazene-bridged crown ether lithium 
compounds and methods for their use 
Priorities: [US60638100 22 Dec 2004]
PCT Details: PCT/CN2005/002282
WO2006/066511 29 Jun 2006
UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl A61K 33/
14(2006.01) A61K 31/09(2006.01) 
A61K 31/357(2006.01) A61K 31/
395(2006.01) A61P 27/06(2006.01)
GB2437457 (GB0714443.9) 24 Jul 2007
[18 Jan 2006]
KONAMI DIGITAL 
ENTERTAINMENT CO., LTD 
(INCORPORATED IN JAPAN)
Game machine self-traveling body 
Priorities: [JP2005017753 26 Jan 2005]
PCT Details: PCT/JP2006/300594
WO2006/080214 03 Aug 2006
UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl A63F 9/
14(2006.01) G01B 11/02(2006.01)
GB2437458 (GB0714446.2) 24 Jul 2007
[18 Jan 2006]
KONAMI DIGITAL 
ENTERTAINMENT CO., LTD 
(INCORPORATED IN JAPAN)
Game machine self-traveling body 
Priorities: [JP2005017753 26 Jan 2005]
PCT Details: PCT/JP2006/300594
WO2006/080214 03 Aug 2006
UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl A63F 9/
14(2006.01) G01B 7/00(2006.01) G01B 
21/00(2006.01)
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GB2437459 (GB0714512.1) 25 Jul 2007
[23 Jan 2006]





Ceramic chemical reaction device capable 
of decomposing solid carbon 
Priorities: [JP2005014927 24 Jan 2005]
PCT Details: PCT/JP2006/300968
WO2006/078017 27 Jul 2006
UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl B01D 53/
94(2006.01) B01D 53/86(2006.01) B01J 
19/08(2006.01) B01J 23/89(2006.01) 
C04B 41/87(2006.01) C04B 41/
88(2006.01) F01N 3/02(2006.01)
GB2437460 (GB0714525.3) 26 Jul 2007
[22 Dec 2005]
VALLABHANENI, RAMESH
Method and apparatus for chromosome 
profiling 
Priorities: [US11034085 12 Jan 2005]
PCT Details: PCT/US2005/046601
WO2006/076142 20 Jul 2006
UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl C12Q 1/
68(2006.01)
GB2437461 (GB0714625.1) 26 Jul 2007
[04 Jan 2006]
INTEL CORPORATION 
(INCORPORATED IN USA - 
DELAWARE)
cmos transistor junction region formed by 
a cvd etching and deposition sequence 
Priorities: [GB11029740 04 Jan 2005]
PCT Details: PCT/US2006/000372
WO2006/104529 05 Oct 2006
UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl H01L 21/
336(2006.01) H01L 21/205(2006.01) 
H01L 21/8238(2006.01)
GB2437462 (GB0714730.9) 27 Jul 2007
[31 Mar 2006]
INTEL CORPORATION 
(INCORPORATED IN USA - 
DELAWARE)
Transceiver with receive path overload 
protection and method 
Priorities: [US11096195 31 Mar 2005]
PCT Details: PCT/US2006/012145
WO2006/105462 05 Oct 2006
UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl H04B 1/
10(2006.01) H03G 3/30(2006.01)
GB2437463 (GB0714826.5) 30 Jul 2007
[20 Jan 2006]
EXPRO NORTH SEA LIMITED 
(INCORPORATED IN THE UNITED 
KINGDOM)
Reservoir monitoring system 
Priorities: [GB0502395 05 Feb 2005]
PCT Details: PCT/GB2006/000208
WO2006/082364 10 Aug 2006
UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl E21B 43/
116(2006.01) E21B 47/00(2006.01)





A resonating (alerting) metered dose 
inhaler 
PCT Details: PCT/IN2004/000372
WO2006/059340 08 Jun 2006
UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl A61M 15/
00(2006.01)
GB2437465 (GB0714966.9) 31 Jul 2007
[01 Feb 2006]
MATSUSHITA ELECTRIC 
INDUSTRIAL CO., LTD 
(INCORPORATED IN JAPAN)
Multilayer wiring board, method for 
manufacturing such multilayer wiring 
board, and semiconductor device, and 
electronic device using multilayer wiring 
board 
Priorities: [JP2005027569 03 Feb 2005]
PCT Details: PCT/JP2006/301640
WO2006/082838 10 Aug 2006
UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl H05K 1/
18(2006.01) H01L 23/31(2006.01) 
H01L 23/498(2006.01)
GB2437466 (GB0715232.5) 06 Aug 2007
[17 Jan 2006]
ASTEK INNOVATIONS LIMITED 
(INCORPORATED IN THE UNITED 
KINGDOM)
Syringes 
Priorities: [GB0500934 18 Jan 2005]
PCT Details: PCT/GB2006/000150
WO2006/077392 27 Jul 2006
UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl A61C 9/
00(2006.01) A61M 5/34(2006.01) B05C 
17/005(2006.01) A61C 19/00(2006.01) 
A61M 5/00(2006.01)




IN USA - DELAWARE)
Apparatus and method for cutting and 
sensing the internal diameter a tubular 
member 
Divisional earlier date under section 15 (4)
GB0624328.1
Priorities: [US453678 11 Mar 2003]
UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl E21B 31/
16(2006.01) E21B 29/00(2006.01) E21B 
43/10(2006.01) E21B 47/00(2006.01)
GB2437468 (GB0715474.3) 09 Aug 2007
[12 Jan 2006]
FLORAN TECHNOLOGIES ,INC 
(INCORPORATED IN USA - 
DELAWARE)
Treatment fluid disposal in chemical 
cleaning processess for drinking water 
facilities 
Priorities: [US60643144 12 Jan 2005]
PCT Details: PCT/US2006/001053
WO2006/076475 20 Jul 2006
UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl C02F 1/
52(2006.01) C02F 1/66(2006.01) C02F 
1/70(2006.01)
GB2437469 (GB0715599.7) 09 Aug 2007
[09 Feb 2006]
TOYOTA JIDOSHA KABUSHIKI 
KAISHA (INCORPORATED IN 
JAPAN)
Hybrid motor vehicle with sequential 
gearshift lever 
Priorities: [JP2005243952 25 Aug 2005]
[JP2005039126 16 Feb 2005]
PCT Details: PCT/JP2006/302685
WO2006/088070 24 Aug 2006
UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl B60K 6/
445(2007.10) B60W 10/06(2006.01) 
B60W 10/08(2006.01) B60W 20/
00(2006.01)
GB2437470 (GB0715855.3) 15 Aug 2007
[12 Dec 2005]
CATERPILLAR INC. 
(INCORPORATED IN USA - 
DELAWARE)
Multi-motor switched reluctance traction 
system 
Priorities: [US11066248 25 Feb 2005]
PCT Details: PCT/US2005/044813
WO2006/093549 08 Sep 2006
UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl H02K 16/
00(2006.01) H02K 19/10(2006.01) 
H02P 5/74(2006.01) H02P 25/
08(2006.01)
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GB2437471 (GB0715925.4) 15 Aug 2007
[10 Mar 2006]
INNOVISION RESEARCH & 
TECHNOLOGY PLC 
(INCORPORATED IN THE UNITED 
KINGDOM)
Near field communications, NFC, 
communicators and NFC 
communications enabled devices 
Priorities: [GB0505060 11 Mar 2005]
PCT Details: PCT/GB2006/000855
WO2006/095186 14 Sep 2006
UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl G06K 7/
00(2006.01) G06K 19/077(2006.01)
GB2437472 (GB0715958.5) 16 Aug 2007
[13 Feb 2006]
RANCO INCORPORATED OF 
DELAWARE (INCORPORATED IN 
USA - DELAWARE)
Adverse condition detector with 
diagnostics 
Priorities: [US60653808 17 Feb 2005]
PCT Details: PCT/US2006/005130
WO2006/088842 24 Aug 2006
UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl G08B 31/
00(2006.01) G08B 17/00(2006.01)
GB2437473 (GB0716031.0) 16 Aug 2007
[06 Mar 2006]
MOTOROLA INC 
(INCORPORATED IN USA - 
DELAWARE)
Low feedback scheme for link-quality 
reporting based on the exp-esm 
technique 
Priorities: [US11275962 07 Feb 2006]
[US60661457 14 Mar 2005]
PCT Details: PCT/US2006/008066
WO2006/098948 21 Sep 2006
UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl H04B 17/
00(2006.01) H04B 7/00(2006.01)




Water-based inks for ink-jet printing 
Priorities: [JP2005064024 08 Mar 2005]
PCT Details: PCT/JP2006/304538
WO2006/095794 14 Sep 2006
UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl C09D 11/
00(2006.01)




Water-based inks for ink-jet printing 
Priorities: [JP2005064046 08 Mar 2005]
PCT Details: PCT/JP2006/305068
WO2006/095909 14 Sep 2006
UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl C09D 11/
00(2006.01)
GB2437476 (GB0716235.7) 20 Aug 2007
[15 Mar 2006]
UNIVERSITY OF DURHAM 
(INCORPORATED IN THE UNITED 
KINGDOM)
A Method for producing a grafted 
polymer coating and substrates formed in 
accordance with the method 
Priorities: [GB0505367.3 16 Mar 2005]
PCT Details: PCT/GB2006/000922
WO2006/097719 21 Sep 2006
UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl B05D 3/
14(2006.01) B05D 7/00(2006.01) B05D 
7/24(2006.01) C08F 2/38(2006.01) 
C08F 2/52(2006.01) C08F 257/
00(2006.01) C08F 265/04(2006.01) 
C08F 291/04(2006.01) C08F 293/
00(2006.01)
GB2437477 (GB0716236.5) 20 Aug 2007
[24 Mar 2006]
UNIVERSITY OF DURHAM 
(INCORPORATED IN THE UNITED 
KINGDOM)
A method for producing an aldehyde 
containing coating 
Priorities: [GB0506051 24 Mar 2005]
PCT Details: PCT/GB2006/001052
WO2006/100480 28 Sep 2006
UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl B05D 7/
24(2006.01) C08F 2/52(2006.01) C23C 
18/42(2006.01) G01N 33/543(2006.01)
GB2437478 (GB0716237.3) 20 Aug 2007
[24 Mar 2006]
UNIVERSITY OF DURHAM 
(INCORPORATED IN THE UNITED 
KINGDOM)
Thiol functionalised coatings and method 
for producing the same 
Priorities: [GB0507612.0 15 Apr 2005]
PCT Details: PCT/GB2006/001051
WO2006/109014 19 Oct 2006
UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl B05D 7/
24(2006.01) C08F 2/52(2006.01)
GB2437479 (GB0716238.1) 20 Aug 2007
[11 Apr 2006]
UNIVERSITY OF DURHAM 
(INCORPORATED IN THE UNITED 
KINGDOM)
A Method for producing a nitrogen 
functionalised surface 
Priorities: [GB0507753.2 18 Apr 2005]
PCT Details: PCT/GB2006/001331
WO2006/111711 26 Oct 2006
UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl B05D 7/
24(2006.01) A01N 25/34(2006.01) 
A61L 27/34(2006.01) A61L 29/
08(2006.01) B01J 32/00(2006.01) C03C 
17/28(2006.01) C08F 2/52(2006.01) 
C08J 5/22(2006.01) C08J 7/18(2006.01) 
C12N 5/00(2006.01) C23C 18/
16(2006.01) D01F 11/04(2006.01) 
G01N 33/53(2006.01)
GB2437480 (GB0716348.8) 21 Aug 2007
[02 Feb 2006]
PHARMED MEDICARE PRIVATE 
LIMITED (INCORPORATED IN 
INDIA)
Molecular separation process in various 
steps of process for production of 
chlorinated sugars, their precursors and 
derivatives 
Priorities: [IN1980MUM2005 22 Feb 
2005]
PCT Details: PCT/IN2006/000058
WO2006/117799 09 Nov 2006
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This index lists, in alphabetical order, the names of applicants and
inventors for the applications the publication of which is announced
in this issue of the Journal. The entry under the name of the
applicant sets out the details of the application including the name
of any inventor who is not also an applicant. Where an inventor is
also an applicant, the name appears in the index only as an
applicant. Where there are joint applicants, details of the
application are given only for the entry under the name of a first
applicant, the entries under the names of the other applicants being
cross referenced to the entry for the first applicant. Where an
inventor is not also an applicant, the entry under the name of the
inventor is cross referenced to the entry of the applicant, or the first
applicant in the case of joint applicants.
Each entry under the name of the (or the first) applicant provides
the following information: the name(s) of the applicant(s); the
country of incorporation; the names of inventors who are not also
applicants; the UK Classification Headings accorded to the
application; and the publication number of the application.
There follows three examples of entries for this index. The first
example shows the entry for an application having two joint
applicants and an inventor who is not also an applicant, the
second shows the entry for the inventor who is not the applicant,
the third shows the entry for the other applicant.
Example 1
(71)Williams PLC and Carr PLC




(72)Smith,WS See Williams PLC (Incorporated in the United
Kingdom)
Example 3
(71)Carr PLC See Williams PLC (Incorporated in the United
Kingdom)
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A C B (Incorporated in France)  
(Convert, Bruno)
B3Q GB2437266
Aarre, Victor See WesternGeco Seismic 
Holdings Limited (Incorporated in the 
British Virgin Islands)
Abbott, Christopher See Mars 
Incorporated (Incorporated in USA - 
Delaware)
AC Automation Services Ltd 
(Incorporated in the United Kingdom)  
(Rees-Whippey, Daniel J)  (Starey, 
Christopher W)  (Taylor, Stephen)
N0T GB2437363
Actaris UK Limited (Incorporated in 




Acumed LLC (Incorporated in USA - 
Delaware)  (Jensen, David G)
N0T GB2437441
Adkins, George R See Morphy Richards 




Adra, Rodwan T See Caterpillar Inc. 
(Incorporated in USA - Delaware)
AES Engineering Limited 
(Incorporated in the United Kingdom)  
(Roddis, Alan)
N0T GB2437411
AES Engineering Ltd (Incorporated in 
the United Kingdom)  (Roddis, Alan)
N0T GB2437405
Agilent Technologies, Inc. 
(Incorporated in USA - Delaware)  
(Deschrijver, Dirk)  (Dhaene, Tom)  
(Haegeman, Bart)
H4P GB2437351
Agnes, Michael J See Black & Decker 
Inc. (Incorporated in USA - Delaware)
Allen, Daisy 
H2C GB2437333
Allen, Jeffrey See Rolls-Royce plc 
(Incorporated in the United Kingdom)
Amano, Kosuke See Hitachi Maxell Ltd 
(Incorporated in Japan)
Amos, Christopher T See Tektronix 
International Sales GmbH 
(Incorporated in Switzerland)
Anandvishnu, Thirumalai A See 
Aparna, Thirumalai A
Antonis, Paul De See CXR Limited 
(Incorporated in the United Kingdom)
Aparna, Thirumalai A and 
Anandvishnu, Thirumalai A and 
Vijayan, Thirumalai A 
N0T GB2437464
Apps, Keith D J 
F1S GB2437297
Arafa, Khaled A 
N0T GB2437368
Asahi, Toshiyuki See Matsushita Electric 
Industrial Co., Ltd (Incorporated in 
Japan)
Astek Innovations Limited 
(Incorporated in the United Kingdom)  
(Segal, Alan J)
N0T GB2437466
Atsuchi, Satoru See Konami Digital 
Entertainment Co., Ltd (Incorporated 
in Japan)
Aurora, Sundeep See Pharmed 
Medicare Private Limited 
(Incorporated in India)
Avago Technologies ECBU IP 
(Singapore) Pte. Ltd (Incorporated 
in Singapore)  (Chin, Yee L)  (Foo, 
Siang L)  (Wong, Weng F)
N0T GB2437396
Avril, David J See Don & Low Limited 
(Incorporated in the United Kingdom)
Awano, Masanobu See National 
Institute of Advanced Industrial 
Science and Technology (Incorporated 
in Japan)
Badyal, Jas P See University of Durham 
(Incorporated in the United Kingdom)
Badyal, Jas P S See University of 
Durham (Incorporated in the United 
Kingdom)
BAE Systems plc (Incorporated in the 
United Kingdom)  (Dolan, John E)  
(Seddon, Nigel)
N0T GB2437355
Baker, Paul J See Ranco Incorporated of 
Delaware (Incorporated in USA - 
Delaware)
Baldwin, Leo See Electro Scientific 
Industries, Inc. (Incorporated in USA - 
Oregon)
Ban, Keiji See Hitachi Maxell Ltd 
(Incorporated in Japan)
Barrett, Stephen J See Motorola Inc 
(Incorporated in USA - Delaware)
Bartle, Andrew D 
A4L F2M GB2437247
Barwick, David See University of 
Durham (Incorporated in the United 
Kingdom)
BASF Plant Science GmbH 
(Incorporated in the Federal Republic 
of Germany)  (Dedicova, Beata)
C3H U1S GB2437281
Bass, Nigel See Daniel, Charles
Bates, Roger J See Miniflex Limited 
(Incorporated in the United Kingdom)
Battelle Energy Alliance, LLC 
(Incorporated in USA - Delaware)  
(Bingham, Dennis N)  (Clark, Michael 
L)  (Palmer, Gary L)  (Wilding, Bruce 
M)
N0T GB2437446
Baum, Kevin L See Motorola Inc 
(Incorporated in USA - Delaware)
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Baxter, George M See Don & Low 
Limited (Incorporated in the United 
Kingdom)
Bayes, Gary E See Nash Tackle Limited 
(Incorporated in the United Kingdom)
BE-InVentive Limited (Incorporated in 
the United Kingdom)  (Beveridge, 
Robert J)
F2H GB2437303
Becker, Gregory S See Boeing 
Company, The (Incorporated in USA - 
Delaware)
Beckley, Jason C 
N0T GB2437364
Beeson, Des See Vickerstaff, John R
Behrens, William W See Boeing 
Company, The (Incorporated in USA - 
Delaware)
Bender, Douglas J See Boeing 
Company, The (Incorporated in USA - 
Delaware)
Benevides, Christopher C See Waters 
Investments Limited (Incorporated in 
USA - Delaware)
Bentley, Brian See BRIK Contracting 
Limited (Incorporated in the United 
Kingdom)
Berg, Arne See Optoplan AS 
(Incorporated in Norway)
Beveridge, Robert J See BE-InVentive 
Limited (Incorporated in the United 
Kingdom)
Big Bean Audio Limited (Incorporated 
in the United Kingdom)  (Vernon, 
Christopher D)
N0T GB2437399
 (Vernon, Christopher D)
N0T GB2437400
 (Vernon, Christopher D)
N0T GB2437401
Bingham, Dennis N See Battelle Energy 
Alliance, LLC (Incorporated in USA - 
Delaware)
Bishop, Craig K See Samsung 
Electronics Co. Ltd. (Incorporated in 
the Republic of Korea)
Black & Decker Inc. (Incorporated in 
USA - Delaware)  (Agnes, Michael J)  
(Du, Hung T)  (Kusmierski, Robert G)  
(Ortt, Earl M)  (Smith, David J)  
(Stone, John C)  (Verbrugge, Brandon 
L)  (Zemlok, Michael)
N0T GB2437421
Blake, David See Royal National 
Hospital for Rheumatic Diseases 
(Incorporated in the United Kingdom)
Blankenship, Yufei W See Motorola Inc 
(Incorporated in USA - Delaware)
Boeing Company, The (Incorporated in 
USA - Delaware)  (Behrens, William 
W)  (Tucker, Andrew R)
N0T GB2437382
 (Behrens, William W)  (Tucker, 
Andrew R)
N0T GB2437383
 (Becker, Gregory S)  (Bender, 
Douglas J)  (Guthrie, Richard W)  
(Kohnen, Kirk)  (Liu, John Y)  (Liu, 
Ketao)  (Lundren, Mark A)  (McVey, 
Ray E)  (Sedivec, Peter J)
N0T GB2437384
Bonnefoy-Cudraz, David See Motorola 
Inc (Incorporated in USA - Delaware)
Boudrare, Mohammed See Smith 
International Inc (Incorporated in USA 
- Delaware)
Bouzid, Makram See Motorola Inc 
(Incorporated in USA - Delaware)
Bowden, Jason D See Panasonic 
Corporation of North America 
(Incorporated in USA - Delaware)
Bradford, David A See General Electric 




BRIK Contracting Limited 
(Incorporated in the United Kingdom)  
(Bentley, Brian)
N0T GB2437370
Brisco, David P See Enventure Global 
Technology (Incorporated in USA - 
Delaware)
Brooksbank, Andrew See Double A 
Innovations Ltd (Incorporated in the 
United Kingdom)
Brown, Gareth See Dalla Piazza & Co. 
(Incorporated in Switzerland)
Brown, Marcus D See Expro North Sea 
Limited (Incorporated in the United 
Kingdom)
Brown, Peter See CRH Fencing Limited 
(Incorporated in the United Kingdom)
Bryden, Brian See Royal National 
Hospital for Rheumatic Diseases 
(Incorporated in the United Kingdom)
Burch, Charles R See Suffolk Punch 
Limited (Incorporated in the United 
Kingdom)
Burgi, Jonas See Precimed S.A. 
(Incorporated in Switzerland)
Burnapp, Mark See Mologic Ltd 
(Incorporated in the United Kingdom)
Burns, Ronald S 
A6D GB2437256
Burroughes, Jeremy See Cambridge 
University Technical Services Limited 
(Incorporated in the United Kingdom)
C P Electronics Limited (Incorporated 
in the United Kingdom)  (Mans, Paul)
E2A GB2437292
Caine, Jon E See Ford Global 




Callaghan, Dean and Callaghan, 
Laina N 
A6H GB2437258
Callaghan, Laina N See Callaghan, 
Dean
Cambridge Display Technology 
Limited See Cambridge University 
Technical Services Limited 
(Incorporated in the United Kingdom)
Cambridge University Technical 
Services Limited (Incorporated in 
the United Kingdom) AND 
Cambridge Display Technology 
Limited (Incorporated in the United 
Kingdom)  (Burroughes, Jeremy)  
(Friend, Richard)  (Halls, Jonathan)  
(Huck, Wilhelm)  (Zheng, Zijian) H1K 
GB2437328
Carl-Zeiss Optronics GmbH 
(Incorporated in the Federal Republic 
of Germany)  (Erdl, Helmut)  (Juranek, 
Hans-Joachim)  (Petasch, Thomas)
G2J GB2437316
Carrier Kheops BAC (Incorporated in 
France)  (Lagathu, Cedric)  (Legeay, 
Josselin)
N0T GB2437375
Caruthers, Michael A See Caterpillar 
Inc. (Incorporated in USA - Delaware)
Castle, Robert J See Hewlett-Packard 
Development Company, L.P.
Caterpillar Inc. (Incorporated in USA - 
Delaware)  (Adra, Rodwan T)  
(Caruthers, Michael A)
N0T GB2437470
Centala, Prabhakaran K See Smith 
International Inc (Incorporated in USA 
- Delaware)
Chacksfield, Simon See Door Systems 
Group Limited (Incorporated in the 
United Kingdom)
Chambers, Andrew R J 
F2Y U1S GB2437307
Chapman, Dean B See Dalla Piazza & 
Co. (Incorporated in Switzerland)
Charbonneau, Gary P See Panasonic 
Corporation of North America 
(Incorporated in USA - Delaware)
Charlton, Christopher See Waters 
Investments Limited (Incorporated in 
USA - Delaware)
Che, Chiming See Hong Kong, The 
University of (Incorporated in Hong 
Kong)
Chee, Soon S See Schlumberger 
Holdings Limited (Incorporated in the 
British Virgin Islands)
Chen, Chao K See Meyer Intellectual 
Properties Limited (Incorporated in 
the British Virgin Islands)
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Chen, Chi-Wang See Yi Shian Electro-
Optical Co Ltd (Incorporated in 
Taiwan)
Chen, Min-Chang See Giant 
Manufacturing Co Ltd (Incorporated 
in Taiwan)
Chesney, David See Eve Group Limited 
(Incorporated in the United Kingdom)
Cheung, Colleen See Motorola Inc 
(Incorporated in USA - Delaware)
Chevron U.S.A. Inc (Incorporated in 
USA - Delaware)  (Kuperman, 
Alexander)  (Miller, Stephen J)  (Vu, 
De Q)
N0T GB2437371
Chien, Tien-Yuan See International 
Currency Technologies Corporation 
(Incorporated in Taiwan)
Chin, Chen-Ho See Samsung 
Electronics Co. Ltd. (Incorporated in 
the Republic of Korea)
Chin, Yee L See Avago Technologies 
ECBU IP (Singapore) Pte. Ltd 
(Incorporated in Singapore)
Choi, Seung-Chan See LG. Philips 




Clark, Daniel See Rolls-Royce plc 
(Incorporated in the United Kingdom)
Clark, Michael L See Battelle Energy 
Alliance, LLC (Incorporated in USA - 
Delaware)
Clark, Paul E See Converteam Ltd 
(Incorporated in the United Kingdom)
Classon, Brian K See Motorola Inc 
(Incorporated in USA - Delaware)
Clean Heat Provision Limited 
(Incorporated in the United Kingdom)  
(Orchard, Willian R H)
F4A GB2437308
CNH Belgium N V (Incorporated in 
Belgium)  (Naaktgeboren, Adrianus)
B5F GB2437271
Cockburn, John B 
N0T GB2437356
Cockcroft, Paula See Vernacare Limited 
(Incorporated in the United Kingdom)
Consejo Superior De Investigaciones 
Cientificas See Technical University 
of Denmark, The (Incorporated in 
Denmark)
Convert, Bruno See A C B 
(Incorporated in France)
Converteam Ltd (Incorporated in the 
United Kingdom)  (Clark, Paul E)
N0T GB2437394
Cooke, Terry See Senior, Richard M M
Corr, Stuart See Ineos Fluor Holdings 
Limited (Incorporated in the United 
Kingdom)
CRH Fencing Limited (Incorporated in 
the United Kingdom)  (Brown, Peter)
E1D GB2437285
Cudak, Mark C See Motorola Inc 
(Incorporated in USA - Delaware)
Cutler, Daniel 
N0T GB2437455
CXR Limited (Incorporated in the 
United Kingdom)  (Antonis, Paul De)  
(Luggar, Russell D)  (Morton, Edward 
J)
N0T GB2437379
Dalla Piazza & Co. (Incorporated in 
Switzerland)  (Brown, Gareth)  
(Chapman, Dean B)  (Dalla Piazza, 
Enrico)  (Kang, William Y)  (Kilduff, 
Edward H)  (Tse, Chi M)
N0T GB2437454
Dalla Piazza, Enrico See Dalla Piazza & 
Co. (Incorporated in Switzerland)
Dallas, James See Total Reclaim Systems 
Limited (Incorporated in the United 
Kingdom)
Daniel, Charles and Bass, Nigel 
H4R GB2437353
Davies, Mark See Expro North Sea 
Limited (Incorporated in the United 
Kingdom)
Davis, Mark J See Mologic Ltd 
(Incorporated in the United Kingdom)
Davis, Paul J See Mologic Ltd 
(Incorporated in the United Kingdom)
Dedicova, Beata See BASF Plant 
Science GmbH (Incorporated in the 
Federal Republic of Germany)
Dell Products L.P. (Incorporated in 
USA - Texas)  (Mehta, Pratik M)  
(Quinn, Liam B)
N0T GB2437432
Desarzens, Yves See Precimed S.A. 
(Incorporated in Switzerland)
Deschrijver, Dirk See Agilent 
Technologies, Inc. (Incorporated in 
USA - Delaware)
Devlin, Paul E G See ITI Scotland Ltd 
(Incorporated in the United Kingdom)
Dhaene, Tom See Agilent Technologies, 
Inc. (Incorporated in USA - Delaware)
Diggins, Jonathan See Snell & Wilcox 
Limited (Incorporated in the United 
Kingdom)
Doel, James See Royal National Hospital 
for Rheumatic Diseases (Incorporated 
in the United Kingdom)
Doi, Yasuhiro See Kao Corporation 
(Incorporated in Japan)
Dolan, John E See BAE Systems plc 
(Incorporated in the United Kingdom)
Don & Low Limited (Incorporated in 
the United Kingdom)  (Avril, David J)  
(Baxter, George M)
A1E GB2437238
Donnelly, Eamonn See Lakeland Dairy 
Processing Limited (Incorporated in 
Ireland)
Door Systems Group Limited 
(Incorporated in the United Kingdom)  
(Chacksfield, Simon)
E1J GB2437289
Double A Innovations Ltd 
(Incorporated in the United Kingdom)  
(Brooksbank, Andrew)
E1G GB2437287
Drager Medical AG & Co. KG 
(Incorporated in the Federal Republic 
of Germany)  (Sliepen, Robert)
N0T GB2437380
DSPV Ltd (Incorporated in Israel)  (Lev, 
Zvi H)
N0T GB2437428
Du, Hung T See Black & Decker Inc. 
(Incorporated in USA - Delaware)
Electro Scientific Industries, Inc. 
(Incorporated in USA - Oregon)  
(Baldwin, Leo)
N0T GB2437372
Elektrobit System Test Oy 
(Incorporated in Finland)  (Sarkkinen, 
Timo)
N0T GB2437445
Elko, Paul P See General Electric 
Company (Incorporated in USA - New 
York)
Enventure Global Technology 
(Incorporated in USA - Delaware)  
(Brisco, David P)  (Watson, Brock W)
N0T GB2437467
Erdl, Helmut See Carl-Zeiss Optronics 
GmbH (Incorporated in the Federal 
Republic of Germany)
Eriksson, Christian See Oy Mannerin 
Konepaja Ab (Incorporated in Finland)
ESL Defence Limited (Incorporated in 
the United Kingdom)  (Holloway, 
Stephen A)  (James, Graham E)  
(Staniforth, Michael J)
N0T GB2437395
Evans, Linda See Senior, Richard M M
Eve Group Limited (Incorporated in the 
United Kingdom)  (Chesney, David)  
(Staley, Matt)
G4A GB2437320
Expro North Sea Limited 
(Incorporated in the United Kingdom)  
(Davies, Mark)  (Richards, Andrew)
N0T GB2437448
 (Brown, Marcus D)  (George, Kevin 
R)
N0T GB2437463
Fearnley, Roy H 
N0T GB2437359
Featherstone, Walter See Motorola Inc 
(Incorporated in USA - Delaware)
Fenton, Philip I See Ofquest Ltd 
(Incorporated in the United Kingdom)
Fenton, Steve P See Vetco Gray Inc 
(Incorporated in USA - Delaware)
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Finney, Philip A See Triton plc 
(Incorporated in the United Kingdom)
Floran Technologies ,Inc (Incorporated 
in USA - Delaware)  (Reimann-
Philipp, Ulrich)
N0T GB2437468
Foo, Siang L See Avago Technologies 




Ford Global Technologies, LLC 
(Incorporated in USA - Delaware)  
(Caine, Jon E)  (Helle-Lorentzen, 
Colin)
F4U GB2437309
Franz Kaldewei Gmbh & Co 
(Incorporated in the Federal Republic 
of Germany)  (Mateina, Ludger)
N0T GB2437378
Friend, Richard See Cambridge 
University Technical Services Limited 
(Incorporated in the United Kingdom)
Fujishiro, Yoshinobu See National 
Institute of Advanced Industrial 
Science and Technology (Incorporated 
in Japan)
Fuller, Anthony B See Irwin Industrial 
Tool Company (Incorporated in USA - 
Delaware)
Gang, Tao See Schlumberger Holdings 
Limited (Incorporated in the British 
Virgin Islands)
Gas-O-Haul Incorporated 
(Incorporated in USA - Colorado)  
(Light, Bradley J)
N0T GB2437426
Gayral, Bruno See Schlumberger 
Holdings Limited (Incorporated in the 
British Virgin Islands)
General Electric Company 
(Incorporated in USA - New York)  
(Bradford, David A)  (Merwe, Gert J 
Van Der)
N0T GB2437391
 (Elko, Paul P)  (Xue, Joel Q)
N0T GB2437392
 (Rowlandson, Ian G)  (Xue, Joel Q)
N0T GB2437393
George, Kevin R See Expro North Sea 
Limited (Incorporated in the United 
Kingdom)
Gerhardt, Geoff See Waters Investments 
Limited (Incorporated in USA - 
Delaware)
Giant Manufacturing Co Ltd 
(Incorporated in Taiwan)  (Chen, Min-
Chang)
G3N GB2437319
Glasgow, Kevin L See Milwaukee 
Electric Tool Corporation 
(Incorporated in USA - Wisconsin)
Glass, Glenn See Intel Corporation 
(Incorporated in USA - Delaware)
Goddard-Watts, James See Silverline 




Golberg, Igor See Nasirov, Fizuli A o
Golberg, Olga See Nasirov, Fizuli A o
Goto, Masataka See National Institute of 
Advanced Industrial Science and 
Technology (Incorporated in Japan)
Government of the Hong Kong 
Special Administrative Region, 
The (Incorporated in Hong Kong)  
(Wong, Wing T) N0T GB2437407
Guest, Christopher M 
N0T GB2437360
Guthrie, Richard W See Boeing 
Company, The (Incorporated in USA - 
Delaware)
Haegeman, Bart See Agilent 
Technologies, Inc. (Incorporated in 
USA - Delaware)
Haemair Limited (Incorporated in the 
United Kingdom)  (Johns, William R)
A5T A5R GB2437254
Halls, Jonathan See Cambridge 
University Technical Services Limited 
(Incorporated in the United Kingdom)
Hamamoto, Koichi See National 
Institute of Advanced Industrial 




Hanrot, Aline See 3M Innovative 
Properties Company (Incorporated in 
USA - Delaware)
Harris, Nigel See Royal National 
Hospital for Rheumatic Diseases 
(Incorporated in the United Kingdom)
Hartley, Paul A See Orbis Property 
Protection Limited (Incorporated in 
the United Kingdom)
Hattendorf, Michael See Intel 






Helle-Lorentzen, Colin See Ford 
Global Technologies, LLC 
(Incorporated in USA - Delaware)
Hesketh, Mark R 
N0T GB2437358
Hewlett-Packard Development 
Company, L.P.  (Castle, Robert J)  
(Waters, John D)
H4P GB2437350
Hiron, Stephane See Schlumberger 
Holdings Limited (Incorporated in the 
British Virgin Islands)
Hitachi Maxell Ltd (Incorporated in 
Japan)  (Amano, Kosuke)  (Ban, Keiji)  
(Inukai, Yasuo)  (Nishiwaki, Toshiro)  
(Ota, Kenji)  (Yasui, Akihiro)
N0T GB2437450
Holloway, Stephen A See ESL Defence 
Limited (Incorporated in the United 
Kingdom)
Honda Motor Co.,Ltd (Incorporated in 
Japan)  (Kashio, Eiji)  (Sugita, 
Yoshinobu)
N0T GB2437449
Hong Kong, The University of 
(Incorporated in Hong Kong)  (Che, 
Chiming)  (Sham, Hiutung I)  (So, 
Kwokfai)  (Vanhoutte, Paul M G)
N0T GB2437456
Horst, Patricia J 
N0T GB2437444
Hsu, Hsi-Hung See Yi Shian Electro-
Optical Co Ltd (Incorporated in 
Taiwan)
HSU, Yueh-Ping See International 




Huang, Qi See Zhou, Nanqing
Huck, Wilhelm See Cambridge 
University Technical Services Limited 
(Incorporated in the United Kingdom)
Hyatt, Michelle M 
H1Q GB2437330
Ineos Fluor Holdings Limited 
(Incorporated in the United Kingdom)  
(Corr, Stuart)  (Low, Robert E)
N0T GB2437373
Innovision Research & Technology 
PLC (Incorporated in the United 
Kingdom)  (Symons, Peter)
N0T GB2437471
Intel Corporation (Incorporated in 
USA - Delaware)  (Glass, Glenn)  
(Hattendorf, Michael)  (Murthy, 





International Currency Technologies 
Corporation (Incorporated in 
Taiwan)  (Chien, Tien-Yuan)  (HSU, 
Yueh-Ping)  (Lee, Chi-Tsung)
G1A GB2437310
 (Liao, Chih-Ching)  (Lin, Wei-Jung)  
(Tsai, Chih-Hsu)
G4M GB2437323
 (Liao, Chih-Ching)  (Lin, Wei-Jung)  
(Tsai, Chih-Hsu)
G4M GB2437324
 (Liao, Chih-Ching)  (Lin, Wei-Jung)  
(Tsai, Chih-Hsu)
H1R GB2437331
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Inukai, Yasuo See Hitachi Maxell Ltd 
(Incorporated in Japan)
Ireland, William A See W A 1 Designs 
Limited (Incorporated in the United 
Kingdom)
Irwin Industrial Tool Company 
(Incorporated in USA - Delaware)  
(Fuller, Anthony B)  (Shute, Matthew 
R)  (Strauß, Ralf)
N0T GB2437410
Ishimaru, Tetsuo See Konami Digital 
Entertainment Co., Ltd (Incorporated 
in Japan)
Ishola, Anthony A 
B6E A4G B6P GB2437272
ITI Scotland Ltd (Incorporated in the 





Ito, Yasushi See Kao Corporation 
(Incorporated in Japan)
Jalali, Younes See Schlumberger 
Holdings Limited (Incorporated in the 
British Virgin Islands)
James, Graham E See ESL Defence 
Limited (Incorporated in the United 
Kingdom)
Jenkins, Daniel O See Miniflex Limited 
(Incorporated in the United Kingdom)
Jenkins, Peter D See Miniflex Limited 
(Incorporated in the United Kingdom)
Jennings, Jonathan See Kingspan 
Research and Developments Limited 
(Incorporated in Ireland)
Jensen, David G See Acumed LLC 
(Incorporated in USA - Delaware)
Jeynes, Roger H See Samuel Heath & 
Sons Plc (Incorporated in the United 
Kingdom)
Johns, William R See Haemair Limited 
(Incorporated in the United Kingdom)
Johnson, Todd W See Milwaukee Electric 




Juranek, Hans-Joachim See Carl-Zeiss 
Optronics GmbH (Incorporated in the 
Federal Republic of Germany)
Kadir, Timor See Siemens Molecular 
Imaging Limited (Incorporated in the 
United Kingdom)
Kaiser, Timothy D See Ranco 
Incorporated of Delaware 
(Incorporated in USA - Delaware)
Kamei, Mitsuhito See Mitsubishi 
Electric Corporation (Incorporated in 
Japan)
Kamichi, Kensuke See Toyota Jidosha 
Kabushiki Kaisha (Incorporated in 
Japan)
Kammeijer, Arthur See Valletta Health 
BV (Incorporated in the Netherlands)
Kaneko, Yoshinobu See Tomy 
Company, Ltd. (Incorporated in Japan)
Kang, William Y See Dalla Piazza & Co. 
(Incorporated in Switzerland)
Kao Corporation (Incorporated in 
Japan)  (Doi, Yasuhiro)  (Ito, Yasushi)  
(Nagashima, Shigeki)
N0T GB2437474
 (Doi, Yasuhiro)  (Ito, Yasushi)  
(Nagashima, Shigeki)
N0T GB2437475
Karlsen, Kenneth See PGS Geophysical 
AS (Incorporated in Norway)
Karsten Manufacturing Corporation 
(Incorporated in USA - Arizona)  
(McGuire, Brian J)  (Suggs, Gregory 
M)
A6D GB2437257
Kashio, Eiji See Honda Motor Co.,Ltd 
(Incorporated in Japan)
Katsumata, Masaaki See Matsushita 
Electric Industrial Co., Ltd 
(Incorporated in Japan)
Kaya, Yasuhiro See Toyota Jidosha 




Kilduff, Edward H See Dalla Piazza & 
Co. (Incorporated in Switzerland)
Kim, Min-su See Samsung Electronics 
Co., Ltd (Incorporated in the Republic 
of Korea)
King Slide Works Co Ltd (Incorporated 
in Taiwan)  (Tseng, I-Ming)  (Wang, 
Chun-Chiang)  (Wang, Wei-Sheng)
N0T GB2437423
King Slide Works Co., Ltd. 
(Incorporated in Taiwan)  (Tseng, I-
Ming)  (Wang, Chun-Chiang)  (Wang, 
Wei-Sheng)
N0T GB2437422
Kingspan Research and 
Developments Limited 
(Incorporated in Ireland)  (Jennings, 
Jonathan)  (Paul, Thomas)
N0T GB2437416
Kinoshita, Ayumi See Tomy Company, 
Ltd. (Incorporated in Japan)
Kohnen, Kirk See Boeing Company, The 
(Incorporated in USA - Delaware)
KOMBIMATEC MACHINES 
LIMITED (Incorporated in the 
United Kingdom)  (Parsons, David)  
(Ritchie, Michael J)
N0T GB2437412
Konami Digital Entertainment Co., 
Ltd (Incorporated in Japan)  (Tomaru, 
Hiroshi)
N0T GB2437451
 (Atsuchi, Satoru)  (Ishimaru, Tetsuo)
N0T GB2437457
 (Atsuchi, Satoru)  (Ishimaru, Tetsuo)
N0T GB2437458
Konica Minolta Holdings Inc 
(Incorporated in Japan)  (Nishizeki, 
Masato)  (Oshiyama, Tomohiro)  
(Sekine, Noboru)
N0T GB2437453
Krebs, Frederik C See Technical 
University of Denmark, The 
(Incorporated in Denmark)
Kuperman, Alexander See Chevron 
U.S.A. Inc (Incorporated in USA - 
Delaware)
Kusmierski, Robert G See Black & 
Decker Inc. (Incorporated in USA - 
Delaware)
Kyriacou, Antonis C and Kyriacou, 
Costas 
F1B GB2437294
Kyriacou, Costas See Kyriacou, Antonis 
C
L’huiller, Nicolas See Motorola Inc 
(Incorporated in USA - Delaware)
Lagathu, Cedric See Carrier Kheops 
BAC (Incorporated in France)
Lakeland Dairy Processing Limited 
(Incorporated in Ireland)  (Donnelly, 
Eamonn)  (McKeag, Isobel)
A2B GB2437239
Larsen, Anders S See Motorola Inc 
(Incorporated in USA - Delaware)
Larsen, James L See Smith International 
Inc (Incorporated in USA - Delaware)
Lechot, André See Precimed S.A. 
(Incorporated in Switzerland)
Lee, Chi-Tsung See International 
Currency Technologies Corporation 
(Incorporated in Taiwan)
Lee, Jae-Kyun See LG. Philips LCD Co., 
Ltd. (Incorporated in the Republic of 
Korea)
Lee, Jung-Eun See LG. Philips LCD 
Co., Ltd. (Incorporated in the Republic 
of Korea)
Legeay, Josselin See Carrier Kheops 
BAC (Incorporated in France)
Lev, Zvi H See DSPV Ltd (Incorporated 
in Israel)
Lewis, Keith L See Qinetiq Limited 
(Incorporated in the United Kingdom)
LG. Philips LCD Co., Ltd. 
(Incorporated in the Republic of 
Korea)  (Choi, Seung-Chan)  (Lee, 
Jae-Kyun)  (Lee, Jung-Eun)  (Song, 
moo-Hyoung)
G5C GB2437326
Li, Jianmin See Realtek Semiconductor 
Corp (Incorporated in Taiwan)
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Liao, Chih-Ching See International 




Liau, Forrest See Rallypoint Inc 
(Incorporated in USA - Massachusetts)
Light, Bradley J See Gas-O-Haul 




Lin, Wei-Jung See International 
Currency Technologies Corporation 
(Incorporated in Taiwan)
Lira Cantu, Monica See Technical 
University of Denmark, The 
(Incorporated in Denmark)
Liu, Chang-Shun See Realtek 
Semiconductor Corp (Incorporated in 
Taiwan)
Liu, John Y See Boeing Company, The 
(Incorporated in USA - Delaware)
Liu, Ketao See Boeing Company, The 
(Incorporated in USA - Delaware)
Low, Robert E See Ineos Fluor Holdings 
Limited (Incorporated in the United 
Kingdom)
Ludgate 332 Ltd (Incorporated in the 
United Kingdom)  (Scott, Alistair J)
B1C GB2437262
Luggar, Russell D See CXR Limited 
(Incorporated in the United Kingdom)
Lundren, Mark A See Boeing Company, 
The (Incorporated in USA - Delaware)
MacDougall, Thomas D See 
Schlumberger Holdings Limited 
(Incorporated in the British Virgin 
Islands)
Mans, Paul See C P Electronics Limited 
(Incorporated in the United Kingdom)
Marchant, Steve J See Picsolve 
International Limited (Incorporated in 
the United Kingdom)
Mars Incorporated (Incorporated in 
USA - Delaware)  (Abbott, 
Christopher)  (Wehrle, Karina)
N0T GB2437415
Mason, Robert See Morphy Richards 
Limited (Incorporated in the United 
Kingdom)
Mateina, Ludger See Franz Kaldewei 
Gmbh & Co (Incorporated in the 
Federal Republic of Germany)
Mather, Sam 
F2V U1S GB2437306
Mathison, Adrian S 
A3B GB2437241
Matsushita Electic Industrial Co Ltd 
(Incorporated in Japan)  (Ueno, 
Takafumi)
N0T GB2437425
Matsushita Electric Industrial Co., 
Ltd (Incorporated in Japan)  (Asahi, 
Toshiyuki)  (Katsumata, Masaaki)  
(Miki, Katsumasa)  (Nakayama, 
Takeshi)  (Saitou, Yoshiyuki)  (Sugaya, 
Yasuhiro)  (Yamamoto, Yoshiyuki)
N0T GB2437465
Mattila, Mika See Nokia Corporation 
(Incorporated in Finland)
Maurer, Peter See Rhode & Schwarz 
GmbH & Co KG (Incorporated in the 
Federal Republic of Germany)
McAllister, Karl 
G1F GB2437312 G1F G1X 
GB2437313
Mcgettrick, James See University of 
Durham (Incorporated in the United 
Kingdom)
McGuire, Brian J See Karsten 
Manufacturing Corporation 
(Incorporated in USA - Arizona)
McKeag, Isobel See Lakeland Dairy 
Processing Limited (Incorporated in 
Ireland)
McVey, Ray E See Boeing Company, The 
(Incorporated in USA - Delaware)
Mechadyne Plc (Incorporated in the 
United Kingdom)  (Methley, Ian)
F2U GB2437305
Megow, Holger See Rhode & Schwarz 
GmbH & Co KG (Incorporated in the 
Federal Republic of Germany)
Mehta, Pratik M See Dell Products L.P. 
(Incorporated in USA - Texas)
Mercer, Kevin C See Motorola Inc 
(Incorporated in USA - Delaware)
Merwe, Gert J Van Der See General 
Electric Company (Incorporated in 
USA - New York)
Methley, Ian See Mechadyne Plc 
(Incorporated in the United Kingdom)
Meyer Intellectual Properties 
Limited (Incorporated in the British 
Virgin Islands)  (Chen, Chao K) A4E 
GB2437245
Midtun, Reidar D See WesternGeco 
Seismic Holdings Limited 
(Incorporated in the British Virgin 
Islands)
Miki, Katsumasa See Matsushita 
Electric Industrial Co., Ltd 
(Incorporated in Japan)
Miller, Stephen J See Chevron U.S.A. 
Inc (Incorporated in USA - Delaware)
Milwaukee Electric Tool Corporation 
(Incorporated in USA - Wisconsin)  
(Glasgow, Kevin L)  (Johnson, Todd 
W)  (Rozwadowski, David J)  (Santana, 
George L Jr)  (Zeiler, Jeffrey M)
N0T GB2437403
Miniflex Limited (Incorporated in the 
United Kingdom)  (Bates, Roger J)  
(Jenkins, Daniel O)  (Jenkins, Peter D)
H2C F2P GB2437332
Mitsubishi Electric Corporation 
(Incorporated in Japan)  (Kamei, 
Mitsuhito)  (Nishida, Chieko)
G1U GB2437315
Mologic Ltd (Incorporated in the United 
Kingdom)  (Burnapp, Mark)  (Davis, 




Morphy Richards Limited 
(Incorporated in the United Kingdom)  
(Adkins, George R)  (Mason, Robert)
D1A GB2437283
Morton, Edward J See CXR Limited 
(Incorporated in the United Kingdom)
Motorola Inc (Incorporated in USA - 
Delaware)  (Bonnefoy-Cudraz, David)  
(Bouzid, Makram)  (L’huiller, Nicolas)  
(Mercer, Kevin C)  (Picault, Jerome)
G5R GB2437327




 (Munoz, Miguel A)  (Torres, Jose M)  
(Velarde, Luis)
H4L GB2437344
 (Barrett, Stephen J)
H4L GB2437345
 (Cheung, Colleen)  (Featherstone, 
Walter)  (Simpson, Steven)  (Thomas, 
Howard)
H4P H4L GB2437349
 (Baum, Kevin L)  (Blankenship, Yufei 
W)  (Classon, Brian K)  (Cudak, Mark 
C)  (Sartori, Philippe J)
N0T GB2437473
Mottram, Toby See ITI Scotland Ltd 
(Incorporated in the United Kingdom)
Mulvany, Stephanie P See Pattison, 
Martin J
Munoz, Miguel A See Motorola Inc 
(Incorporated in USA - Delaware)
Murthy, Anand See Intel Corporation 
(Incorporated in USA - Delaware)
Naaktgeboren, Adrianus See CNH 
Belgium N V (Incorporated in 
Belgium)
Nagai, Tomohito See Tomy Company, 
Ltd. (Incorporated in Japan)
Nagashima, Shigeki See Kao 
Corporation (Incorporated in Japan)
Naik, Hemant See Riverside Projects 
Limited (Incorporated in the United 
Kingdom)
Nakayama, Takeshi See Matsushita 




Nash Tackle Limited (Incorporated in 
the United Kingdom)  (Bayes, Gary E)
A1A GB2437237
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Nasirov, Fizuli A o and Golberg, Igor 
and Golberg, Olga and Novruzova, 
Farida M 
H4F GB2437339
National Institute of Advanced 
Industrial Science and Technology 
(Incorporated in Japan)  (Goto, 
Masataka)  (Ogata, Jun) N0T 
GB2437436
 (Awano, Masanobu)  (Fujishiro, 




Neil, Thomas C 
E2A GB2437291
Nishida, Chieko See Mitsubishi Electric 
Corporation (Incorporated in Japan)
Nishiwaki, Toshiro See Hitachi Maxell 
Ltd (Incorporated in Japan)
Nishizeki, Masato See Konica Minolta 
Holdings Inc (Incorporated in Japan)
Nokia Corporation (Incorporated in 
Finland)  (Mattila, Mika)
B8P GB2437277
NOVALIA LIMITED (Incorporated in 
the United Kingdom)  (Stone, Nicholas 
J)
H1K GB2437329
Novruzova, Farida M See Nasirov, 
Fizuli A o
O’Brien, Michael G See Packaging 






Ofquest Ltd (Incorporated in the United 
Kingdom)  (Fenton, Philip I)
N0T GB2437366
Ogata, Jun See National Institute of 
Advanced Industrial Science and 
Technology (Incorporated in Japan)
Ohio, Ichiro See Tomy Company, Ltd. 
(Incorporated in Japan)
Optoplan AS (Incorporated in Norway)  
(Berg, Arne)
N0T GB2437406
Orbis Property Protection Limited 
(Incorporated in the United Kingdom)  
(Hartley, Paul A)
E1S GB2437290
Orchard, Willian R H See Clean Heat 
Provision Limited (Incorporated in the 
United Kingdom)
Ortt, Earl M See Black & Decker Inc. 
(Incorporated in USA - Delaware)
Oshiyama, Tomohiro See Konica 
Minolta Holdings Inc (Incorporated in 
Japan)
Ota, Kenji See Hitachi Maxell Ltd 
(Incorporated in Japan)
Oy Mannerin Konepaja Ab 
(Incorporated in Finland)  (Eriksson, 
Christian)
B7C GB2437273
Packaging Innovation Limited 
(Incorporated in the United Kingdom)  
(O’Brien, Michael G)
B8D GB2437275
Packer, William S 
B7E GB2437274
Palmer, Gary L See Battelle Energy 
Alliance, LLC (Incorporated in USA - 
Delaware)
Panasonic Corporation of North 
America (Incorporated in USA - 
Delaware)  (Bowden, Jason D)  
(Charbonneau, Gary P)
A4F GB2437246
Pantos, William P and Sword, Curtis 
N0T GB2437424
Parsons, David See KOMBIMATEC 
MACHINES LIMITED 
(Incorporated in the United Kingdom)
Pashley, Nicholas C See Rolls-Royce plc 
(Incorporated in the United Kingdom)
Patel, Dinesh R See Schlumberger 
Holdings Limited (Incorporated in the 
British Virgin Islands)
Pattison, Martin J and Mulvany, 
Stephanie P 
A3V GB2437243
Paul, Thomas See Kingspan Research 




Pecherer, Eugeny See Truphatek 
International Ltd (Incorporated in 
Israel)
Petasch, Thomas See Carl-Zeiss 
Optronics GmbH (Incorporated in the 
Federal Republic of Germany)
Peters, Donald W See United 
Technologies Corporation 
(Incorporated in USA - Delaware)
PGS Geophysical AS (Incorporated in 
Norway)  (Karlsen, Kenneth)  (Semb, 
Ole-Fredrik)
N0T GB2437381
Pharmed Medicare Private Limited 
(Incorporated in India)  (Aurora, 
Sundeep)  (Ratnam, Rakesh)
N0T GB2437442
 (Aurora, Sundeep)  (Ratnam, Rakesh)  
(Subramamyam, .)
N0T GB2437480
Picault, Jerome See Motorola Inc 
(Incorporated in USA - Delaware)
Picsolve International Limited 
(Incorporated in the United Kingdom)  
(Marchant, Steve J)
G2X GB2437317
Posamentier, Joshua See Intel 
Corporation (Incorporated in USA - 
Delaware)
Power-Sprays Limited (Incorporated 
in the United Kingdom)  (White, Ian 
G)
B8S GB2437278
Precimed S.A. (Incorporated in 
Switzerland)  (Burgi, Jonas)  
(Desarzens, Yves)  (Lechot, André)
N0T GB2437385
Puremont, David A and Puremont, 
Susan G 
B4X GB2437270
Puremont, Susan G See Puremont, 
David A
Qinetiq Limited (Incorporated in the 
United Kingdom)  (Lewis, Keith L)  
(Ridley, Kevin D)  (Scott, Andrew M)
N0T GB2437419
Quinn, Liam B See Dell Products L.P. 
(Incorporated in USA - Texas)
Rallypoint Inc (Incorporated in USA - 
Massachusetts) and Liau, Forrest 
N0T GB2437452
Ramsbey, Mark T See Spansion LLC 
(Incorporated in USA - Delaware)
Ranco Incorporated of Delaware 
(Incorporated in USA - Delaware)  
(Baker, Paul J)  (Kaiser, Timothy D)  
(Scuka, Rodney W)
N0T GB2437472
Randolph, Mark W See Spansion LLC 
(Incorporated in USA - Delaware)
Ratnam, Rakesh See Pharmed Medicare 
Private Limited (Incorporated in India)
Realtek Semiconductor Corp 





Rees-Whippey, Daniel J See AC 
Automation Services Ltd 
(Incorporated in the United Kingdom)
Reimann-Philipp, Ulrich See Floran 
Technologies ,Inc (Incorporated in 
USA - Delaware)
Reslink AS (Incorporated in Norway)  
(Roaldsnes, Kjartan)
N0T GB2437443
Rhode & Schwarz GmbH & Co KG 
(Incorporated in the Federal Republic 
of Germany)  (Maurer, Peter)  
(Megow, Holger) N0T GB2437357
Richards, Andrew See Expro North Sea 
Limited (Incorporated in the United 
Kingdom)
Richards, Martyn See Rolls-Royce plc 
(Incorporated in the United Kingdom)
Ridley, Kevin D See Qinetiq Limited 
(Incorporated in the United Kingdom)
Applications published: Name Index - cont
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Ritchie, Michael J See KOMBIMATEC 
MACHINES LIMITED 
(Incorporated in the United Kingdom)
Riverside Projects Limited 
(Incorporated in the United Kingdom)  
(Naik, Hemant)
F2P GB2437304






Robins, Mark See Actaris UK Limited 
(Incorporated in the United Kingdom)
Roddis, Alan See AES Engineering 
Limited (Incorporated in the United 
Kingdom)
— and See AES Engineering Ltd 
(Incorporated in the United Kingdom)
Rolls-Royce plc (Incorporated in the 
United Kingdom)  (Allen, Jeffrey)  
(Clark, Daniel)
B3R E1K GB2437267
 (Stretton, Richard G)
F1G F1J GB2437295
 (Pashley, Nicholas C)
F1G GB2437296
 (Taylor, Mark D)  (Webster, John R)
F1V U1S GB2437298
 (Richards, Martyn)  (Stretton, Richard 
G)
N0T GB2437377
 (Pashley, Nicholas C)
N0T GB2437387
Rowlandson, Ian G See General Electric 
Company (Incorporated in USA - New 
York)
Royal National Hospital for 
Rheumatic Diseases (Incorporated 
in the United Kingdom)  (Blake, 
David)  (Bryden, Brian)  (Doel, James)  
(Harris, Nigel) A5R GB2437253
Rozwadowski, David J See Milwaukee 
Electric Tool Corporation 
(Incorporated in USA - Wisconsin)
Saitou, Yoshiyuki See Matsushita 
Electric Industrial Co., Ltd 
(Incorporated in Japan)
Samsung Electronics Co. Ltd. 
(Incorporated in the Republic of 
Korea)  (Bishop, Craig K)  (Chin, 
Chen-Ho)
H4L GB2437346
Samsung Electronics Co., Ltd 
(Incorporated in the Republic of 








Samuel Heath & Sons Plc 
(Incorporated in the United Kingdom)  
(Jeynes, Roger H)
E2M GB2437293
Santana, George L Jr See Milwaukee 
Electric Tool Corporation 
(Incorporated in USA - Wisconsin)
Sarkkinen, Timo See Elektrobit System 
Test Oy (Incorporated in Finland)
Sartori, Philippe J See Motorola Inc 
(Incorporated in USA - Delaware)
Schenk, Veit U B See Siemens Molecular 
Imaging Limited (Incorporated in the 
United Kingdom)
Schlumberger Holdings Limited 
(Incorporated in the British Virgin 
Islands)  (Gang, Tao)  (Jalali, Younes)
N0T GB2437376
 (Chee, Soon S)  (Gayral, Bruno)  
(Vannuffelen, Stephane)  (Wilson, 
Colin)  (Yamate, Tsutomu)
N0T GB2437430
 (Hiron, Stephane)  (MacDougall, 
Thomas D)  (Patel, Dinesh R)  
(Veneruso, Anthony F)  (Walter, Joe)  
(Wetzel, Rodney J)
N0T GB2437433
Schofield, Wayne C E See University of 
Durham (Incorporated in the United 
Kingdom)
Scott, Alistair J See Ludgate 332 Ltd 
(Incorporated in the United Kingdom)
Scott, Andrew M See Qinetiq Limited 
(Incorporated in the United Kingdom)
Scuka, Rodney W See Ranco 
Incorporated of Delaware 
(Incorporated in USA - Delaware)
Seddon, Nigel See BAE Systems plc 
(Incorporated in the United Kingdom)
Sedivec, Peter J See Boeing Company, 
The (Incorporated in USA - Delaware)
Segal, Alan J See Astek Innovations 
Limited (Incorporated in the United 
Kingdom)
Sekine, Noboru See Konica Minolta 
Holdings Inc (Incorporated in Japan)
Semb, Ole-Fredrik See PGS 
Geophysical AS (Incorporated in 
Norway)
Senior, Richard M M and Cooke, 
Terry and Evans, Linda 
A6S GB2437261
Sham, Hiutung I See Hong Kong, The 
University of (Incorporated in Hong 
Kong)
Shute, Matthew R See Irwin Industrial 
Tool Company (Incorporated in USA - 
Delaware)
Siemens Molecular Imaging Limited 
(Incorporated in the United Kingdom)  
(Kadir, Timor)  (Schenk, Veit U B)
H4T GB2437354
Silverline Tools Limited (Incorporated 
in the United Kingdom)  (Goddard-
Watts, James)
N0T GB2437408
Simpson, Steven See Motorola Inc 
(Incorporated in USA - Delaware)
Sliepen, Robert See Drager Medical AG 
& Co. KG (Incorporated in the Federal 
Republic of Germany)
Smith International Inc (Incorporated 
in USA - Delaware)  (Boudrare, 
Mohammed)  (Centala, Prabhakaran 
K)  (Larsen, James L)
N0T GB2437434
Smith, Anthony J 
N0T GB2437386
Smith, David J See Black & Decker Inc. 
(Incorporated in USA - Delaware)
Smith, John A 
B4C GB2437268
Snell & Wilcox Limited (Incorporated 





So, Kwokfai See Hong Kong, The 
University of (Incorporated in Hong 
Kong)
Song, moo-Hyoung See LG. Philips 
LCD Co., Ltd. (Incorporated in the 
Republic of Korea)
Spansion LLC (Incorporated in USA - 
Delaware)  (Ramsbey, Mark T)  
(Randolph, Mark W)
N0T GB2437447
Staley, Matt See Eve Group Limited 
(Incorporated in the United Kingdom)
Stammen, Oliver See Thielenhaus 
Technologies GmbH (Incorporated in 
the Federal Republic of Germany)
Staniforth, Michael J See ESL Defence 
Limited (Incorporated in the United 
Kingdom)
Starey, Christopher W See AC 
Automation Services Ltd 
(Incorporated in the United Kingdom)
Stone, John C See Black & Decker Inc. 
(Incorporated in USA - Delaware)
Stone, Nicholas J See NOVALIA 
LIMITED (Incorporated in the United 
Kingdom)
Strauß, Ralf See Irwin Industrial Tool 
Company (Incorporated in USA - 
Delaware)
Stretton, Richard G See Rolls-Royce plc 
(Incorporated in the United Kingdom)
Subramamyam, . See Pharmed 
Medicare Private Limited 
(Incorporated in India)
Suffolk Punch Limited (Incorporated 
in the United Kingdom)  (Burch, 
Charles R)
A6M GB2437259
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Sugaya, Yasuhiro See Matsushita 
Electric Industrial Co., Ltd 
(Incorporated in Japan)
Suggs, Gregory M See Karsten 
Manufacturing Corporation 
(Incorporated in USA - Arizona)
Sugita, Yoshinobu See Honda Motor 
Co.,Ltd (Incorporated in Japan)
Sword, Curtis See Pantos, William P
Symons, Peter See Innovision Research 




Taylor, Mark D See Rolls-Royce plc 
(Incorporated in the United Kingdom)
Taylor, Stephen See AC Automation 
Services Ltd (Incorporated in the 
United Kingdom)
Teare, Declan O H See University of 
Durham (Incorporated in the United 
Kingdom)
Technical University of Denmark, 
The (Incorporated in Denmark) and 
Consejo Superior De 
Investigaciones Cientificas 
(Incorporated in Spain)  (Krebs, 
Frederik C)  (Lira Cantu, Monica)
N0T GB2437362
Tektronix International Sales GmbH 
(Incorporated in Switzerland)  (Amos, 
Christopher T)
H4P GB2437352
Thielenhaus Technologies GmbH 
(Incorporated in the Federal Republic 
of Germany)  (Stammen, Oliver) N0T 
GB2437397
Thomas, Howard See Motorola Inc 
(Incorporated in USA - Delaware)
Tomaru, Hiroshi See Konami Digital 
Entertainment Co., Ltd (Incorporated 
in Japan)
Tomy Company, Ltd. (Incorporated in 
Japan)  (Kinoshita, Ayumi)  (Ohio, 
Ichiro)
N0T GB2437388
 (Kaneko, Yoshinobu)  (Nagai, 
Tomohito)
N0T GB2437398
Torres, Jose M See Motorola Inc 
(Incorporated in USA - Delaware)
Total Reclaim Systems Limited 
(Incorporated in the United Kingdom)  
(Dallas, James)
B1D GB2437263
Toyota Jidosha Kabushiki Kaisha 
(Incorporated in Japan)  (Kamichi, 
Kensuke)  (Kaya, Yasuhiro)  (Ueoka, 
Kiyoshiro)  (Yamamoto, Koji)
N0T GB2437469
Triton plc (Incorporated in the United 
Kingdom)  (Finney, Philip A)
F2G GB2437301
 (Finney, Philip A)
F2G GB2437302
Truphatek International Ltd 
(Incorporated in Israel)  (Pecherer, 
Eugeny)
N0T GB2437435
Tsai, Chih-Hsu See International 




Tse, Chi M See Dalla Piazza & Co. 
(Incorporated in Switzerland)
Tseng, I-Ming See King Slide Works 
Co., Ltd. (Incorporated in Taiwan)
— and See King Slide Works Co Ltd 
(Incorporated in Taiwan)
Tucker, Andrew R See Boeing 




Ueno, Takafumi See Matsushita Electic 
Industrial Co Ltd (Incorporated in 
Japan)
Ueoka, Kiyoshiro See Toyota Jidosha 
Kabushiki Kaisha (Incorporated in 
Japan)
United Technologies Corporation 
(Incorporated in USA - Delaware)  
(Peters, Donald W)
N0T GB2437418
University of Durham (Incorporated in 
the United Kingdom)  (Badyal, Jas P S)  
(Barwick, David)  (Teare, Declan O H)
N0T GB2437476
 (Badyal, Jas P)  (Mcgettrick, James)  
(Schofield, Wayne C E)
N0T GB2437477
 (Badyal, Jas P S)  (Schofield, Wayne C 
E)
N0T GB2437478
 (Badyal, Jas P S)  (Schofield, Wayne C 




Valletta Health BV (Incorporated in the 
Netherlands)  (Kammeijer, Arthur)
N0T GB2437429
Vanhoutte, Paul M G See Hong Kong, 
The University of (Incorporated in 
Hong Kong)
Vannuffelen, Stephane See 
Schlumberger Holdings Limited 
(Incorporated in the British Virgin 
Islands)
Velarde, Luis See Motorola Inc 
(Incorporated in USA - Delaware)
Veneruso, Anthony F See Schlumberger 
Holdings Limited (Incorporated in the 
British Virgin Islands)
Venn West Limited (Incorporated in the 
United Kingdom)  (Williams, 
Christopher J W)  (Wright, Simon G)
B8N GB2437276
Verbrugge, Brandon L See Black & 
Decker Inc. (Incorporated in USA - 
Delaware)
Vernacare Limited (Incorporated in the 
United Kingdom)  (Cockcroft, Paula)  
(Webster, Lesley A)
A5R A4N GB2437251
Vernon, Christopher D See Big Bean 
Audio Limited (Incorporated in the 
United Kingdom)
Vetco Gray Inc (Incorporated in USA - 
Delaware)  (Fenton, Steve P)
E1F GB2437286
Vickerstaff, John R and Beeson, Des 
and Videofit Limited (Incorporated 
in the United Kingdom) 
G4Q GB2437325
Videofit Limited See Vickerstaff, John R
Vijayan, Thirumalai A See Aparna, 
Thirumalai A
Vu, De Q See Chevron U.S.A. Inc 
(Incorporated in USA - Delaware)
W A 1 Designs Limited (Incorporated 
in the United Kingdom)  (Ireland, 
William A)
N0T GB2437389
Walter, Joe See Schlumberger Holdings 
Limited (Incorporated in the British 
Virgin Islands)
Wang, Chun-Chiang See King Slide 
Works Co., Ltd. (Incorporated in 
Taiwan)
— and See King Slide Works Co Ltd 
(Incorporated in Taiwan)
Wang, Wei-Sheng See King Slide Works 
Co., Ltd. (Incorporated in Taiwan)
— and See King Slide Works Co Ltd 
(Incorporated in Taiwan)
Wank, Jeffery See Intel Corporation 
(Incorporated in USA - Delaware)
Warner, Noel A 
N0T GB2437374
Waters Investments Limited 
(Incorporated in USA - Delaware)  
(Benevides, Christopher C)  (Charlton, 
Christopher)  (Gerhardt, Geoff)
N0T GB2437420
Waters, John D See Hewlett-Packard 
Development Company, L.P.
Watson, Brock W See Enventure Global 
Technology (Incorporated in USA - 
Delaware)
Webster, John R See Rolls-Royce plc 
(Incorporated in the United Kingdom)
Webster, Lesley A See Vernacare 
Limited (Incorporated in the United 
Kingdom)
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Wehrle, Karina See Mars Incorporated 
(Incorporated in USA - Delaware)
Weir, Alexander See ITI Scotland Ltd 
(Incorporated in the United Kingdom)
WesternGeco Seismic Holdings 
Limited (Incorporated in the British 
Virgin Islands)  (Aarre, Victor)  
(Midtun, Reidar D) N0T GB2437390
Westmeyer, Andrew See Intel 
Corporation (Incorporated in USA - 
Delaware)
Wetzel, Rodney J See Schlumberger 
Holdings Limited (Incorporated in the 
British Virgin Islands)
White, Ian G See Power-Sprays Limited 
(Incorporated in the United Kingdom)
Wilding, Bruce M See Battelle Energy 
Alliance, LLC (Incorporated in USA - 
Delaware)
Williams, Christopher J W See Venn 
West Limited (Incorporated in the 
United Kingdom)
Wilson, Colin See Schlumberger 
Holdings Limited (Incorporated in the 
British Virgin Islands)
Wilson, Robert L 
N0T GB2437367
Wong, Weng F See Avago Technologies 
ECBU IP (Singapore) Pte. Ltd 
(Incorporated in Singapore)
Wong, Wing T See Government of the 
Hong Kong Special Administrative 




Wright, Simon G See Venn West 
Limited (Incorporated in the United 
Kingdom)
Xiao, Yongshun See Realtek 
Semiconductor Corp (Incorporated in 
Taiwan)
Xue, Joel Q See General Electric 
Company (Incorporated in USA - New 
York)
Yamamoto, Koji See Toyota Jidosha 
Kabushiki Kaisha (Incorporated in 
Japan)
Yamamoto, Yoshiyuki See Matsushita 
Electric Industrial Co., Ltd 
(Incorporated in Japan)
Yamate, Tsutomu See Schlumberger 
Holdings Limited (Incorporated in the 
British Virgin Islands)
Yasui, Akihiro See Hitachi Maxell Ltd 
(Incorporated in Japan)
Yi Shian Electro-Optical Co Ltd 
(Incorporated in Taiwan)  (Chen, Chi-
Wang)  (Hsu, Hsi-Hung)
H4F GB2437336




Zeiler, Jeffrey M See Milwaukee Electric 
Tool Corporation (Incorporated in 
USA - Wisconsin)
Zemlok, Michael See Black & Decker 
Inc. (Incorporated in USA - Delaware)
Zheng, Zijian See Cambridge University 
Technical Services Limited 
(Incorporated in the United Kingdom)
Zhou, Nanqing  (Huang, Qi)
N0T GB2437427
3M Innovative Properties Company 





Patents whose grant is indicated in the index below take effect for
the purposes of all provisions of the Act subsequent to Section
25(1) as from the date of publication of this issue of the Journal.
Printed copies of the corresponding specifications of the patents
identified by the publication number listed, and followed by the
letter “B”, are now available for sale at £4.04 per copy (including
postage). These items are available from the UK Intellectual
Property Office (Sales), Concept House, Cardiff Road, Newport,
South Wales NP10 8QQ and, for a limited period only, to personal
callers at Harmsworth House, 13-15 Bouverie Street, London
EC4Y 8DP.
This index lists the granted patents in ascending publication
number order. Each entry in the index provides the following
information: the publication number; the application number; the
date on which the application was filed at the Office; the name(s) of
the proprietor(s) and the country of incorporation; the name(s) of
the inventor(s); the title of the invention; any priority details; the
United Kingdom Classification Heading(s) assigned to the
application; and the International Patent Classification assigned to
the application.
Where an application is requesting an early date under Section 8,
12, 15(4), or 37 of the Act, then the application number and date of
filing the earlier application are included (see example 2). Where an
application is derived from an application under the Patent
Cooperation Treaty or is converted from a European patent
application, then the application number, the date of filing, the
publication number, and the date of publication of the PCT or EP
application are included (see example 3).
There follows three examples of entries for this index. The first
does not include any information on priorities, earlier applications,
or PCT or EP applications. The second and third include priority
information. In addition, the second includes information carried
for a divisional application, and the third includes information
carried for an application derived from a PCT application.
Example 1
(11)GB2264826 (21) (GB9204102.9) (22) 26 Feb 1992





(52)UKC Headings: H3F H3T (51)Int Cl H03B 5/04 (2006.01)
Example 2
(11)GB2264136 (21)(GB9306697.5) (62)23 Sep 1992 (Parent 
filing date)





(54)A linear operated safety release joint
Priorities: [(33)US (31)07772828 (32)07 Oct 1991]
Divisional earlier date under Section 15(4)
(62)GB9220099.7 (Parent application number)
(52)UKC Heading: E1F (51)Int Cl E21B 17/06 (2006.01)
Example 3
(11)GB2262669 (21) (GB9302471.9) (86)12 Jun 1992 (PCT
filing date)
(73)HUNTLEIGH TECHNOLOGY PLC 
(INCORPORATED IN THE UNITED KINGDOM)
Inventors:
(72)BAILY, GREG
(54) Power fail detection circuit
Priorities:[(33)GB (31)9112867 (32)14 Jun 1991]
PCT Details:(86)PCT/GB92/01058
(87)WO92/22949 23 Dec 1992
(52)UKC Headings: H2K (51)Int Cl  H02H 3/24 (2006.01)
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GB2399532 (GB0306284.1) 19 Mar 2003
ECONOPLAS LIMITED 




Method of manufacturing 
drainage/irrigation elements from 
recycled plastics 
UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl B29C 
69/00(2006.01) B29B 9/08(2006.01) 
B29B 17/00(2006.01) B29C 
69/02(2006.01) B29D 31/00(2006.01) 
E02B 11/00(2006.01)





Priorities: [US10425221 29 Apr 2003]
UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl A44B 
11/26(2006.01)
GB2401271 (GB0309810.0) 30 Apr 2003
ZARLINK SEMICONDUCTOR 




Digital television display control 
apparatus and method 
UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl H04N 
5/445(2006.01)
GB2401676 (GB0407146.0) 30 Mar 2004
SANDEN CORPORATION 
(INCORPORATED IN JAPAN)
FUJI JUKOGYO KABUSHIKI 








Priorities: [JP2003100595 03 Apr 2003]
UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl F02B 
29/04(2006.01) B60K 11/06(2006.01) 
F28D 1/053(2006.01) F28F 
9/02(2006.01) F28F 21/06(2006.01) 
B29L 31/18(2006.01)
GB2401966 (GB0409175.7) 26 Apr 2004
INSTITUT FRANCAIS DU 




A method of producing a depth image of 
a subsurfarce from a velocity model of 
seismic waves in a heterogeneous 
underground formation 
Priorities: [FR0305292 29 Apr 2003]
UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl G01V 
1/30(2006.01)
GB2402515 (GB0410766.0) 14 May 2004
SAFA, CATHARINE
Patents granted: Number Index - cont
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Inventors:
SAFA, CATHARINE
Controlling write access of an application 
to a storage medium 
Priorities: [GB0311537 20 May 2003]
UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl G06F 
21/00(2006.01) G06F 21/02(2006.01)
GB2403179 (GB0314691.7) 24 Jun 2003
TRYSOME LIMITED 




Liquid supply system 
UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl B29C 
70/54(2006.01) B29C 45/00(2006.01) 
B29C 45/02(2006.01) B29C 
45/18(2006.01) B29C 70/04(2006.01)
GB2403444 (GB0414776.5) 01 Jul 2004
RESEARCH INSTITUTE OF 
INDUSTRIAL SCIENCE & 
TECHNOLOGY (INCORPORATED 





Tool, apparatus, and method for welding 
workpieces 
Priorities: [KR2003044400 01 Jul 2003]
UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl B23K 
20/12(2006.01) B23K 103/10(2006.01)







Priorities: [JP2003270150 01 Jul 2003]
UKC Headings: C4V Int Cl C09K 
3/14(2006.01) C09G 1/02(2006.01)
GB2404381 (GB0416114.7) 19 Jul 2004
AGILENT TECHNOLOGIES, INC. 











Masking chemical arrays 
Priorities: [US10633609 31 Jul 2003]
UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl C40B 
60/12(2006.01) G06F 19/00(2006.01)
GB2404409 (GB0416864.7) 29 Jul 2004
ECCLES (UK FOUNDRIES FE) 




Improvements in or relating to inspection 
chambers 
Priorities: [GB0317758 30 Jul 2003]
[GB0404480 28 Feb 2004]
UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl E02D 
29/12(2006.01)
GB2404864 (GB0418214.3) 16 Aug 2004
ISIS INNOVATION LIMITED 





Apparatus and method for stimulation of 
the human body 
Priorities: [GB0319284 15 Aug 2003]
UKC Headings: A5R Int Cl A61H 
23/00(2006.01) A61H 23/02(2006.01) 
A61H 39/00(2006.01)





Method and system of managing 
computing resources 
Priorities: [US10635741 05 Aug 2003]
UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl G06F 
11/20(2006.01) G06F 9/50(2006.01)
GB2405397 (GB0320085.4) 27 Aug 2003
SCA PACKAGING LIMITED 





UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl B65D 
5/50(2006.01)
GB2405463 (GB0319937.9) 26 Aug 2003
JOHN MANUFACTURING LIMITED 







Air treatment apparatus 
UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl A61L 
9/20(2006.01) A61L 9/22(2006.01) 
F24F 3/16(2006.01) F24F 
7/007(2006.01)




Closed circuit video system 
UKC Headings: H4F H4R Int Cl H04N 
7/18(2006.01) H04B 3/04(2006.01) 
H04N 7/12(2006.01)




High G-force breathing mask 
UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl A62B 
18/08(2006.01)
GB2407042 (GB0324358.1) 17 Oct 2003
VECTURA LTD (INCORPORATED 








UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl A61M 
15/00(2006.01)







Pre-warming portions of an inkjet 
printhead 
Priorities: [US10691311 22 Oct 2003]
UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl B41J 
2/05(2006.01)
GB2407339 (GB0324622.0) 22 Oct 2003
LORIENT POLYPRODUCTS 





UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl E06B 
3/58(2006.01)
GB2407610 (GB0421330.2) 24 Sep 2004
BB PLASTICS, L.L.C. 




Tilt window assembly 
Priorities: [US10672331 26 Sep 2003]
UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl E06B 
3/38(2006.01)
GB2407831 (GB0326159.1) 07 Nov 2003
GRIME, SIMON
Patents granted: Number Index - cont
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Inventors:
GRIME, SIMON
Method of mounting floor joists and joist 
support for use in the method 
UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl E04B 
1/26(2006.01) E04B 5/14(2006.01)





Transparency imaging systems and 
methods 
Priorities: [US10701001 03 Nov 2003]
UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl H04N 
1/00(2006.01) G03B 27/62(2006.01)





An improved bag for use by a subject 
following a surgical procedure during 
which a stoma is formed 
Priorities: [GB0326926 19 Nov 2003]
[GB0418622 20 Aug 2004]
UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl A61F 
5/443(2006.01)





Porous calcium phosphate ceramic and 
method for producing same 
Priorities: [JP2003397853 27 Nov 2003]
UKC Headings: C1J N0T Int Cl C04B 
35/447(2006.01) A61L 27/12(2006.01) 
A61L 27/38(2006.01) A61L 
27/56(2006.01) C04B 35/624(2006.01) 
C04B 38/10(2006.01)
GB2408732 (GB0426378.6) 01 Dec 2004
VISY INDUSTRIAL PLASTICS PTY 





Priorities: [AU2003906651 01 Dec 2003]
UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl B65D 
43/16(2006.01)
GB2411060 (GB0403138.1) 12 Feb 2004
MICRON TECHNOLOGY, INC. 




Low power comparator 
UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl H03K 
5/24(2006.01) H03M 1/56(2006.01) 
H04N 5/335(2006.01)
GB2411093 (GB0403272.8) 13 Feb 2004
TERAVIEW LIMITED 





Terahertz imaging system 
UKC Headings: N0T H5R Int Cl G01N 
21/35(2006.01)
GB2411437 (GB0404471.5) 28 Feb 2004
ROLLS-ROYCE PLC 




Aircraft gas turbine engines 
UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl F02C 
7/268(2006.01) F02C 7/27(2006.01) 
F02C 7/275(2006.01) F02C 
7/32(2006.01) F02C 7/36(2006.01)
GB2412265 (GB0509839.7) 29 Dec 2003







Captured image outputting system, 
display control apparatus, liquid crystal 
projector and digital camera that transmit 
images via wireless network 
Priorities: [JP2003006453 14 Jan 2003]
Earlier date under section 15 (4)
GB0330108.2
UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl H04N 
7/14(2006.01) H04N 7/18(2006.01) 
H04N 7/24(2006.01)





UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl A47J 
37/12(2006.01)
GB2414199 (GB0411450.0) 22 May 2004
FORD GLOBAL TECHNOLOGIES, 








An exhaust system for an engine 
UKC Headings: B1W Int Cl F01N 
3/08(2006.01) F01N 3/02(2006.01) 
F01N 1/00(2006.01) F01N 
7/02(2006.01)
GB2414226 (GB0502594.5) 08 Feb 2005





Food packaging bag, food-packaged 
body, and method for manufacturing the 
same 
Priorities: [JP2004207363 14 Jul 2004]
[JP2004146463 17 May 2004]
UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl B65D 
81/34(2006.01) B65D 33/01(2006.01)





UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl G11B 
33/02(2006.01) H05K 5/02(2006.01)
GB2414600 (GB0510165.4) 18 May 2005
GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY 







Variable pitch manifold for rotor cooling 
in an electrical machine 
Priorities: [US10709740 26 May 2004]
UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl H02K 
1/24(2006.01) H02K 1/32(2006.01) 
H02K 3/52(2006.01)
GB2414926 (GB0412967.2) 10 Jun 2004
MAXPAT TRADING & 
MARKETING (FAR EAST) LIMITED 





UKC Headings: A4D Int Cl A47J 
43/18(2006.01) A47J 37/04(2006.01)
GB2415089 (GB0501362.8) 21 Jan 2005
MIDASWEI TRADING CO LTD 
(INCORPORATED IN TAIWAN)
CHAMPION ELITE COMPANY 
LIMITED (INCORPORATED IN 
THE BRITISH VIRGIN ISLANDS)
Inventors:
WEI, TAO C
Piezoelectric-transformer and carrier 
arrangement 
Priorities: [TW093208992 08 Jun 2004]
UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl H01L 
41/053(2006.01) H01L 41/107(2006.01)
Patents granted: Number Index - cont
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GB2415176 (GB0418121.0) 13 Aug 2004







NÜNLIST, FELIX Conductor rail 
Priorities: [DE202004009420 16 Jun 
2004]
UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl B60M 
1/20(2006.01)
GB2415671 (GB0513517.3) 01 Jul 2005
FORD GLOBAL TECHNOLOGIES, 





A method and system for charging a fluid 
accumulator of a hybrid vehicle 
powertrain 
Priorities: [US10883535 01 Jul 2004]
UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl B60K 
6/12(2006.01)
GB2415894 (GB0415220.3) 07 Jul 2004
FORD GLOBAL TECHNOLOGIES, 





A trim cover for a vehicle folding seat 
UKC Headings: A4L Int Cl B60N 
2/60(2006.01)
GB2416347 (GB0415984.4) 16 Jul 2004
SCA PACKAGING LIMITED 





UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl A47F 
5/11(2006.01) B65D 5/52(2006.01)
GB2416434 (GB0415883.8) 16 Jul 2004
SANKEN POWER SYSTEMS (UK) 





UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl H02J 
1/00(2006.01) G07F 17/32(2006.01)
GB2416532 (GB0416553.6) 26 Jul 2004
CHOLERTON LIMITED 





UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl B61D 
47/00(2006.01) B61D 3/18(2006.01) 
B65G 63/02(2006.01)





UKC Headings: G2J Int Cl A63B 
33/00(2006.01)
GB2416758 (GB0417382.9) 05 Aug 2004
SURGICHEM LIMITED 







UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl B65D 
83/04(2006.01) A61J 1/03(2006.01)
GB2417037 (GB0518972.5) 19 Feb 2004
CHEVRON U.S.A. INC 






Blending of low viscosity Fischer-
Tropsch base oils and Fischer-Tropsch 
derived bottoms or bright stock 
Priorities: [US10387211 11 Mar 2003]
PCT Details: PCT/US2004/005049
WO2004/081145 23 Sep 2004
UKC Headings: C5F Int Cl C10M 
109/02(2006.01)








Movable lens control device 
Priorities: [JP2004236187 13 Aug 2004]
UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl G02B 
7/04(2006.01)
GB2417416 (GB0418891.8) 24 Aug 2004
NISSAN MOTOR 
MANUFACTURING (UK) LIMITED 




Adaptive vehicle child restraint system 
UKC Headings: A4L Int Cl B60N 
2/28(2006.01)
GB2417702 (GB0517697.9) 30 Aug 2005
BISSELL HOMECARE, INC. 






REED, CHARLES A JR
Cyclone separator with fine particle 
separation member 
Priorities: [US60522213 01 Sep 2004]
UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl B04C 
5/187(2006.01) B01D 50/00(2006.01)
GB2417718 (GB0517443.8) 25 Aug 2005
ZEPF TECHNOLOGIES UK 





Adjustable conveyor guide 
Priorities: [GB0419393 01 Sep 2004]
UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl B65G 
21/20(2006.01)
GB2417828 (GB0520460.7) 03 Jun 2004
INTEL CORPORATION 





Multi-layer polymer-solder hybrid 
thermal interface material for integrated 
heat spreader and method of making 
same 
Priorities: [US10607738 26 Jun 2003]
PCT Details: PCT/US2004/018164
WO2005/006361 20 Jan 2005
UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl H01L 
23/373(2006.01)
GB2417956 (GB0525822.3) 20 May 2004
FLEXITRAL, INC 




Alkoxy alkylsulfanyl phenols 
Priorities: [US60471723 20 May 2003]
PCT Details: PCT/US2004/015875
WO2004/103962 02 Dec 2004
UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl C07C 
323/20(2006.01) C11B 9/00(2006.01)
Patents granted: Number Index - cont
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GB2418402 (GB0421107.4) 23 Sep 2004
FORD GLOBAL TECHNOLOGIES, 




Method for controlling a wheel drive 
system of a hybrid vehicle 
UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl B60W 
20/00(2006.01) B60K 6/48(2007.10) 
F02N 11/04(2006.01)
GB2418475 (GB0525437.0) 09 Jun 2004
IMMERSION CORPORATION 





Interactive gaming systems with haptic 
feedback 
Priorities: [US60477214 09 Jun 2003]
PCT Details: PCT/US2004/018412
WO2004/111819 23 Dec 2004
UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl G06F 
3/01(2006.01) A63F 13/02(2006.01) 
G06F 3/033(2006.01)
GB2419367 (GB0521170.1) 18 Oct 2005
PANDROL LIMITED 
(INCORPORATED IN THE UNITED 
KINGDOM)
Inventors:
CANDEL, BRUNO M B
CHAPMAN, LEE M
Railway track construction shims and 
method of constructing railway track 
Priorities: [GB0423237 19 Oct 2004]
UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl E01B 
9/68(2006.01) E01B 3/38(2006.01) 
E01B 29/09(2006.01)





A multi-sectioned automatic umbrella 
UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl A45B 
19/04(2006.01) A45B 25/16(2006.01)
GB2420843 (GB0524419.9) 30 Nov 2005
ROBERT BOSCH GMBH 
(INCORPORATED IN THE 




Hand machine tool 
Priorities: [DE1004058579 03 Dec 2004]
UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl B25F 
5/02(2006.01) G05G 1/08(2006.01)
GB2420875 (GB0600512.8) 21 Jun 2004
MESOPHOTONICS LIMITED 






Optical waveguide with photonic band 
structure for evanescent field 
perturbation 
Priorities: [US10465559 20 Jun 2003]
PCT Details: PCT/GB2004/002626
WO2004/113976 29 Dec 2004
UKC Headings: G2J N0T Int Cl G02B 
6/12(2006.01) G02B 6/032(2006.01) 
G02B 6/036(2006.01)
GB2421224 (GB0511184.4) 01 Jun 2005
PARADISE MOTOR HOMES PTY 




Slide out for a motor home 
Priorities: [AU2004907145 16 Dec 2004]
UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl B60P 
3/34(2006.01)
GB2421329 (GB0601094.6) 21 Jun 2004
BRAIN FINGERPRINTING 
LABORATORIES INC 








Apparatus for a classification guilty 
knowledge test and integrated system for 
detection of deception and information 
Priorities: [US60479932 20 Jun 2003]
PCT Details: PCT/US2004/019704
WO2005/022293 10 Mar 2005
UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl G06F 
19/00(2006.01) A61B 5/16(2006.01)
GB2421778 (GB0606908.2) 15 Sep 2004
PIPELINE INDUCTION HEAT 




Lining Of Pipelines And Passageways 
Priorities: [GB0321636 16 Sep 2003]
PCT Details: PCT/GB2004/003944
WO2005/026604 24 Mar 2005
UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl F16L 
55/165(2006.01) B29C 53/36(2006.01) 
B29C 63/30(2006.01) B29C 
65/34(2006.01)
GB2421810 (GB0524852.1) 06 Dec 2005
LEARNING RESOURCES, INC 





Time interval indicating device 
Priorities: [US11015834 17 Dec 2004]
UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl G04C 
17/02(2006.01) G04C 19/02(2006.01) 
G04F 1/00(2006.01)
GB2422212 (GB0600827.0) 16 Jan 2006






Priorities: [JP2005009392 17 Jan 2005]
UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl G04B 
3/04(2006.01)
GB2422552 (GB0601028.4) 18 Jan 2006
DRAGER MEDICAL AG & CO. KG 
(INCORPORATED IN THE 




Heat therapy apparatus 
Priorities: [DE10050040764 28 Jan 2005]
UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl A61G 
11/00(2006.01)
GB2423025 (GB0604217.0) 09 Oct 2003





Cement-less type artificial joint stem with 
the use of composite material 
PCT Details: PCT/JP2003/013009
WO2005/034818 21 Apr 2005
UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl A61F 
2/36(2006.01) A61F 2/30(2006.01) 
A61F 2/40(2006.01)
GB2423162 (GB0502678.6) 09 Feb 2005
TOSHIBA RESEARCH EUROPE 




Method and apparatus for medium 
access control 
UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl G06F 
15/18(2006.01) G06N 3/12(2006.01) 
H04L 12/28(2006.01) H04L 
12/413(2006.01)
Patents granted: Number Index - cont
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GB2423334 (GB0602991.2) 15 Feb 2006
LEAR CORPORATION 




Vehicle trim assembly latch arrangement 
Priorities: [US10906418 18 Feb 2005]
UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl B60N 
3/00(2006.01) B60R 7/00(2006.01) 
B60R 16/00(2006.01)
GB2423439 (GB0503309.7) 17 Feb 2005
MOTOROLA INC 







Packet data transmission 
UKC Headings: H4L Int Cl H04L 
29/06(2006.01) H04L 12/56(2006.01) 
H04L 29/12(2006.01)
GB2423885 (GB0517915.5) 02 Sep 2005






Priorities: [JP2005040951 17 Feb 2005]
UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl H04M 
3/42(2006.01) G01V 15/00(2006.01) 
H04M 7/00(2006.01)
GB2423910 (GB0605728.5) 02 Dec 2004























Combined mobile container inspection 
system with low target 
Priorities: [CN0310117326 10 Dec 2003]
PCT Details: PCT/CN2004/001402
WO2005/057196 23 Jun 2005
UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl G01N 
23/02(2006.01)




Thermal herbal applicator 
Priorities: [MYPI20033564 18 Sep 2003]
PCT Details: PCT/SG2004/000277
WO2005/025638 24 Mar 2005
UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl A61M 
37/00(2006.01) A61F 7/08(2006.01)




Digital stereo camera/digital stereo video 
camera, 3-dimensional display, 3-
dimensional projector, and printer and 
stereo viewer 
Priorities: [JP2005121710 19 Apr 2005]
[JP2005067524 10 Mar 2005]
UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl H04N 
13/00(2006.01) H04N 13/04(2006.01)
GB2424200 (GB0505568.6) 17 Mar 2005
ROLLS-ROYCE PLC 








Apparatus and method of manufacture of 
a component by hot isostatic pressing 
UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl B23K 
20/02(2006.01) B23K 37/06(2006.01) 
B23P 15/00(2006.01) F01D 
5/34(2006.01) B23K 101/00(2006.01) 
B23K 103/14(2006.01)
GB2424436 (GB0608726.6) 02 Nov 2004
CONOCOPHILLIPS COMPANY 




Composite structure with integrity 
monitoring apparatus 
Priorities: [US10704079 07 Nov 2003]
PCT Details: PCT/US2004/036513
WO2005/047641 26 May 2005
UKC Headings: E1F Int Cl E21B 
17/01(2006.01)
GB2424609 (GB0506738.4) 02 Apr 2005
AVDEL UK LIMITED 




Fastener installation tool including means 
for disabling the tool 
UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl B21J 
15/20(2006.01)
GB2424940 (GB0507169.1) 08 Apr 2005








UKC Headings: N0T F2V Int Cl A61M 
39/24(2006.01) F16K 15/06(2006.01)










Removing gas from a printhead 
Priorities: [US10769422 30 Jan 2004]
PCT Details: PCT/US2005/002526
WO2005/075207 18 Aug 2005
UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl B41J 
2/19(2006.01) B41J 2/165(2006.01) 
B41J 2/175(2006.01) B41J 
2/20(2006.01)
GB2426029 (GB0513655.1) 04 Jul 2005
MERLIN SERVICES LTD 





Priorities: [GB0509458 10 May 2005]
UKC Headings: N0T E1S Int Cl E06C 
1/38(2006.01)
GB2426056 (GB0614860.5) 21 Jan 2005








System for seismic exploration of a 
submerged subsurface including 
implanted bases 
Priorities: [FR0400544 21 Jan 2004]
PCT Details: PCT/IB2005/000339
WO2005/071442 04 Aug 2005
UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl G01V 
1/38(2006.01)
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GB2426515 (GB0615673.1) 09 Feb 2005
MURATA MANUFACTURING CO., 
LTD (INCORPORATED IN JAPAN)
Inventors:
BANNO, KOICHI
Dielectric ceramic composition and 
laminated ceramic condenser 
Priorities: [JP2004052741 27 Feb 2004]
PCT Details: PCT/JP2005/001919
WO2005/082807 09 Sep 2005
UKC Headings: N0T C1J Int Cl C04B 
35/468(2006.01) H01B 3/12(2006.01) 
H01G 4/12(2006.01)
GB2426935 (GB0512266.8) 16 Jun 2005
DRÄGER MEDICAL AG & CO.KGAA 
(INCORPORATED IN THE 






Method for the adjustment of an 
anaesthesia device or respirator 
Priorities: [DE102004036879 29 Jul 
2004]
UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl A61M 
16/00(2006.01)




Waterproof cover for an audio system 
UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl H05K 
5/06(2006.01)
GB2428887 (GB0615359.7) 02 Aug 2006
FINISAR CORPORATION 




Polarization control in vcsels using 
photonic crystals 
Priorities: [US11196571 03 Aug 2005]
UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl H01S 
5/183(2006.01)
GB2429092 (GB0515465.3) 27 Jul 2005
INGENIA TECHNOLOGY LIMITED 
(INCORPORATED IN THE UNITED 
KINGDOM)
Inventors:
BUCHANAN, JAMES D R
COWBURN, RUSSELL P
Token Signature Based Record Access 
UKC Headings: N0T G4H Int Cl G06F 
1/00(2006.01) G07C 9/00(2006.01)
GB2429158 (GB0612532.2) 02 Sep 2004
AHOF BIOPHYSICAL SYSTEMS INC 




Low frequency vibration assisted blood 
perfusion emergency system 
Priorities: [CA2439667 04 Sep 2003]
Earlier date under section 15 (4)
GB0602326.1
UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl A61B 
17/22(2006.01) A61P 7/02(2006.01)
GB2429189 (GB0517115.2) 20 Aug 2005
TECH-NI-FOLD LTD 





Drum for a creasing device 
UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl B31F 
1/10(2006.01)
GB2429776 (GB0614845.6) 26 Jul 2006
LEICA MICROSYSTEMS 
NUSSLOCH GMBH 






Apparatus for producing tissue arrays 
Priorities: [DE102005041780 01 Sep 
2005]
UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl G01N 
1/28(2006.01) C12M 1/16(2006.01) 
G01N 1/04(2006.01) G01N 
1/08(2006.01)
GB2429870 (GB0616998.1) 29 Aug 2006




Voice call system adapted to support 
computer terminal 
Priorities: [JP2005247521 29 Aug 2005]
UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl H04M 
19/04(2006.01)
GB2429955 (GB0624310.9) 12 May 2005
LEXMARK INTERNATIONAL, INC. 




Resistor protective layer for micro-fluid 
ejection devices 
Priorities: [US10846323 14 May 2004]
PCT Details: PCT/US2005/016703
WO2005/118298 15 Dec 2006
UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl B41J 
2/14(2006.01) B41J 2/05(2006.01)
GB2430184 (GB0519005.3) 17 Sep 2005
PIHSIANG MACHINERY 
MANUFACTURING CO., LTD. 
(INCORPORATED IN TAIWAN)
Inventors:
WU, DONALD P H
Auxiliary power unit starting apparatus 
for a wheelchair 
UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl A61G 
5/04(2006.01) B60K 7/00(2006.01) 
G01L 3/14(2006.01)
GB2430286 (GB0623495.9) 01 Nov 2005
DELL PRODUCTS L.P. 






System and method for information 
handling system image network 
communication 
Priorities: [US10979632 02 Nov 2004]
Earlier date under section 15 (4)
GB0522296.3
UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl G06F 
9/445(2006.01)






A flat-folding umbrella 
UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl A45B 
19/00(2006.01) A45B 19/12(2006.01)




Multi-functional pocket tool 
UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl B26B 
11/00(2006.01) B26B 1/02(2006.01) 
B26B 13/22(2006.01) F21V 
33/00(2006.01) F21K 7/00(2006.01)
GB2430681 (GB0625619.2) 19 Feb 2004
CHEVRON U.S.A. INC 






Blending of low viscosity Fischer-
Tropsch base oils and Fischer-Tropsch 
derived bottoms or bright stock 
Priorities: [US10387211 11 Mar 2003]
Earlier date under section 15 (4)
GB0518972.5
UKC Headings: C5F Int Cl C10M 
105/04(2006.01) C10N 20/02(2006.01) 
C10N 30/02(2006.01)
Patents granted: Number Index - cont
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GB2430920 (GB0014359.4) 05 Jun 2000
ROLLS-ROYCE PLC 




Shrouded nozzle arrangement 
UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl F02K 
1/00(2006.01) F02K 1/82(2006.01)
GB2430994 (GB8132088.9) 23 Oct 1981
SHORTS MISSILE SYSTEMS 




MOLES, JOHN A G
RANSOM, RICHARD S
Guided missile 
Priorities: [GB8034267 24 Oct 1980]
[GB8034266 24 Oct 1980]
UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl F42B 
12/60(2006.01)
GB2431458 (GB0622996.7) 30 Apr 2004
AVAGO TECHNOLOGIES ECBU IP 





System and method for optically 
detecting a click event 
Priorities: [US10440709 19 May 2003]
Earlier date under section 15 (4)
GB0409802.6
UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl G06F 
3/042(2006.01) G06F 3/033(2006.01) 
G06K 9/22(2006.01)
GB2431827 (GB0522025.6) 28 Oct 2005
MOTOROLA INC 





Radio bearer management in a cellular 
communication system 
UKC Headings: N0T H4L Int Cl H04Q 
7/00(2006.01) H04L 12/24(2006.01) 
H04L 12/56(2006.01) H04Q 
7/22(2006.01)
GB2431911 (GB0522780.6) 08 Nov 2005
SPEAR GROUP HOLDINGS 






UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl B65C 
3/12(2006.01) B65C 9/30(2006.01)




Tool rack for tool box 
UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl B25H 
3/00(2006.01) B25H 3/04(2006.01) 
B65D 85/20(2006.01) E05C 
1/04(2006.01) E05C 3/00(2006.01)
GB2432027 (GB0521428.3) 21 Oct 2005
MINIVATOR LIMITED 




Wireless fault monitoring system 
UKC Headings: N0T G4N Int Cl A61G 
7/10(2006.01) A61G 5/06(2006.01)
GB2432387 (GB0625226.6) 09 Jul 2004
WEATHERFORD/LAMB INC. 













Apparatus for wellbore communication 
Priorities: [US60485816 09 Jul 2003]
Earlier date under section 15 (4)
GB0415449.8
UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl E21B 
33/04(2006.01) E21B 34/16(2006.01) 
E21B 47/01(2006.01) E21B 
47/09(2006.01) E21B 47/12(2006.01) 
H01Q 1/04(2006.01)
GB2432569 (GB0702519.0) 27 Sep 2004
EISENMANN CORPORATION 






System and method for firing bricks 
Priorities: [US60506387 26 Sep 2003]
Earlier date under section 15 (4)
GB0605277.3
UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl B65G 
67/16(2006.01) B66F 9/06(2006.01) 
F27D 3/12(2006.01)
GB2432650 (GB8228426.6) 05 Oct 1982
MBDA UK LIMITED 










Priorities: [GB8130455 09 Oct 1981]
[GB8221792 30 Jul 1982]
UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl F42B 
15/34(2006.01) F42B 15/01(2006.01)




Removable axle method incorporated 
within a collapsible motor cycle trailer 
Priorities: [GB0524751 03 Dec 2005]
UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl B62D 
63/06(2006.01) B60P 3/07(2006.01)
GB2434447 (GB0705948.8) 07 May 2005
SHEFFIELD HALLAM UNIVERSITY 





Fluorescent probe for the detection of 
corrosion 
Earlier date under section 15 (4)
GB0509358.8
UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl G01N 
17/04(2006.01) G01N 21/00(2006.01) 
G01N 21/64(2006.01)
GB2435000 (GB0709195.2) 21 Jul 2005
RECKITT BENCKISER (UK) 





Spray device outlet head 
Priorities: [GB0416801 28 Jul 2004]
Earlier date under section 15 (4)
GB0702584.4
UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl B05B 
1/00(2006.01) B65D 83/00(2006.01)
This index is based on the current UK Classification Key. The Classification of the specification of an individual patent may differ from
that of the specification accompanying the application published under Section 16 for various reasons such as changes in the subject
matter disclosed in these specifications or changes to the Key.
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This index lists, in alphabetical order, the names of proprietors
and inventors for patents whose grant is announced in this issue of
the Journal. The entry under the name of the proprietor sets out the
details of the patent including the name of any inventor who is not
also a proprietor. Where an inventor is also a proprietor, the name
appears in the index only as a proprietor. Where there are joint
proprietors, details of the patent are given only for the entry under
the name of a first proprietor, the entries under the names of the
other proprietors being cross referenced to the entry for the first
proprietor. Where an inventor is not also a proprietor, then the
entry under the name of the inventor is cross referenced to the entry
for the proprietor, or the first proprietor in the case of joint
proprietors.
Each entry under the name of the (or the first) proprietor
provides the following information: the name(s) of the
proprietor(s); the country of incorporation; the names of inventors
who are not also proprietors; the UK Classification Headings
accorded to the patent; and the publication number of the patent.
There follows three examples of entries in this index. The first
example illustrates the case where there is a single proprietor who is
also the inventor. The second example illustrates the case where
there is a single proprietor and an inventor who is not also a
proprietor, and includes the entry for the inventor. The third
example illustrates the case where there are joint proprietors and a n
inventor who is not also a proprietor, and includes the entries for









(72)Kwahara,Hideo See Nippon Sheet Glass Co Ltd
(Incorporated in Japan)
Example 3
(73)Air Traction Industries Limited,
(Incorporated in the United Kingdom),
(73)ABEC Venture Partnership
(Incorporated in the United Kingdom) and 
(73)Plaxtons Plc
(incorporated in the United Kingdom)
(72)(Dobbie,Clelland RM)
(52)B7H (11)GB2175550
(73)ABEC Venture Partnership See Air Traction Industries
Limited
(Incorporated in the United Kingdom)
(72)Dobbie,ClellandRM See Air Traction Industries Limited)
(Incorporated in the United Kingdom)
(73)Plaxtons Plc See Air Traction Industries Limited
(Incorporated in the United Kingdom)
24 October 2007 Patents and Designs Journal No. 6179 4953
Agilent Technologies, Inc. 
(Incorporated in USA - Delaware)  
(Amorese, Douglas A)  (Bruhn, 
Laurakay)  (Caren, Michael P)  
(Leonard, Leslie A)  (Pittaro, Richard 
J)  (Schembri, Carol T)  (Webb, Peter 
G)  (Wolber, Paul K)
N0T GB2404381
Ahern, David G See Vectura Ltd 
(Incorporated in the United Kingdom)
Ahof Biophysical Systems Inc 
(Incorporated in Canada - British 
Columbia)  (Hoffmann, Andrew K)
N0T GB2429158
Al-Bakri, Ban See Motorola Inc 
(Incorporated in USA - Delaware)
Allen, Jack See Weatherford/Lamb Inc. 
(Incorporated in USA - Delaware)
American Scientific Innovations LLC 
See Brain Fingerprinting Laboratories 
Inc (Incorporated in USA - Delaware)
Amorese, Douglas A See Agilent 
Technologies, Inc. (Incorporated in 
USA - Delaware)




Avago Technologies ECBU IP 
(Singapore) Pte. Ltd (Incorporated 
in Singapore)  (Baharav, Izhak)  
(Machinda, Akihiro)
N0T GB2431458
Avdel UK Limited (Incorporated in the 
United Kingdom)  (Dear, Aiden R)
N0T GB2424609
B.I.Tec Ltd (Incorporated in Japan)  
(Bandoh, Shunichi)  (Zako, Masaru)
N0T GB2423025
Backhouse, Robert C See Trysome 
Limited (Incorporated in the United 
Kingdom)
Baharav, Izhak See Avago Technologies 
ECBU IP (Singapore) Pte. Ltd 
(Incorporated in Singapore)
Bai, Zhengyu See Nuctech Company 
Limited (Incorporated in China)
Bandoh, Shunichi See B.I.Tec Ltd 
(Incorporated in Japan)
Banno, Koichi See Murata 
Manufacturing Co., Ltd (Incorporated 
in Japan)
Bansal, R K See Weatherford/Lamb Inc. 
(Incorporated in USA - Delaware)
Barrett, Paul G See Tech-ni-Fold Ltd 
(Incorporated in the United Kingdom)
Bartlett, Ronald P See MBDA UK 
Limited (Incorporated in the United 
Kingdom)
BB PLASTICS, L.L.C. (Incorporated 
in USA - New Jersey)  (Silverman, 
Arthur)
N0T GB2407610
Bedford, David See Reckitt Benckiser 




Bespak plc (Incorporated in the United 
Kingdom)  (Chilvers, Kevin)  (Dyble, 
Stephen M)  (McDonnell, Mike)  
(Warby, Richard)
N0T F2V GB2424940
BISSELL Homecare, Inc. 
(Incorporated in USA - Michigan)  
(McDowell, David E)  (Moyher, 
George)  (Parker, Timothy S)  (Reed, 
Charles A Jr)
N0T GB2417702
Boland, James A See Ford Global 
Technologies, LLC (Incorporated in 
USA - Delaware)
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Brain Fingerprinting Laboratories 
Inc (Incorporated in USA - Delaware) 
and American Scientific 
Innovations LLC (Incorporated in 
USA - Nevada)  (Farwell, Lawrence A)
N0T GB2421329
Brenner, James M See Hewlett-Packard 
Development Company, L.P.
Brett, Steve See Ford Global 
Technologies, LLC (Incorporated in 
USA - Delaware)
Broto, Karine See Institut Francais du 
Petrole (Incorporated in France)
Brown, John G See Cholerton Limited 
(Incorporated in the United Kingdom)
Bruhn, Laurakay See Agilent 
Technologies, Inc. (Incorporated in 
USA - Delaware)
Bryant, David See Sheffield Hallam 
University (Incorporated in the United 
Kingdom)
Buchanan, James D R See Ingenia 
Technology Limited (Incorporated in 
the United Kingdom)
Butler, Martin See Reckitt Benckiser 
(UK) Limited (Incorporated in the 
United Kingdom)
Butt, David C See Rolls-Royce plc 
(Incorporated in the United Kingdom)
Caine, Jonathan E See Ford Global 
Technologies, LLC (Incorporated in 
USA - Delaware)
Candel, Bruno M B See Pandrol 
Limited (Incorporated in the United 
Kingdom)
Caren, Michael P See Agilent 
Technologies, Inc. (Incorporated in 
USA - Delaware)
Carle, Jean-Paul See Compagnie 
Generale de Geophysique 
(Incorporated in France)
Carlson, Cliff See Ford Global 
Technologies, LLC (Incorporated in 
USA - Delaware)
Catalina, Miguel See Motorola Inc 
(Incorporated in USA - Delaware)
Chadwick, Mark See Surgichem Limited 
(Incorporated in the United Kingdom)
Champion Elite Company Limited 
See Midaswei Trading Co Ltd 
(Incorporated in Taiwan)
Chandler, Brian See Pipeline Induction 
Heat Limited (Incorporated in the 
United Kingdom)
Chandler, Simon J See TeraView 
Limited (Incorporated in the United 
Kingdom)
Chang, Woong S See Research Institute 
of Industrial Science & Technology 
(Incorporated in the Republic of 
Korea)
Chapman, Lee M See Pandrol Limited 
(Incorporated in the United Kingdom)
Charlton, Martin See Mesophotonics 






Chen, Zhiqiang See Nuctech Company 
Limited (Incorporated in China)
Cheung, Kam-Wing See John 
Manufacturing Limited (Incorporated 
in Hong Kong)
Chevron U.S.A. Inc (Incorporated in 
USA - Delaware)  (Kramer, David C)  
(Pudlak, Joseph M)  (Rosenbaum, John 
M)
C5F GB2417037
 (Kramer, David C)  (Pudlak, Joseph 




Childs, Ashley E See Hewlett-Packard 
Development Company, L.P.
Chilvers, Kevin See Bespak plc 
(Incorporated in the United Kingdom)
Cholerton Limited (Incorporated in the 
United Kingdom)  (Brown, John G)
N0T GB2416532
Clarke, Roger W See Vectura Ltd 
(Incorporated in the United Kingdom)
Cole, Bryan E See TeraView Limited 
(Incorporated in the United Kingdom)
Compagnie Generale de Geophysique 
(Incorporated in France)  (Carle, Jean-
Paul)  (Manin, Michel)  (Schom, 
Frédéric)  (Weiss, Peter)
N0T GB2426056
ConocoPhillips Company 
(Incorporated in USA - Delaware)  
(Salama, Mamdouh M)
E1F GB2424436
Cowburn, Russell P See Ingenia 
Technology Limited (Incorporated in 
the United Kingdom)
Cox, Tim W See Dell Products L.P. 
(Incorporated in USA - Texas)
Cramer, Christoph See Robert Bosch 
GmbH (Incorporated in the Federal 
Republic of Germany)
Crane, John F W See MBDA UK 
Limited (Incorporated in the United 
Kingdom)
Crisp, Richard See SCA PACKAGING 
Limited (Incorporated in the United 
Kingdom)
Dai Nippon Printing Co Ltd 
(Incorporated in Japan)  (Mita, Kozo)  
(Takahagi, Atsuko)
N0T GB2414226
Dani, Ashay See Intel Corporation 
(Incorporated in USA - Delaware)
Daniels, Robert G See MBDA UK 
Limited (Incorporated in the United 
Kingdom)
Davies, John See Nissan Motor 
Manufacturing (UK) Limited 
(Incorporated in the United Kingdom)
Dear, Aiden R See Avdel UK Limited 
(Incorporated in the United Kingdom)
Dell Products L.P. (Incorporated in 
USA - Texas)  (Cox, Tim W)  (Hanes, 
Kevin)  (Jarvis, Marc)  (Kamalanathan, 
Chandar)
N0T GB2430286
Deng, Hongyu See Finisar Corporation 
(Incorporated in USA - Delaware)
Douglass, John A 
H4F H4R GB2406454
Drager Medical AG & Co. KG 
(Incorporated in the Federal Republic 
of Germany)  (Koch, Jochim)
N0T GB2422552
Dräger Medical AG & Co.KGaA 
(Incorporated in the Federal Republic 
of Germany)  (Koch, Hubertus)  
(Urbanski, Franz)  (Wasner, Carsten)
N0T GB2426935
Duncan, Kay See Ford Global 
Technologies, LLC (Incorporated in 
USA - Delaware)
Dunn, Albert J See Shorts Missile 
Systems Limited (Incorporated in the 
United Kingdom)
Dyble, Stephen M See Bespak plc 
(Incorporated in the United Kingdom)
Eason, Stephen W See Vectura Ltd 
(Incorporated in the United Kingdom)
Eccles (UK Foundries FE) Limited 
(Incorporated in the United Kingdom)  
(Eccles, Roger)
N0T GB2404409
Eccles, Roger See Eccles (UK Foundries 
FE) Limited (Incorporated in the 
United Kingdom)
Econoplas Limited (Incorporated in the 
United Kingdom)  (Gaskarth, John A)
N0T GB2399532
Eisenmann Corporation (Incorporated 
in USA - Delaware) and Woodside, J 
R  (Washburn, Ryan F)
N0T GB2432569
Endo, Shoichi See Immersion 
Corporation (Incorporated in USA - 
Delaware)
Evans, Peter A See Vectura Ltd 
(Incorporated in the United Kingdom)
Eves, Brian See Ford Global 
Technologies, LLC (Incorporated in 
USA - Delaware)
Ewe, Chor E 
N0T GB2423936
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Fairbank, Jeremy See Isis Innovation 
Limited (Incorporated in the United 
Kingdom)
Farwell, Lawrence A See Brain 
Fingerprinting Laboratories Inc 
(Incorporated in USA - Delaware)
Finisar Corporation (Incorporated in 
USA - Delaware)  (Deng, Hongyu)
N0T GB2428887
Fletcher, Malcolm See Spear Group 
Holdings Limited (Incorporated in the 
United Kingdom)
Flexitral, Inc (Incorporated in USA - 
Virginia)  (Turin, Luca)
N0T GB2417956
Ford Global Technologies, LLC 
(Incorporated in USA - Delaware)  
(Brett, Steve)  (Caine, Jonathan E)  
(Duncan, Kay)  (Eves, Brian)  (Pierce, 
Gary)
B1W GB2414199
 (Carlson, Cliff)  (Teslak, Chris)
N0T GB2415671




Fuji Jukogyo Kabushiki Kaisha See 
Sanden Corporation (Incorporated in 
Japan)
Fujii, Shigeo See Kao Corporation 
(Incorporated in Japan)
Fujisaki, Takashi See Sanden 
Corporation (Incorporated in Japan)
Fukushima, Mamoru See Sanden 
Corporation (Incorporated in Japan)
Furrer + Frey AG Ingenieurburo - 
Fahrleitungsbau (Incorporated in 
Switzerland)  (Furrer, Beat)  (Nünlist, 
Felix) N0T GB2415176
Furrer, Beat See Furrer + Frey AG 
Ingenieurburo - Fahrleitungsbau 
(Incorporated in Switzerland)
Gaffney, Charles and Gaffney, 
Edward 
N0T GB2408211
Gaffney, Edward See Gaffney, Charles
Garrec, David See Motorola Inc 
(Incorporated in USA - Delaware)
Gaskarth, John A See Econoplas 
Limited (Incorporated in the United 
Kingdom)
General Electric Company 
(Incorporated in USA - New York)  
(Kaminski, Christopher A)  (Lee, Sang 
W)  (Nygard, Robert J)  (Tanavde, 
Anand S)
N0T GB2414600
Gordon, Gayle E See Learning 
Resources, Inc (Incorporated in USA - 
Illinois)
Greenfield, David See Sheffield Hallam 
University (Incorporated in the United 
Kingdom)




Gualtieri, Domenico See Visy Industrial 
Plastics Pty Ltd (Incorporated in 
Australia)
Hall, David See MINIVATOR 
LIMITED (Incorporated in the United 
Kingdom)
Han, Yanjun See Nuctech Company 
Limited (Incorporated in China)
Hanes, Kevin See Dell Products L.P. 
(Incorporated in USA - Texas)
Haralambous, Kallis  (Haralambous, 
Kallis)
N0T GB2412297
— and See Haralambous, Kallis
Harmer, Quentin J See Vectura Ltd 
(Incorporated in the United Kingdom)
Harper, Kit L See Hewlett-Packard 
Development Company, L.P.
Harris, Graham See Tech-ni-Fold Ltd 
(Incorporated in the United Kingdom)
Hart, Jonathan See Surgichem Limited 
(Incorporated in the United Kingdom)
Hewlett-Packard Development 
Company, L.P.  (Madhavan, Sajeev)
N0T GB2405006
 (Brenner, James M)  (Juve, Ronald A)  
(Quintana, Jason)
N0T GB2407299
 (Shilling, Charles R)
N0T GB2408165
 (Anderson, Ian)  (Childs, Ashley E)  
(Harper, Kit L)  (Mantooth, Harold F)  
(Michael, Donald L)  (Stirn, Daniel)
N0T GB2425989
Hiranuma, Haruki See Seiko 
Instruments Inc (Incorporated in 
Japan)
Hiranuma, Yoshinao See Sanyo Electric 
Co., Ltd. (Incorporated in Japan)
Hoffmann, Andrew K See Ahof 
Biophysical Systems Inc (Incorporated 
in Canada - British Columbia)
Holland, Brian G See Zarlink 
Semiconductor Limited (Incorporated 
in the United Kingdom)
Hosie, David G See Weatherford/Lamb 
Inc. (Incorporated in USA - Delaware)
Houldcroft, David See MBDA UK 
Limited (Incorporated in the United 
Kingdom)
Houle, Sabina See Intel Corporation 
(Incorporated in USA - Delaware)
Howlett, Robert See Merlin Services Ltd 
(Incorporated in the United Kingdom)
Hu, Bin See Nuctech Company Limited 
(Incorporated in China)
Hu, Haifeng See Nuctech Company 
Limited (Incorporated in China)
Immersion Corporation (Incorporated 





Ingenia Technology Limited 
(Incorporated in the United Kingdom)  
(Buchanan, James D R)  (Cowburn, 
Russell P)
N0T G4H GB2429092
Inoue, Yasuaki See Sanyo Electric Co., 
Ltd. (Incorporated in Japan)
Institut Francais du Petrole 
(Incorporated in France)  (Broto, 
Karine)
N0T GB2401966
Intel Corporation (Incorporated in 
USA - Delaware)  (Dani, Ashay)  
(Houle, Sabina)
N0T GB2417828
Ishizuka, Kazunori See Pentax 
Corporation (Incorporated in Japan)
Isis Innovation Limited (Incorporated 
in the United Kingdom)  (Fairbank, 
Jeremy)  (McCulloch, Malcolm)
A5R GB2404864
Jarvis, Marc See Dell Products L.P. 
(Incorporated in USA - Texas)
Jasso, Alex See Immersion Corporation 
(Incorporated in USA - Delaware)
Jiang, Nan See Nuctech Company 
Limited (Incorporated in China)
John Manufacturing Limited 
(Incorporated in Hong Kong)  
(Cheung, Kam-Wing)  (Lee, Ka-Lai)  
(Tsoi, Leung-Woon)  (Yuen, John S)
N0T GB2405463
Juve, Ronald A See Hewlett-Packard 
Development Company, L.P.
Kabushiki Kaisha Toshiba 
(Incorporated in Japan)  (Mori, 
Toshiki)  (Osaki, Yoshiro)
N0T GB2423885
Kamalanathan, Chandar See Dell 
Products L.P. (Incorporated in USA - 
Texas)
Kaminski, Christopher A See General 
Electric Company (Incorporated in 
USA - New York)
Kao Corporation (Incorporated in 
Japan)  (Fujii, Shigeo)  (Kitayama, 
Hiroaki)
C4V GB2403725
Kim, Sook H See Research Institute of 
Industrial Science & Technology 
(Incorporated in the Republic of 
Korea)
Kitayama, Hiroaki See Kao 
Corporation (Incorporated in Japan)
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Koch, Hubertus See Dräger Medical AG 
& Co.KGaA (Incorporated in the 
Federal Republic of Germany)
Koch, Jochim See Drager Medical AG & 
Co. KG (Incorporated in the Federal 
Republic of Germany)
Kramer, David C See Chevron U.S.A. 
Inc (Incorporated in USA - Delaware)
Kweon, Young G See Research Institute 
of Industrial Science & Technology 
(Incorporated in the Republic of 
Korea)
Lach, Hon-Yon See Motorola Inc 
(Incorporated in USA - Delaware)
Le, Tuong T See Weatherford/Lamb Inc. 
(Incorporated in USA - Delaware)
Lear Corporation (Incorporated in 
USA - Delaware)  (Stack, John A)
N0T GB2423334
Learning Resources, Inc (Incorporated 
in USA - Illinois)  (Gordon, Gayle E)  
(Ng, Kwok-ho)
N0T GB2421810
Lee, Ka-Lai See John Manufacturing 
Limited (Incorporated in Hong Kong)
Lee, Sang W See General Electric 
Company (Incorporated in USA - New 
York)
Leek, Stanley See MBDA UK Limited 
(Incorporated in the United Kingdom)
Leica Microsystems Nussloch GmbH 
(Incorporated in the Federal Republic 
of Germany)  (Metzner, Rolf)  (Walter, 
Roland) N0T GB2429776
Leonard, Leslie A See Agilent 
Technologies, Inc. (Incorporated in 
USA - Delaware)
Lewis, Timothy A See Toshiba Research 
Europe Limited (Incorporated in the 
United Kingdom)
Lexmark International, Inc. 
(Incorporated in USA - Delaware)  
(Miller, Robert E)
N0T GB2429955
Li, Jianmin See Nuctech Company 
Limited (Incorporated in China)
Liang, Zhizhong See Nuctech Company 
Limited (Incorporated in China)
Liu, Fu-Tien See Liu, Fu-Tien
Liu, Fu-Tien and Su, Ping-Tung  (Liu, 
Fu-Tien)
N0T GB2420273
AND Su, Ping-Tung 
N0T GB2430361
Liu, Rongxuan See Nuctech Company 
Limited (Incorporated in China)
Lloyd, David R See Sanken Power 
Systems (UK) Limited (Incorporated 
in the United Kingdom)
Loretto, Michael See Rolls-Royce plc 
(Incorporated in the United Kingdom)
Lorient Polyproducts Limited 
(Incorporated in the United Kingdom)  
(Mann, Robert M)
N0T GB2407339
Lynch, Michael J See Weatherford/Lamb 
Inc. (Incorporated in USA - Delaware)
Machinda, Akihiro See Avago 
Technologies ECBU IP (Singapore) 
Pte. Ltd (Incorporated in Singapore)
Maclean, Colin See Paradise Motor 
Homes Pty Ltd (Incorporated in 
Australia)
Madhavan, Sajeev See Hewlett-Packard 
Development Company, L.P.
Makuta, Yuji See Sanden Corporation 
(Incorporated in Japan)
Manin, Michel See Compagnie Generale 
de Geophysique (Incorporated in 
France)
Mann, Robert M See Lorient 
Polyproducts Limited (Incorporated in 
the United Kingdom)
Mantooth, Harold F See Hewlett-
Packard Development Company, L.P.
Masterson, Brandon See Ford Global 
Technologies, LLC (Incorporated in 
USA - Delaware)
Matsumoto, Toshio See Pentax 
Corporation (Incorporated in Japan)
Maxpat Trading & Marketing (Far 
East) Limited (Incorporated in Hong 
Kong)  (Settele, Ignaz)
A4D GB2414926
MBDA UK Limited (Incorporated in 
the United Kingdom)  (Bartlett, 
Ronald P)  (Crane, John F W)  
(Daniels, Robert G)  (Houldcroft, 
David)  (Leek, Stanley)  (Peckham, 
Derek H)
N0T GB2432650
McAllister, Mark See ZEPF 
Technologies UK Limited 
(Incorporated in the United Kingdom)
McCulloch, Malcolm See Isis 
Innovation Limited (Incorporated in 
the United Kingdom)
McDonnell, Mike See Bespak plc 
(Incorporated in the United Kingdom)
McDowell, David E See BISSELL 
Homecare, Inc. (Incorporated in USA - 
Michigan)
Mellin, Eric See Motorola Inc 
(Incorporated in USA - Delaware)
Merlin Services Ltd (Incorporated in 
the United Kingdom)  (Howlett, 
Robert)
N0T E1S GB2426029
Mesophotonics Limited (Incorporated 
in the United Kingdom)  (Charlton, 
Martin)  (Parker, Greg)  (Zoorob, 
Majd)
G2J N0T GB2420875
Metzner, Rolf See Leica Microsystems 
Nussloch GmbH (Incorporated in the 
Federal Republic of Germany)
Michael, Donald L See Hewlett-Packard 
Development Company, L.P.
Micron Technology, Inc. (Incorporated 
in USA - Delaware)  (Neaves, Philip)
N0T GB2411060
Midaswei Trading Co Ltd 
(Incorporated in Taiwan) and 
Champion Elite Company Limited 
(Incorporated in the British Virgin 
Islands)  (Wei, Tao C) N0T 
GB2415089
Miller, Robert E See Lexmark 
International, Inc. (Incorporated in 
USA - Delaware)
MINIVATOR LIMITED (Incorporated 
in the United Kingdom)  (Hall, David)
N0T G4N GB2432027
Mita, Kozo See Dai Nippon Printing Co 
Ltd (Incorporated in Japan)
Miura, Hiroki See Sanyo Electric Co., 
Ltd. (Incorporated in Japan)
Moles, John A G See Shorts Missile 
Systems Limited (Incorporated in the 
United Kingdom)
Mori, Toshiki See Kabushiki Kaisha 
Toshiba (Incorporated in Japan)
Motorola Inc (Incorporated in USA - 
Delaware)  (Catalina, Miguel)  
(Garrec, David)  (Lach, Hon-Yon)  
(Mellin, Eric)
H4L GB2423439
 (Al-Bakri, Ban)  (Randall, Peter P)
N0T H4L GB2431827
Moyher, George See BISSELL 
Homecare, Inc. (Incorporated in USA - 
Michigan)
Murata Manufacturing Co., Ltd 
(Incorporated in Japan)  (Banno, 
Koichi)
N0T C1J GB2426515
Nagai, Nobuyuki See Pentax 
Corporation (Incorporated in Japan)
Nangle, Douglas 
N0T GB2432816
Neaves, Philip See Micron Technology, 
Inc. (Incorporated in USA - Delaware)
NEC Infrontia Corporation 
(Incorporated in Japan)  (Ohki, 
Yasuomi)
N0T GB2429870
Nero, Kenneth M See 
Weatherford/Lamb Inc. (Incorporated 
in USA - Delaware)
Ng, Kwok-ho See Learning Resources, 
Inc (Incorporated in USA - Illinois)
Nissan Motor Manufacturing (UK) 
Limited (Incorporated in the United 
Kingdom)  (Davies, John)
A4L GB2417416
Nomura, Hiroshi See Pentax 
Corporation (Incorporated in Japan)
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Noske, Joe See Weatherford/Lamb Inc. 
(Incorporated in USA - Delaware)
Nuctech Company Limited 
(Incorporated in China) and 
Tsinghua University (Incorporated 
in China)  (Bai, Zhengyu)  (Chen, 
Zhiqiang)  (Han, Yanjun)  (Hu, Bin)  
(Hu, Haifeng)  (Jiang, Nan)  (Li, 
Jianmin)  (Liang, Zhizhong)  (Liu, 
Rongxuan)  (Peng, Hua)  (Shen, 
Wanquan)  (Song, Quanwei)  (Su, 
Jianjun)  (Sun, Shangmin)  (Wang, 
Jiantao)  (Wu, Yucheng)  (Yang, 
Guang)  (Yang, Hongliang)
N0T GB2423910
Nünlist, Felix See Furrer + Frey AG 
Ingenieurburo - Fahrleitungsbau 
(Incorporated in Switzerland)
Nygard, Robert J See General Electric 
Company (Incorporated in USA - New 
York)
Ohki, Yasuomi See NEC Infrontia 
Corporation (Incorporated in Japan)
Olive, Clive E See Rolls-Royce plc 
(Incorporated in the United Kingdom)
Omori, Nobukazu See Seiko 
Instruments Inc (Incorporated in 
Japan)
Osaki, Yoshiro See Kabushiki Kaisha 
Toshiba (Incorporated in Japan)
Pandrol Limited (Incorporated in the 
United Kingdom)  (Candel, Bruno M 
B)  (Chapman, Lee M)
N0T GB2419367
Paradise Motor Homes Pty Ltd 
(Incorporated in Australia)  (Maclean, 
Colin)
N0T GB2421224
Parker, Greg See Mesophotonics 
Limited (Incorporated in the United 
Kingdom)
Parker, Timothy S See BISSELL 
Homecare, Inc. (Incorporated in USA - 
Michigan)
Pavel, David See Weatherford/Lamb Inc. 
(Incorporated in USA - Delaware)
Peckham, Derek H See MBDA UK 
Limited (Incorporated in the United 
Kingdom)
Peng, Hua See Nuctech Company 
Limited (Incorporated in China)
Pentax Corporation (Incorporated in 
Japan)  (Matsumoto, Toshio)
C1J N0T GB2408505
 (Ishizuka, Kazunori)  (Nagai, 
Nobuyuki)  (Nomura, Hiroshi)  
(Suzuki, Toshiharu)
N0T GB2417099
Pierce, Gary See Ford Global 
Technologies, LLC (Incorporated in 
USA - Delaware)
Pihsiang Machinery Manufacturing 
Co., Ltd. (Incorporated in Taiwan)  
(Wu, Donald P H)
N0T GB2430184
Pipeline Induction Heat Limited 
(Incorporated in the United Kingdom)  
(Chandler, Brian)
N0T GB2421778
Pittaro, Richard J See Agilent 
Technologies, Inc. (Incorporated in 
USA - Delaware)
Povey, Timothy See ZEPF Technologies 
UK Limited (Incorporated in the 
United Kingdom)
Pudlak, Joseph M See Chevron U.S.A. 
Inc (Incorporated in USA - Delaware)
Quintana, Jason See Hewlett-Packard 
Development Company, L.P.
Randall, Peter P See Motorola Inc 
(Incorporated in USA - Delaware)
Ransom, Richard S See Shorts Missile 
Systems Limited (Incorporated in the 
United Kingdom)
Reckitt Benckiser (UK) Limited 
(Incorporated in the United Kingdom)  
(Bedford, David)  (Butler, Martin)
N0T GB2435000
Reed, Charles A Jr See BISSELL 
Homecare, Inc. (Incorporated in USA - 
Michigan)
Research Institute of Industrial 
Science & Technology (Incorporated 
in the Republic of Korea)  (Chang, 
Woong S)  (Kim, Sook H)  (Kweon, 
Young G) N0T GB2403444
Robert Bosch GmbH (Incorporated in 
the Federal Republic of Germany)  
(Cramer, Christoph)
N0T GB2420843
Rolls-Royce plc (Incorporated in the 
United Kingdom)  (Butt, David C)
N0T GB2411437
 (Loretto, Michael)  (Samarov, Victor)  
(Tonks, Robert C)  (Voice, Wayne E)  
(Wu, Xinhua)
N0T GB2424200
 (Olive, Clive E)
N0T GB2430920
Rosenbaum, John M See Chevron 
U.S.A. Inc (Incorporated in USA - 
Delaware)
Rozek, Kenneth E See 
Weatherford/Lamb Inc. (Incorporated 
in USA - Delaware)
Sadiq, Jake 
N0T GB2414348
Safa, Catharine  (Safa, Catharine)
N0T GB2402515
— and See Safa, Catharine
Salama, Mamdouh M See 
ConocoPhillips Company 
(Incorporated in USA - Delaware)
Samarov, Victor See Rolls-Royce plc 
(Incorporated in the United Kingdom)
Sanden Corporation (Incorporated in 
Japan) and Fuji Jukogyo Kabushiki 
Kaisha (Incorporated in Japan)  
(Fujisaki, Takashi)  (Fukushima, 
Mamoru)  (Makuta, Yuji)  (Wada, 
Naoki)
N0T GB2401676
Sanken Power Systems (UK) Limited 
(Incorporated in the United Kingdom)  
(Lloyd, David R)
N0T GB2416434
Sanyo Electric Co., Ltd. (Incorporated 
in Japan)  (Hiranuma, Yoshinao)  
(Inoue, Yasuaki)  (Miura, Hiroki)  
(Yamazaki, Yasuhiro)
N0T GB2412265
SCA PACKAGING Limited 





Schembri, Carol T See Agilent 
Technologies, Inc. (Incorporated in 
USA - Delaware)
Schom, Frédéric See Compagnie 
Generale de Geophysique 
(Incorporated in France)
Seiko Instruments Inc (Incorporated in 
Japan)  (Hiranuma, Haruki)  (Omori, 
Nobukazu)
N0T GB2422212
Settele, Ignaz See Maxpat Trading & 
Marketing (Far East) Limited 
(Incorporated in Hong Kong)
Sheffield Hallam University 
(Incorporated in the United Kingdom)  
(Bryant, David)  (Greenfield, David)
N0T GB2434447
Shen, Wanquan See Nuctech Company 
Limited (Incorporated in China)
Shilling, Charles R See Hewlett-
Packard Development Company, L.P.
Shorts Missile Systems Limited 
(Incorporated in the United Kingdom)  
(Dunn, Albert J)  (Moles, John A G)  
(Ransom, Richard S)
N0T GB2430994
Silverman, Arthur See BB PLASTICS, 
L.L.C. (Incorporated in USA - New 
Jersey)
Song, Quanwei See Nuctech Company 
Limited (Incorporated in China)
Spear Group Holdings Limited 
(Incorporated in the United Kingdom)  
(Fletcher, Malcolm)  (Stover, Jeffrey 
D)
N0T GB2431911
Stack, John A See Lear Corporation 
(Incorporated in USA - Delaware)
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Stirn, Daniel See Hewlett-Packard 
Development Company, L.P.
Stover, Jeffrey D See Spear Group 
Holdings Limited (Incorporated in the 
United Kingdom)
Su, Jianjun See Nuctech Company 
Limited (Incorporated in China)
Su, Ping-Tung See Liu, Fu-Tien
Sun, Shangmin See Nuctech Company 
Limited (Incorporated in China)
Surgichem Limited (Incorporated in 
the United Kingdom)  (Chadwick, 
Mark)  (Hart, Jonathan)  (Valentine, 
Scott)
N0T GB2416758
Suzuki, Toshiharu See Pentax 
Corporation (Incorporated in Japan)
Takahagi, Atsuko See Dai Nippon 
Printing Co Ltd (Incorporated in 
Japan)
Tanavde, Anand S See General Electric 
Company (Incorporated in USA - New 
York)
Tech-ni-Fold Ltd (Incorporated in the 
United Kingdom)  (Barrett, Paul G)  
(Harris, Graham)
N0T GB2429189
TeraView Limited (Incorporated in the 
United Kingdom)  (Chandler, Simon J)  
(Cole, Bryan E)
N0T H5R GB2411093
Teslak, Chris See Ford Global 
Technologies, LLC (Incorporated in 
USA - Delaware)
Tonks, Robert C See Rolls-Royce plc 
(Incorporated in the United Kingdom)
Toshiba Research Europe Limited 
(Incorporated in the United Kingdom)  
(Lewis, Timothy A)
N0T GB2423162
Trysome Limited (Incorporated in the 
United Kingdom)  (Backhouse, Robert 
C)
N0T GB2403179
Tsinghua University See Nuctech 
Company Limited (Incorporated in 
China)
Tsoi, Leung-Woon See John 
Manufacturing Limited (Incorporated 
in Hong Kong)
Turin, Luca See Flexitral, Inc 
(Incorporated in USA - Virginia)
Urbanski, Franz See Dräger Medical 
AG & Co.KGaA (Incorporated in the 
Federal Republic of Germany)
Valentine, Scott See Surgichem Limited 
(Incorporated in the United Kingdom)
Vectura Ltd (Incorporated in the United 
Kingdom)  (Ahern, David G)  (Clarke, 
Roger W)  (Eason, Stephen W)  
(Evans, Peter A)  (Harmer, Quentin J)
N0T GB2407042
Visy Industrial Plastics Pty Ltd 
(Incorporated in Australia)  (Gualtieri, 
Domenico)
N0T GB2408732
Voice, Wayne E See Rolls-Royce plc 
(Incorporated in the United Kingdom)
Wada, Naoki See Sanden Corporation 
(Incorporated in Japan)
Walter, Roland See Leica Microsystems 
Nussloch GmbH (Incorporated in the 
Federal Republic of Germany)
Wang, Jiantao See Nuctech Company 
Limited (Incorporated in China)
Warby, Richard See Bespak plc 
(Incorporated in the United Kingdom)
Washburn, Ryan F See Eisenmann 
Corporation (Incorporated in USA - 
Delaware)
Wasner, Carsten See Dräger Medical 
AG & Co.KGaA (Incorporated in the 
Federal Republic of Germany)
Watkins, Trevor See SCA 
PACKAGING Limited (Incorporated 
in the United Kingdom)
Weatherford/Lamb Inc. (Incorporated 
in USA - Delaware)  (Allen, Jack)  
(Bansal, R K)  (Hosie, David G)  (Le, 
Tuong T)  (Lynch, Michael J)  (Nero, 
Kenneth M)  (Noske, Joe)  (Pavel, 
David)  (Rozek, Kenneth E)  (Young, 
Allen R)
N0T GB2432387
Webb, Peter G See Agilent Technologies, 
Inc. (Incorporated in USA - Delaware)
Wei, Tao C See Midaswei Trading Co Ltd 
(Incorporated in Taiwan)
Weiss, Peter See Compagnie Generale de 
Geophysique (Incorporated in France)
Whitaker, David See Ford Global 
Technologies, LLC (Incorporated in 
USA - Delaware)
Wolber, Paul K See Agilent 
Technologies, Inc. (Incorporated in 
USA - Delaware)
Woodside, J R See Eisenmann 
Corporation (Incorporated in USA - 
Delaware)
Wu, Donald P H See Pihsiang 
Machinery Manufacturing Co., Ltd. 
(Incorporated in Taiwan)
Wu, Xinhua See Rolls-Royce plc 
(Incorporated in the United Kingdom)
Wu, Yucheng See Nuctech Company 
Limited (Incorporated in China)
Yamazaki, Yasuhiro See Sanyo Electric 
Co., Ltd. (Incorporated in Japan)
Yang, Guang See Nuctech Company 
Limited (Incorporated in China)
Yang, Hongliang See Nuctech Company 
Limited (Incorporated in China)
Young, Allen R See Weatherford/Lamb 
Inc. (Incorporated in USA - Delaware)
Yuen, John S See John Manufacturing 
Limited (Incorporated in Hong Kong)
Zako, Masaru See B.I.Tec Ltd 
(Incorporated in Japan)
Zarlink Semiconductor Limited 
(Incorporated in the United Kingdom)  
(Holland, Brian G)
N0T GB2401271
ZEPF Technologies UK Limited 
(Incorporated in the United Kingdom)  
(McAllister, Mark)  (Povey, Timothy)
N0T GB2417718
Zoorob, Majd See Mesophotonics 
Limited (Incorporated in the United 
Kingdom)
There follows an example of an entry for this index.
(11) EP0237366 (21) EP87400116.77 (26) NOT ENGLISH
(73) Jouveinal SA
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EP0723588 EP94928035.8
Genetics Institute, LLC 
EP0734159 EP95928027.2
SONY CORPORATION 
EP0764978 EP96112831.1  NOT ENGLISH
Infineon Technologies AG 
EP0782655 EP95932494.8
American Sterilizer Company 
EP0795200 EP95939966.8
FormFactor, Inc. 
EP0797080 EP97102943.4  NOT ENGLISH
Ostaco AG 
EP0805722 EP95943952.2
Turbocombustor Technology, Inc. 
EP0810452 EP97303607.2
MITSUI CHEMICALS, INC. 
EP0821441 EP97305398.6
SUMITOMO WIRING SYSTEMS, LTD. 
EP0854523 EP98100627.3




Daewoo Electronics Corporation 
EP0884859 EP98303073.5
Lucent Technologies Inc. 
EP0886454 EP98304594.9
Hewlett-Packard Development Company, L.P. 
EP0887753 EP97912449.2
Toho Business Management Center 
EP0887986 EP98202025.7  NOT ENGLISH
Koninklijke Philips Electronics N.V. 
EP0889645 EP98112464.7
Matsushita Electric Industrial Co., Ltd. 
EP0893945 EP98900724.0
ROHM CO., LTD. 
EP0910222 EP98440217.2  NOT ENGLISH
Alcatel Lucent 
EP0913279 EP98120551.1




Matsushita Electric Industrial Co., Ltd. 
EP0921754 EP97929748.8






MATSUSHITA ELECTRIC INDUSTRIAL CO., LTD. 
Grants mentioned in EPO Bulletin No 07/43 dated 24 October 2007
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EP0944114 EP99104008.0  NOT ENGLISH
Shell Solar GmbH 
EP0946496 EP97952036.8
Glaxo Group Limited 
EP0952719 EP99400794.6  NOT ENGLISH
TCL & ALCATEL MOBILE PHONES LIMITED 
EP0954547 EP97923555.3
PPG Industries Ohio, Inc. 
EP0959532 EP99108696.8




Nitto Denko Corporation 





GE Yokogawa Medical Systems Ltd. 
EP0986216 EP99115349.5




PIONEER HI-BRED INTERNATIONAL, INC. 
EP0992397 EP99402349.7  NOT ENGLISH
VALEO VISION 
EP0992930 EP99113738.1  NOT ENGLISH
Kabushiki Kaisha Sato 
EP1000806 EP99122182.1  NOT ENGLISH












BRISTOL-MYERS SQUIBB COMPANY 
EP1014815 EP98904987.9









EP1030998 EP99940233.2  NOT ENGLISH
VALEO VISION 
EP1033952 EP98958640.9






DSM IP Assets B.V. 
EP1046925 EP00108119.9  NOT ENGLISH
Leuze electronic GmbH + Co. KG 
EP1047928 EP98963972.9
Waters Investments Limited 
EP1048297 EP00106858.4
BRAINTREE LABORATORIES, INC. 
EP1051401 EP98956918.1
LONZA AG 
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EP1052454 EP00201582.4  NOT ENGLISH




EGT Developments, LLC 
EP1055819 EP00401476.7  NOT ENGLISH
HYDROPERFECT INTERNATIONAL HPI 
EP1058431 EP00304653.9




Sony Electronics Inc. 
EP1063196 EP00113363.6
SONY CORPORATION 
RESEARCH INSTITUTE OF INNOVATIVE 
TECHNOLOGY FOR THE EARTH 
EP1064359 EP99912837.4
GENENCOR INTERNATIONAL, INC. 
EP1073301 EP00306044.9
Lucent Technologies Inc. 
EP1073345 EP99916948.5  NOT ENGLISH
Pro Dietic RDP (S.A.R.L.) 
EP1075769 EP99941299.2
Telefonaktiebolaget LM Ericsson (publ) 
EP1075914 EP00306827.7
Black & Decker Inc. 
EP1077045 EP00306655.2
GE YOKOGAWA MEDICAL SYSTEMS, LTD. 
EP1078617 EP00117562.9
JOHNSON & JOHNSON INC. 
EP1080901 EP00109614.8
Hewlett-Packard Company    _A Delaware Corporation 
EP1081054 EP99830533.8
Tetra Laval Holdings & Finance SA 
EP1081551 EP00307504.1
CANON KABUSHIKI KAISHA 
EP1083071 EP00118356.5  NOT ENGLISH
Webasto AG 






Precision Products Systems, LLC 
EP1102339 EP00124323.7
Mitsubishi Chemical Corporation 
MATSUSHITA ELECTRIC INDUSTRIAL CO., LTD. 
EP1105735 EP99942104.3
Union Biometrica Technology Holdings Inc. 
EP1106800 EP99926936.8
Honda Giken Kogyo Kabushiki Kaisha 
EP1107066 EP00310188.8
ASML Netherlands B.V. 
EP1108751 EP00937216.0
MITSUI CHEMICALS, INC. 
EP1110817 EP00403460.9  NOT ENGLISH
VALEO VISION 
EP1111892 EP00311068.1
Nortel Networks Limited 
EP1112743 EP99938504.0
TOYAMA CHEMICAL CO., LTD. 
EP1113567 EP00944397.9




NISSAN MOTOR COMPANY LIMITED 
EP1117255 EP01300229.0
MATSUSHITA ELECTRIC INDUSTRIAL CO., LTD. 
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EP1117271 EP00403237.1
CANON EUROPA N.V. 
EP1118429 EP00921070.9
Shin-Etsu Handotai Co., Ltd 
EP1119878 EP99933462.6
Osram Opto Semiconductors GmbH & Co. oHG 
EP1124861 EP00943790.6







EP1137513 EP00969186.6  NOT ENGLISH
ROBERT BOSCH GMBH 
EP1137519 EP99941070.7




ADC Telecommunications, Inc 
EP1142921 EP00126572.7
Matsushita Electric Works, Ltd. 






MICRO MOTION INCORPORATED 
EP1154200 EP01810441.4  NOT ENGLISH
Regent Beleuchtungskörper AG 
EP1155490 EP00988617.7  NOT ENGLISH





EP1162032 EP01111818.9  NOT ENGLISH
ROBERT BOSCH GMBH 
EP1162183 EP01112894.9  NOT ENGLISH
TRW Airbag Systems GmbH & Co. KG 
EP1162605 EP01304917.6
SEIKO INSTRUMENTS INC. 
EP1162863 EP01109284.8




Texas Instruments Inc. 
EP1164953 EP00908890.7
Synthes GmbH 
EP1166349 EP00926679.2  NOT ENGLISH
Infineon Technologies AG 
EP1169907 EP01114409.4  NOT ENGLISH
CLAAS SAULGAU GMBH 
EP1174109 EP01116613.9  NOT ENGLISH
Beiersdorf Aktiengesellschaft 
EP1176121 EP00904036.1
Japan Science and Technology Agency 
EP1176777 EP01116632.9
Northrop Grumman Corporation 
EP1176828 EP01116479.5






MATSUSHITA ELECTRIC INDUSTRIAL CO., LTD. 
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EP1178983 EP00939322.4
SCIOS INC. 
EP1179420 EP01117784.7  NOT ENGLISH
Mitsubishi Polyester Film GmbH 
EP1183295 EP99928428.4
3M Innovative Properties Company 
EP1183509 EP00909266.9  NOT ENGLISH
Wittenstein AG 
EP1187369 EP01120812.1
Samsung Electronics Co., Ltd. 
EP1192666 EP00949153.1  NOT ENGLISH
Qimonda AG 
EP1195124 EP01402323.8




Infineon Technologies North America Corp. 
EP1200828 EP00952739.1




E.I. Du Pont de Nemours and Company 
EP1204134 EP02075355.4
LAM RESEARCH CORPORATION 
EP1207368 EP01127092.3
ELECTRONIC SYSTEMS S.P.A. 
EP1207822 EP00947688.8
THE UNIVERSITY OF MELBOURNE 
EP1207860 EP00974064.8
Nostrum Pharmaceuticals, Inc. 
EP1207938 EP00958940.9
Med-El Elektromedizinische Geräte GmbH 
EP1208164 EP00957560.6
PPG Industries Ohio Inc. 
DOW CORNING CORPORATION 
EP1208328 EP00958028.3  NOT ENGLISH
Strehl, Bernhard 
EP1208788 EP00124864.0  NOT ENGLISH
LEIFHEIT Aktiengesellschaft 
EP1209280 EP01127409.9






THE PROCTER & GAMBLE COMPANY 
EP1216535 EP00975214.8
QUALCOMM Incorporated 
EP1217116 EP01128947.7  NOT ENGLISH




AGOURON PHARMACEUTICALS, INC. 
EP1218467 EP00967645.3  NOT ENGLISH
BASF AKTIENGESELLSCHAFT 
EP1219518 EP01130537.2  NOT ENGLISH
TRW Automotive Electronics & Components GmbH & Co. KG 
EP1223316 EP02000009.7






RISO KAGAKU CORPORATION 
European Patents granted - cont
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EP1229310 EP02007723.6  NOT ENGLISH
Endress + Hauser Flowtec AG 
Endress+Hauser (Deutschland) AG+Co. KG 
EP1231110 EP02002896.5
MATSUSHITA ELECTRIC INDUSTRIAL CO., LTD. 
EP1233114 EP02075545.0








ILLINOIS TOOL WORKS INC. 
EP1236866 EP02004530.8
Mitsubishi Heavy Industries, Ltd. 
EP1239901 EP00990348.5
Precision Vascular Systems, Inc. 
EP1240467 EP00971404.9  NOT ENGLISH
BSH Bosch und Siemens Hausgeräte GmbH 
EP1243149 EP00977770.7
BRITISH TELECOMMUNICATIONS PUBLIC LIMITED 
COMPANY 
EP1243609 EP00985898.6
IDEMITSU KOSAN CO., LTD. 
EP1245954 EP02006326.9  NOT ENGLISH




ASML Netherlands B.V. 
EP1255386 EP01128875.0
Agilent Technologies, Inc. 
EP1256534 EP02010346.1
CANON KABUSHIKI KAISHA 
EP1256651 EP02002938.5  NOT ENGLISH




Boston Scientific Limited 
EP1260183 EP02011025.0
NEMCO Medical Ltd. 
EP1260253 EP02010835.3
Aruze Co., Ltd. 
EP1260409 EP02016471.1  NOT ENGLISH
VALEO VISION 
EP1261298 EP01916362.5
SMITH & NEPHEW, INC. 
EP1262778 EP01202007.9
Kreatech Biotechnology B.V. 
EP1265317 EP02012641.3
J.S.T. Mfg. Co., Ltd. 
EP1265661 EP01920640.8
Medtronic MiniMed, Inc. 
EP1269018 EP01915121.6
Lauritsen, Per 
EP1270379 EP02013776.6  NOT ENGLISH
Deere & Company 
EP1273310 EP02450111.6
W & H Sterilization S.r.l. 
EP1273457 EP02014887.0
FUJIFILM Corporation 
EP1275160 EP01913697.7  NOT ENGLISH
ROBERT BOSCH GMBH 
EP1275539 EP02013975.4
MAZDA MOTOR CORPORATION 
EP1275620 EP02291684.5
Eurokera 
EP1277092 EP01921211.7  NOT ENGLISH
EDG Europäische Dienstleistungsgellschaft S.A.R.L. 
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EP1281692 EP01906174.6
Incorporated Administrative Agency National _Agriculture and 
Food Research Organisation 
Tobu Kagaku Kabushiki Kaisha 
EP1282697 EP01916742.8
QUEENSLAND UNIVERSITY OF TECHNOLOGY 
EP1285541 EP01933621.3  NOT ENGLISH
NOKIA SIEMENS NETWORKS GMBH & CO. KG 
EP1286078 EP02254268.2
Auburn Gear, Inc. 
EP1287006 EP01936649.1





EP1288037 EP02014197.4  NOT ENGLISH
Dr.Ing. h.c.F. Porsche Aktiengesellschaft 
EP1288067 EP02255781.3
Hiab Limited 
EP1288438 EP02292029.2  NOT ENGLISH
SNECMA 
EP1290837 EP01941941.5




MATSUSHITA ELECTRIC INDUSTRIAL CO., LTD. 
EP1299213 EP01954069.9  NOT ENGLISH
Montabert S.A. 
EP1300284 EP02021414.4  NOT ENGLISH
Schmitz Gotha Fahrzeugwerke GmbH 
EP1301707 EP01936329.0  NOT ENGLISH
Wobben, Aloys 
EP1302407 EP02079249.5  NOT ENGLISH
AGC Flat Glass Europe SA 
EP1305610 EP01956606.6  NOT ENGLISH
CENTRE NATIONAL DE LA RECHERCHE 
SCIENTIFIQUE 
EP1306600 EP01954340.4








UniGreen International A/S 
EP1312366 EP01956809.6
Wakamoto Pharmaceutical Co., Ltd. 
EP1313411 EP01964651.2
Disc Dynamics, Inc. 
EP1314416 EP01963409.6
Shiseido Co., Ltd. 
EP1317228 EP01969016.3
Boston Scientific Limited 
EP1317784 EP01969880.2  NOT ENGLISH
ABB France 
EP1319825 EP02027927.9
MAGNETI MARELLI POWERTRAIN S.p.A. 
EP1320102 EP02255748.2
Samsung Electronics Co., Ltd. 
EP1321011 EP00960277.2  NOT ENGLISH
PHONAK AG 
EP1321374 EP02028432.9
Solo Cup Europe Limited 
EP1321985 EP01830786.8
STMicroelectronics S.r.l. 
EP1330915 EP01954003.8  NOT ENGLISH
Deutsche Telekom AG 
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EP1331180 EP02259042.6
Arch Environmental Equipment, Inc. 
EP1332562 EP00976924.1
QUALCOMM Incorporated 
EP1332811 EP03000356.0  NOT ENGLISH
KME Germany AG 
EP1333968 EP01955167.0
Husky Injection Molding Systems Ltd. 
EP1334268 EP01981098.5
NISSAN MOTOR COMPANY, LIMITED 
EP1336508 EP03003660.2
CANON KABUSHIKI KAISHA 





NIPPON SEIKI CO., LTD. 
EP1344173 EP01997757.8
Silverbrook Research Pty. Limited 
EP1345098 EP02027053.4  NOT ENGLISH
ROBERT BOSCH GMBH 
EP1345168 EP03251516.5
Sun Microsystems, Inc. 
EP1349150 EP03006767.2
Samsung Electronics Co., Ltd. 
EP1353475 EP03008158.2
Broadcom Corporation 
EP1356757 EP03008254.9  NOT ENGLISH
LEIFHEIT Aktiengesellschaft 
EP1357346 EP03076121.7
FABBRICA D’ARMI PIETRO BERETTA S.p.A. 
EP1357670 EP03001913.7  NOT ENGLISH
ROBERT BOSCH GMBH 
EP1358228 EP01990596.7  NOT ENGLISH
SOLVAY (SOCIETE ANONYME) 
EP1358847 EP03002055.6
Becton Dickinson and Company 
EP1359260 EP03007202.9  NOT ENGLISH
HANSA METALLWERKE AG 
EP1359344 EP03008095.6
NISSAN MOTOR COMPANY, LIMITED 
EP1360568 EP02716013.4
3M Innovative Properties Company 
EP1361486 EP03252844.0












Nolan, Gerard M 
EP1366151 EP01964371.7




Sidec Technologies AB 
EP1366588 EP02704016.1
Transmode Holding AB 
EP1367016 EP03253146.9
Husqvarna UK Limited 
EP1367159 EP03005212.0  NOT ENGLISH
LINDAUER DORNIER GESELLSCHAFT M.B.H 
EP1367419 EP03356060.8
Yonezawa Electric Wire Co., Ltd. 
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EP1368229 EP01993307.6




MITSUBISHI DENKI KABUSHIKI KAISHA 
EP1372163 EP03020771.6




Kitagawa Industries Co., Ltd. 
EP1376748 EP03253891.0
COM DEV LTD. 
EP1382360 EP03015534.5
Sorin Group Italia S.r.l. 
EP1383556 EP02737976.7  NOT ENGLISH
Curevac GmbH 
EP1384804 EP03291659.5  NOT ENGLISH
Asselin-Thibeau 
EP1384807 EP03016457.8
Gaston Systems, Incorporated 
EP1384825 EP03016133.5  NOT ENGLISH
Deere & Company 
EP1386778 EP03017261.3  NOT ENGLISH
Seeber AG & Co. KG 
EP1387434 EP02018940.3
Sony Ericsson Mobile Communications AB 
EP1389056 EP01939362.8
Heierling I-Flex GmbH 
EP1390177 EP02717570.2
3M Innovative Properties Company 
EP1391355 EP03090218.3  NOT ENGLISH
TAKATA CORPORATION 
EP1392073 EP03018691.0
NTT DoCoMo, Inc. 
EP1393771 EP02017547.7
Abbott Laboratories Vascular Enterprises Limited 
EP1394092 EP03077832.8
Océ-Technologies B.V. 
EP1397533 EP02740263.5  NOT ENGLISH
MTU Aero Engines GmbH 
EP1397996 EP03078788.1
BOSTON SCIENTIFIC CORPORATION 
EP1398634 EP03255263.0
Hewlett-Packard Development Company, L.P. 
EP1399033 EP02700859.8
Ginseng Science Inc. 
EP1399454 EP02761909.7  NOT ENGLISH
SKW STICKSTOFFWERKE PIESTERITZ GmbH 
EP1399655 EP02754765.2  NOT ENGLISH
ThyssenKrupp Steel AG 
Volkswagen AG 
EP1403748 EP02724660.2
TOKAI UNIVERSITY EDUCATIONAL SYSTEM 
Information and Mathematical Science Laboratory, _Inc. 
EP1404043 EP02079058.0
VKR Holding A/S 
EP1404269 EP02769522.0
Chalmers, Susanna E 
EP1405763 EP03077903.7




Bristol-Myers Squibb Company 
Flatow, Evan L 
Bigliani, Louis U 
EP1413833 EP03090313.2  NOT ENGLISH
KERMI GmbH 
Arbonia AG 
EP1414608 EP02758394.7  NOT ENGLISH
MAPAL Fabrik für Präzisionswerkzeuge Dr. Kress KG 
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EP1414956 EP02744468.6
GENENCOR INTERNATIONAL, INC. 
EP1415159 EP02751167.4  NOT ENGLISH
Aygen, Sitke 
EP1415602 EP03025168.0  NOT ENGLISH
Médicréa Technologies 
EP1416425 EP03256953.5
Samsung Electronics Co., Ltd. 
EP1418353 EP03025444.5
NISSAN MOTOR COMPANY, LIMITED 
Nippon Oil Corporation 
EP1422356 EP02026013.9  NOT ENGLISH
Schwörer Haus KG 
EP1422890 EP03257378.4
Nortel Networks Limited 
EP1423033 EP02758482.0  NOT ENGLISH
BSH Bosch und Siemens Hausgeräte GmbH 
EP1423037 EP02797610.9  NOT ENGLISH
BSH Bosch und Siemens Hausgeräte GmbH 
EP1423041 EP02772208.1  NOT ENGLISH
BSH Bosch und Siemens Hausgeräte GmbH 
EP1423539 EP02774913.4  NOT ENGLISH
BIOMERIEUX 
COMMISSARIAT A L'ENERGIE ATOMIQUE 
EP1423587 EP02753965.9
Kopelowicz, Hugo J 
EP1424334 EP02755797.4
Dainippon Sumitomo Pharma Co., Ltd. 
EP1424950 EP02766182.6
Cryocath Technologies Inc. 
EP1425467 EP02750484.4
THE PROCTER & GAMBLE COMPANY 
EP1426208 EP03025167.2  NOT ENGLISH
Bayerische Motoren Werke Aktiengesellschaft 
EP1426241 EP03292993.7  NOT ENGLISH
COMPAGNIE PLASTIC OMNIUM 
EP1426413 EP03257574.8
GC Corporation 
SHIN-ETSU CHEMICAL CO., LTD. 
EP1427535 EP02760411.5




SQUARE D COMPANY 
EP1428931 EP03104622.0  NOT ENGLISH
Voith Patent GmbH 
EP1429675 EP02796422.0
Zimmer Spine, Inc. 
EP1430620 EP02773500.0
Qualcomm, Incorporated 
EP1431184 EP03027917.8  NOT ENGLISH








FUJI JUKOGYO KABUSHIKI KAISHA 
EP1437129 EP03405005.4  NOT ENGLISH
Swiss Caps Rechte und Lizenzen AG 
EP1437436 EP03258259.5
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EP1439988 EP02773638.8
KEY SAFETY SYSTEMS, INC. 
EP1441267 EP02736138.5








Sony Ericsson Mobile Communications AB 
EP1446690 EP02779681.2
Prysmian Cables & Systems Limited 
EP1446992 EP02772572.0
Patterning Technologies Limited 
EP1447435 EP04002409.3
MERCK PATENT GmbH 
EP1448326 EP02786611.0
Sequa Can Machinery Inc. 
EP1449802 EP04002978.7
INVENTIO AG 





HL DISPLAY AB 
EP1456084 EP02779168.0  NOT ENGLISH
ROBERT BOSCH GMBH 
EP1456972 EP02786965.0
THE BOEING COMPANY 
EP1457312 EP04004240.0




President, Kyoto University 
Sumitomo Electric Industries, Ltd. 
EP1460496 EP04100875.6  NOT ENGLISH
ROBERT BOSCH GMBH 
EP1461813 EP02788136.6
BAE Systems PLC 
EP1462198 EP04014071.7
Credo Technology Corporation 
EP1462204 EP04004480.2  NOT ENGLISH
Bosch Rexroth AG 
EP1463469 EP03729274.5  NOT ENGLISH
SOFRADIM PRODUCTION 
EP1464426 EP04007773.7  NOT ENGLISH
ROBERT BOSCH GMBH 
EP1465409 EP04008125.9
MATSUSHITA ELECTRIC INDUSTRIAL CO., LTD. 
EP1465509 EP02804570.6
Larsen, Soren Johan 
EP1465536 EP03701246.5
Boston Scientific Limited 
EP1465669 EP02803942.8
GE Healthcare AS 
EP1465950 EP03731973.8
Dow Global Technologies Inc. 
EP1466916 EP04076510.9
TRIGEN LIMITED 
EP1470325 EP03731673.4  NOT ENGLISH
Fraunhofer-Gesellschaft zur Förderung der angewandten 
Forschung e.V. 





Boston Scientific Limited 
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EP1471899 EP03731681.7  NOT ENGLISH
Boehringer Ingelheim Pharma GmbH & Co.KG 
EP1472104 EP03702534.3  NOT ENGLISH
Société de Technologie Michelin 
MICHELIN RECHERCHE ET TECHNIQUE S.A. 
EP1472109 EP03731872.2
Visual Act Scandinavia AB 
EP1472113 EP03702070.8
Yakima Products, Inc. 
EP1474004 EP02710562.6
Jeffry, Raymond Steve Delhaye 
EP1474040 EP02794265.5
BREAKAWAY IMAGING, LLC 
EP1474458 EP03705498.8
Kraton Polymers Research B.V. 
EP1476828 EP02700539.6
NEOSERA SYSTEMS LIMITED 
EP1477136 EP04017595.2
Boston Scientific Limited 
EP1477838 EP04076295.7
Vision Biosystems Limited 
EP1477969 EP04003681.6




Sony Ericsson Mobile Communications AB 
EP1480749 EP03742969.3  NOT ENGLISH
ibidi GmbH 
EP1481117 EP03706515.8  NOT ENGLISH
Aixtron AG 
EP1481216 EP03706762.6

















EP1491567 EP04013873.7  NOT ENGLISH




Mitsubishi Electric Information Technology Centre Europe B.V. 
EP1494461 EP04291669.2  NOT ENGLISH
Thomson Licensing 
EP1494891 EP03723784.9
GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY 
EP1496273 EP04015589.7  NOT ENGLISH
Hirschmann Electronics GmbH & Co. KG 
EP1497591 EP02717021.6  NOT ENGLISH
Ostaco AG 




EP1499811 EP03727195.4  NOT ENGLISH
LuK Lamellen und Kupplungsbau Beteiligungs KG 
EP1500361 EP04015512.9  NOT ENGLISH
BSH Bosch und Siemens Hausgeräte GmbH 
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EP1500799 EP03747537.3
IBIDEN CO, LTD. 
EP1501090 EP04254412.2
MATSUSHITA ELECTRIC INDUSTRIAL CO., LTD. 
EP1503099 EP04018145.5  NOT ENGLISH
Hoerbiger Antriebstechnik GmbH 
EP1503228 EP03016668.0  NOT ENGLISH





INTERDIGITAL TECHNOLOGY CORPORATION 
EP1504636 EP03740657.6  NOT ENGLISH
DAV 
EP1505381 EP04450141.9  NOT ENGLISH
F. HOFFMANN-LA ROCHE AG 
EP1505980 EP03730208.0
Tibotec Pharmaceuticals Ltd. 
EP1506041 EP03722591.9




Sony Deutschland GmbH 
EP1510081 EP03729067.3
INTERDIGITAL TECHNOLOGY CORPORATION 
EP1510566 EP04020433.1
MATSUSHITA ELECTRIC INDUSTRIAL CO., LTD. 
EP1510734 EP04019009.2
Carl Freudenberg KG 
EP1510735 EP04020377.0
Carl Freudenberg KG 
EP1512882 EP04018885.6  NOT ENGLISH
FTE automotive GmbH 
EP1515072 EP04020737.5
EATON CORPORATION 
EP1515403 EP04405534.1  NOT ENGLISH




TECNIMEDE-SOCIEDADE TECNICO-MEDICINAL, S.A. 
EP1516927 EP04077615.5




MATSUSHITA ELECTRIC INDUSTRIAL CO., LTD. 
EP1519873 EP03737791.8
21st Century Airships Inc. 
EP1519970 EP03762534.0
Polimeri Europa S.p.A. 
EP1520355 EP03735840.5
Nortel Networks Limited 
EP1520799 EP04028481.2
Glaxo Group Limited 
EP1521342 EP04103329.1  NOT ENGLISH
Schneider Electric Industries SAS 
EP1521670 EP03761398.1  NOT ENGLISH
ContiTech Luftfedersysteme GmbH 
EP1525074 EP03731382.2
3M Innovative Properties Company 
EP1526620 EP04017276.9  NOT ENGLISH
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EP1529342 EP03724892.9  NOT ENGLISH
ROBERT BOSCH GMBH 
EP1529808 EP05075247.6
Riken Technos Corporation 
EP1529809 EP05075248.4
Riken Technos Corporation 
EP1530162 EP04025802.2
CANON KABUSHIKI KAISHA 
EP1530424 EP03765241.9
OFFICINE DI CARTIGLIANO S.P.A. 
EP1530486 EP03773044.7
Dial Corporation, The 
EP1532396 EP03753359.3  NOT ENGLISH
Von Roll Umwelttechnik AG 
EP1532499 EP03737026.9
Kimberly-Clark Worldwide, Inc. 
EP1534032 EP03292862.4
Mitsubishi Electric Information Technology Centre Europe B.V. 
MITSUBISHI DENKI KABUSHIKI KAISHA 




EP1534555 EP03762503.5  NOT ENGLISH




EP1535334 EP03793745.5  NOT ENGLISH
Qimonda AG 
EP1535857 EP03027105.0




Micron Technology, Inc. 
EP1538433 EP04106127.6
THE GOODYEAR TIRE & RUBBER COMPANY 
EP1539026 EP03795677.8
Procter & Gamble Company, The 
EP1539487 EP03793220.9
E.I. DuPont de Nemours and Company 
EP1539922 EP02807962.2  NOT ENGLISH
Pan-Biotech GmbH 
EP1541928 EP04106322.3  NOT ENGLISH
BSH Bosch und Siemens Hausgeräte GmbH 
EP1542876 EP03772095.0
Société de Technologie Michelin 
Michelin Recherche et Technique S.A. 
EP1544628 EP04028540.5  NOT ENGLISH
Hager Electro GmbH & Co. KG 
EP1547217 EP03798720.3
InfraReDx, Inc. 
EP1547935 EP03405926.1  NOT ENGLISH




Meeker R & D, Inc. 
EP1551673 EP03756053.9
Dura Automotive Limited 
EP1551696 EP03809698.8  NOT ENGLISH
Meyer Werft GmbH 
EP1553109 EP03784575.7
Honda Giken Kogyo Kabushiki Kaisha 
Kimizuka, Nobuo 
EP1555792 EP04258044.9
SAMSUNG ELECTRONICS CO., LTD. 
EP1557605 EP04026888.0  NOT ENGLISH
Bayerische Motoren Werke Aktiengesellschaft 
EP1558052 EP05290058.6  NOT ENGLISH
Alcatel Lucent 
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EP1558785 EP03778245.5  NOT ENGLISH
MTU Aero Engines GmbH 
EP1559439 EP05006630.7
Boston Scientific Scimed, Inc. 
EP1560186 EP05001713.6
NEC Corporation 
EP1561710 EP05100769.8  NOT ENGLISH
Hofegger, Christian 
EP1562395 EP05009523.1
MATSUSHITA ELECTRIC INDUSTRIAL CO., LTD. 
EP1562461 EP03768680.5
Island Oasis Frozen Cocktail Co. Inc. 
EP1562952 EP03783210.2
Mallinckrodt Inc. 
EP1566560 EP05002222.7  NOT ENGLISH
LuK Lamellen und Kupplungsbau Beteiligungs KG 
EP1566641 EP04257830.2




Koninklijke Philips Electronics N.V. 
EP1568274 EP05101099.9  NOT ENGLISH
Deere & Company 
EP1570723 EP05101578.2  NOT ENGLISH
Deere & Company 
EP1570955 EP05003996.5  NOT ENGLISH
Mesenhöller, Hans 
EP1571046 EP05101553.5
KOBELCO CONSTRUCTION MACHINERY CO., LTD. 
EP1574172 EP05251367.8
Zimmer Technology, Inc. 
EP1574562 EP03777399.1
Kao Corporation 
EP1574836 EP05005210.9  NOT ENGLISH
Führer, Gerhard Dr. 
EP1575590 EP03786308.1




DKB Household AG 
EP1579938 EP05251734.9
HITACHI KOKI CO., LTD. 
EP1580562 EP04425205.4
Technoprobe S.p.A 
EP1581074 EP03789045.6  NOT ENGLISH
Braun GmbH 
EP1581535 EP03789642.0
Astellas Pharma Inc. 
EP1581599 EP03814157.8
THE SHERWIN-WILLIAMS COMPANY 
EP1581713 EP03767486.8
Baby Dan A/S 
EP1582094 EP05101768.9
Deere & Company 
EP1582363 EP05006960.8
BROTHER KOGYO KABUSHIKI KAISHA 
EP1583796 EP03767826.5  NOT ENGLISH
Chemtura Vinyl Additives GmbH 





Nippon Telegraph and Telephone Corporation 
EP1587517 EP04701010.3
JANSSEN PHARMACEUTICA N.V. 
EP1588082 EP03790500.7
FISHER CONTROLS INTERNATIONAL LLC 
EP1588161 EP04704993.7
F. Hoffmann-Roche AG 
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EP1588603 EP04101712.0
Deere & Company 
EP1588994 EP04009091.2  NOT ENGLISH
SGL CARBON AG 
EP1589636 EP05008393.0  NOT ENGLISH
Döll, Helmut 
EP1589710 EP05300303.4  NOT ENGLISH
Sagem Défense Sécurité 
EP1590287 EP04706160.1  NOT ENGLISH
Oerlikon Textile GmbH & Co. KG 
EP1590646 EP03700784.6
EXFO ELECTRO-OPTICAL ENGINEERING INC. 
EP1592645 EP04703858.3
Koninklijke Philips Electronics N.V. 







DATASCOPE INVESTMENT CORP. 
EP1598274 EP04012124.6  NOT ENGLISH
DEUTSCHE SISI-WERKE GmbH & Co. Betriebs KG 
EP1598332 EP05014510.1
E.I. DU PONT DE NEMOURS _AND COMPANY 





KANSAI PAINT CO., LTD. 
EP1602650 EP05460013.5
Celon Pharma Sp. z o.o. 
EP1603664 EP04717320.8
Stork Prints B.V. 
EP1604503 EP03709807.6
Telefonaktiebolaget LM Ericsson (publ) 
EP1604826 EP05012245.6
BROTHER KOGYO KABUSHIKI KAISHA 
EP1605289 EP05104558.1
Tyco Electronics AMP K.K. 
EP1606307 EP03763151.2
Ortho-McNeil Pharmaceutical, Inc. 
EP1606635 EP04758547.6




KAWASAKI JUKOGYO KABUSHIKI KAISHA 
EP1607728 EP05012574.9
YAMAHA HATSUDOKI KABUSHIKI KAISHA 
EP1607764 EP05004799.2
FUJITSU LIMITED 
EP1611358 EP04725668.0  NOT ENGLISH
Bosch Rexroth AG 
EP1612124 EP05009746.8  NOT ENGLISH
Schaeffler KG 
EP1612193 EP05105588.7
Samsung SDI Co., Ltd. 
EP1614535 EP05254339.4
DuPont-Toray Company, Ltd. 
EP1615204 EP04016229.9
Sony Deutschland GmbH 
EP1615383 EP04727213.3




Calsonic Kansei Corporation 
EP1617853 EP03816508.0
Council of Scientific and Industrial Research 
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EP1617912 EP04726103.7  NOT ENGLISH
Cognis IP Management GmbH 
EP1621796 EP05015846.8  NOT ENGLISH
LuK Lamellen und Kupplungsbau Beteiligungs KG 
EP1622806 EP04730114.8
TOYOTA JIDOSHA KABUSHIKI KAISHA 
EP1623617 EP05016652.9
Gruppo Fibranova S.r.l. 
EP1623874 EP05106985.4  NOT ENGLISH
SC2N 
EP1624646 EP05016896.2
MATSUSHITA ELECTRIC INDUSTRIAL CO., LTD. 
EP1624730 EP05016554.7




DSG HELMET S.r.l. 
EP1627905 EP05017021.6
Nitto Denko Corporation 
EP1629695 EP04735753.8
Nel Technologies Ltd 
EP1631337 EP04739510.8  NOT ENGLISH







EP1634844 EP05014405.4  NOT ENGLISH
Drayer, Friedrich 
EP1635366 EP05400031.0  NOT ENGLISH
Valeo Schalter und Sensoren GmbH 
EP1635655 EP04736558.0
Philip Morris Products S.A. 
EP1635989 EP05740437.8
Cinetic Landis Grinding Limited 
EP1636560 EP04743968.2
TOYOTA JIDOSHA KABUSHIKI KAISHA 
EP1639280 EP04737260.2  NOT ENGLISH
Dr.Ing. h.c.F. Porsche Aktiengesellschaft 
EP1639292 EP04756665.8
S.C. JOHNSON & SON, INC. 
EP1640676 EP05017463.0  NOT ENGLISH
Valeo Systèmes Thermiques 
EP1641414 EP04740454.6  NOT ENGLISH
Aesculap AG & Co. KG 
EP1642487 EP05028236.7
KANZAKI KOKYUKOKI MFG. CO., LTD. 
EP1642714 EP04104833.1
Agfa Graphics N.V. 
EP1642767 EP05104263.8  NOT ENGLISH
ROBERT BOSCH GMBH 
EP1643589 EP05028497.5
Samsung Electronics Co., Ltd. 
EP1643853 EP04740096.5  NOT ENGLISH
Degussa GmbH 
EP1644055 EP04774821.5
STICHTING VOOR DE TECHNISCHE 
WETENSCHAPPEN 
EP1645631 EP05077865.3
Novartis Vaccines and Diagnostics, Inc. 
THE INSTITUTE FOR GENOMIC RESEARCH 
EP1646668 EP04763257.5
Borealis Technology Oy 
EP1648631 EP04740154.2  NOT ENGLISH
ThyssenKrupp Steel AG 
EP1650444 EP05020763.8  NOT ENGLISH
LuK Lamellen und Kupplungsbau Beteiligungs KG 
EP1651057 EP04740886.9
Unilever Plc 
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EP1651844 EP04763126.2
Owens Corning Composites S.P.R.L. 
EP1653583 EP04425818.4
Bertoldo & C. Srl 
EP1653682 EP05023786.6
NTT DoCoMo, Inc. 
EP1654076 EP04764123.8  NOT ENGLISH
SMS Demag Aktiengesellschaft 





EP1655537 EP05292345.5  NOT ENGLISH
VALEO VISION 
EP1656857 EP04450210.2  NOT ENGLISH
Schuster, Kurt 
EP1657866 EP05300859.5  NOT ENGLISH
Alcatel Lucent 
EP1658081 EP04761485.4
4 AZA IP NV 
EP1659426 EP05292364.6  NOT ENGLISH
EADS ASTRIUM SAS 
EP1660789 EP04764114.7
SAME DEUTZ-FAHR GROUP S.p.A. 
EP1661565 EP04762296.4
Centro de Histoterapia Placentaria 
EP1662182 EP04425882.0
C.R.F. Società Consortile per Azioni 
EP1663096 EP04787013.4  NOT ENGLISH
Nordenia Deutschland Gronau GmbH 
EP1664490 EP05766945.9  NOT ENGLISH
MTU Aero Engines GmbH 
EP1664619 EP04710449.2
Sony Ericsson Mobile Communications AB 
EP1665896 EP04748504.0
LG Electronics Inc. 
EP1667432 EP06005632.2
EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY 
EP1667757 EP04788569.4
Boston Scientific Limited 
EP1671384 EP04766542.7  NOT ENGLISH
Degussa GmbH 
EP1671407 EP04787000.1  NOT ENGLISH
Krampe, Franz 
EP1671574 EP05026977.8  NOT ENGLISH
Premark FEG L.L.C. 
EP1672024 EP05111977.4
Advanced Elastomer Systems, L.P. 
EP1674775 EP06002789.3  NOT ENGLISH
JCI REGELUNGSTECHNIK GmbH 
EP1674907 EP05026679.0  NOT ENGLISH





EP1676733 EP05301045.0  NOT ENGLISH
Renault s.a.s. 
EP1676737 EP05024956.4  NOT ENGLISH




PowerPrecise Solutions, Inc. 
EP1681834 EP06300002.0
Thomson Licensing S.A. 
EP1683557 EP04818222.4
Konami Digital Entertainment Co., Ltd. 
EP1683589 EP06425030.1
CML International S.p.A. 
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EP1684621 EP04797799.6  NOT ENGLISH
BWT AKTIENGESELLSCHAFT 
EP1685992 EP06075170.8
Delphi Technologies, Inc. 
EP1687937 EP04768621.7




EP1693645 EP06290118.6  NOT ENGLISH
NEXTER Munitions 
EP1694009 EP06100943.7  NOT ENGLISH
Alcatel Lucent 
EP1698513 EP06290368.7  NOT ENGLISH
Moreau, Christian 
EP1699044 EP06013128.1
MATSUSHITA ELECTRIC INDUSTRIAL CO., LTD. 
EP1699576 EP04803276.7  NOT ENGLISH
SMS Demag Aktiengesellschaft 
EP1700047 EP03819235.7
Freni Brembo S.p.A. 
EP1700048 EP03819234.0
Freni Brembo S.p.A. 
EP1701568 EP05101844.8
Research In Motion Limited 
EP1701808 EP04820049.7  NOT ENGLISH
SMS Demag Aktiengesellschaft 
EP1701969 EP04804195.8
F.HOFFMANN-LA ROCHE AG 







Agfa Graphics N.V. 
EP1705676 EP05370005.0
DELFMEMS 
EP1707250 EP05007227.1  NOT ENGLISH
Franz Schneider GmbH & Co. KG 
EP1708146 EP06111965.7
ASAHI SEIKO CO., LTD. 
EP1713175 EP06007862.3
Sharp Kabushiki Kaisha 
EP1715245 EP06290650.8  NOT ENGLISH
VALEO VISION 
EP1715903 EP05701985.3
Medical House Plc, The 





GSF-FORSCHUNGSZENTRUM FÜR UMWELT UND 
GESUNDHEIT, _GMBH 





North Cape Minerals AS 
EP1722333 EP05010443.9
TomTec Imaging Systems GmbH 
EP1722601 EP06006269.2
3M Innovative Properties Company 
EP1723698 EP05723635.8
Raytheon Company 
EP1726398 EP05104529.2  NOT ENGLISH
Tornos SA 
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EP1729616 EP05817027.5  NOT ENGLISH
Gero Vertriebs GmbH 
EP1732304 EP06251518.4
Funai Electric Co., Ltd. 
EP1733843 EP06011831.2  NOT ENGLISH
Lisec Maschinenbau GmbH 
EP1733945 EP05425431.3
C.R.F. Società Consortile per Azioni 
EP1737299 EP05716503.7  NOT ENGLISH
Bayer CropScience Aktiengesellschaft 
EP1737363 EP05715067.4  NOT ENGLISH
Mozart AG 




Teijin Twaron B.V. 
EP1738179 EP05714752.2  NOT ENGLISH
Tecan Trading AG 
EP1738642 EP06007791.4  NOT ENGLISH
JBL GmbH & Co. KG 
EP1740904 EP05740132.5
Honeywell International, Inc. 
EP1742403 EP05291455.3
Alcatel Lucent 
EP1743752 EP06012927.7  NOT ENGLISH
Magacon Technologies GmbH 
EP1744837 EP05735319.5  NOT ENGLISH
Forschungszentrum Karlsruhe GmbH 
EP1747567 EP05717027.6  NOT ENGLISH
SCHNEIDER ELECTRIC INDUSTRIES SAS 
EP1748008 EP05016169.4  NOT ENGLISH
AJO tec GmbH 
EP1748840 EP05716495.6
METHANOL CASALE S.A. 
EP1748859 EP05750638.8  NOT ENGLISH
KENNAMETAL INC. 
EP1750891 EP05762339.9  NOT ENGLISH
TRUMPF Werkzeugmaschinen GmbH + Co. KG 




EP1755630 EP05731107.8  NOT ENGLISH
Universitätsklinikum Freiburg 
EP1758961 EP05763956.9
Nuplex Resins B.V. 
EP1759446 EP05747721.8  NOT ENGLISH
Aumann GMBH 
EP1761434 EP05752287.2  NOT ENGLISH
Alcoa Deutschland GmbH 
EP1761581 EP05773996.3
Huntsman Advanced Materials (Switzerland) GmbH 
Huntsman Advanced Materials (Deutschland) GmbH _& Co. KG 






EP1771368 EP05746546.0  NOT ENGLISH
Siemens Aktiengesellschaft 
EP1773283 EP05769191.7  NOT ENGLISH
Cognis IP Management GmbH 
EP1779027 EP06775846.6  NOT ENGLISH
Zweibrüder Optoelectronics GmbH 
EP1783697 EP05769805.2
INDUSTRIAS LORENZO, S.A. 
EP1786849 EP05772040.1
Huntsman Advanced Materials (Switzerland) GmbH 
This index lists European Patents designating the United Kingdom as a Contracting State, for which a translation has been filed under
Section 77(6)(a). The entries are arranged in blocks in order of date on which the filing of the translation was entered in the Register.
Within each block, the entries are arranged in ascending publication number order with the application number, the date on which grant
took effect in the UK, and the name of the proprietor given against each publication number. 
There follows an example of an entry in the index.
(Date of entry in Register) 15 DEC 1989
(11) EP0145872 (21) EP84111927.4
(Effective date of UK grant) 20 Dec 1989
(73) Black and Decker Overseas AG
Translations filed: European Patents 
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27 SEP 2007
EP0943769 EP99105781.1 20 Jun 2007
HAUTAU GmbH
EP0959105 EP99401179.9 04 Jul 2007
TotalfinaElf France
EP0970492 EP98924025.4 15 Aug 2007
EPCOS AG
EP1004126 EP98922590.9 15 Aug 2007
EPCOS AG
EP1055337 EP99966873.4 27 Jun 2007
T-Mobile Deutschland GmbH
EP1085532 EP00410104.4 01 Aug 2007
Schneider Electric Industries SAS
EP1091133 EP00420203.2 22 Aug 2007
Groupe Berchet
EP1208156 EP00942002.7 18 Jul 2007
Lanxess Deutschland GmbH
EP1227019 EP01128200.1 20 Jun 2007
WABCO GmbH
EP1256943 EP02009911.5 25 Jul 2007
Grundig Multimedia B.V.
EP1262266 EP02405258.1 11 Jul 2007
Erowa AG
EP1349707 EP02704580.6 22 Aug 2007
ROBERT BOSCH GMBH
EP1373611 EP02724213.0 04 Jul 2007
Trützschler Card Clothing GmbH
EP1471015 EP04101631.2 27 Jun 2007
WITRON Logistik + Informatik GmbH
EP1482102 EP04291221.2 15 Aug 2007
Freyssinet
EP1498838 EP03015679.8 05 Sep 2007
DERMALOG Identification Systems GmbH
EP1547956 EP04029143.7 05 Sep 2007
INVENTIO AG
EP1568157 EP03786032.7 15 Aug 2007
Schneider Electric Industries SAS
EP1569816 EP03796157.0 15 Aug 2007
Renault s.a.s.
EP1571685 EP05354004.3 15 Aug 2007
Schneider Electric Industries SAS
EP1593492 EP04010587.6 04 Jul 2007
DELO Industrieklebstoffe GmbH & Co. KG
EP1598271 EP05290769.8 12 Sep 2007
AIRBUS FRANCE
EP1600734 EP05290754.0 12 Sep 2007
AIRBUS France
EP1609726 EP05300437.0 29 Aug 2007
LINPAC MATERIALS HANDLING FRANCE
EP1614995 EP05104929.4 08 Aug 2007
Siemens VDO Automotive AG
EP1635075 EP05019180.8 22 Aug 2007
RK Rose + Krieger GmbH Verbindungs- und _Positioniersysteme
EP1642844 EP05292025.3 18 Jul 2007
VYGON
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EP1655503 EP05021754.6 08 Aug 2007
AB SKF
EP1674333 EP05301049.2 01 Aug 2007
Renault s.a.s.
EP1674392 EP05024050.6 11 Jul 2007
Astrium GmbH
EP1690465 EP05023212.3 04 Jul 2007
EMAG AG
EP1694455 EP04803301.3 20 Jun 2007
SMS Demag Aktiengesellschaft
EP1698545 EP06110701.7 20 Jun 2007
RTI Sports Vertrieb von Sportartikeln GmbH
EP1731817 EP06010733.1 15 Aug 2007
Eifeler Maschinenbau GmbH
EP1740407 EP05746987.6 22 Aug 2007
Renault s.a.s.
28 SEP 2007
EP0853232 EP97122654.3 25 Jul 2007
GRUNDFOS A/S
EP0883214 EP98109140.8 27 Jun 2007
Endress + Hauser   _Conducta Gesellschaft für Mess- und 
Regeltechnik mbH +
Co.KG.
EP1104064 EP00403045.8 04 Jul 2007
LEGRAND FRANCE
LEGRAND SNC
EP1328171 EP01925270.9 10 Jan 2007
GIORDANO, Giuseppe
EP1334304 EP01994544.3 22 Aug 2007
Willy Vogel Aktiengesellschaft
Vogel Mecafluid S.A.
EP1338214 EP03290316.3 27 Jun 2007
Montre Hermes S.A., La
EP1574634 EP05003619.3 22 Aug 2007
Flooring Technologies Ltd.
EP1586782 EP04009079.7 25 Jul 2007
Spintzyk, Eugen
EP1657507 EP04026251.1 27 Jun 2007
GRUNDFOS A/S
EP1726548 EP06113905.1 26 Sep 2007
Koenig & Bauer Aktiengesellschaft
01 OCT 2007
EP0810798 EP97108170.8 08 Aug 2007
Siemens Aktiengesellschaft
EP0937050 EP97913182.8 08 Aug 2007
Bayer CropScience AG
EP1010969 EP99123266.1 15 Aug 2007
Siemens Aktiengesellschaft
EP1118083 EP99969823.6 18 Jul 2007
AREVA NP GmbH
EP1150980 EP00909205.7 22 Aug 2007
Bayer Schering Pharma Aktiengesellschaft
EP1159427 EP99973070.8 04 Jul 2007
Institut de Recherche pour le Développement ( IRD)
EP1162428 EP01113715.5 22 Aug 2007
Diehl BGT Defence GmbH & Co.KG
EP1189281 EP01126916.4 22 Aug 2007
Micronas GmbH
EP1239510 EP02004543.1 01 Aug 2007
Carl Zeiss SMT AG
EP1252171 EP01904046.8 15 Aug 2007
LABORATOIRES GOEMAR S.A.
EP1255029 EP02291114.3 29 Aug 2007
Renault s.a.s.
EP1291817 EP02354131.1 04 Jul 2007
STMicroelectronics S.A.
EP1307894 EP01962887.4 11 Jul 2007
Pilz GmbH & CO. KG
EP1319822 EP01129782.7 15 Aug 2007
Ford Global Technologies, LLC
EP1321008 EP00981141.5 08 Aug 2007
Siemens Aktiengesellschaft
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EP1327781 EP03000155.6 20 Jun 2007
Philipp Hilge GmbH & Co. KG
EP1351940 EP02700323.5 25 Jul 2007
Institut de Recherche pour le Développement ( IRD)
CENTRE NATIONAL DE LA RECHERCHE 
SCIENTIFIQUE (CNRS)
EP1357917 EP01994796.9 11 Jul 2007
Südzucker Aktiengesellschaft Mannheim/Ochsenfurt
EP1368121 EP02702411.6 27 Jun 2007
Miltenyi Biotec GmbH
EP1373646 EP02722353.6 26 Sep 2007
Volvo Construction Equipment Holding Sweden AB
EP1392667 EP02743054.5 27 Jun 2007
LABORATORIO FARMACEUTICO S.I.T.    _SPECIALITA' 
IGIENICO TERAPEUTICHE S.r.l.
EP1424058 EP03292109.0 18 Jul 2007
L'OREAL
EP1425361 EP02796203.4 12 Sep 2007
tesa AG
EP1430920 EP03356203.4 25 Jul 2007
Gambro Lundia AB
EP1475044 EP04010112.3 15 Aug 2007
Zimmer GmbH
EP1476470 EP03708114.8 22 Aug 2007
Fresenius Kabi Deutschland GmbH
EP1482184 EP04291331.9 04 Jul 2007
Attax
EP1497259 EP03724984.4 01 Aug 2007
BASF AKTIENGESELLSCHAFT
EP1504783 EP04017563.0 05 Sep 2007
Ing. Erich Pfeiffer GmbH
EP1548195 EP04300907.5 27 Jun 2007
Rivard
EP1548485 EP04105925.4 15 Aug 2007
Leica Microsystems CMS GmbH
EP1551937 EP03808699.7 11 Jul 2007
MERCK PATENT GmbH
EP1595771 EP05300342.2 29 Aug 2007
Renault s.a.s.
EP1611938 EP05012072.4 15 Aug 2007
Carl Freudenberg KG
EP1612812 EP05300493.3 29 Aug 2007
Renault SAS
EP1639317 EP04741706.8 22 Aug 2007
Siemens VDO Automotive AG
EP1645839 EP05020110.2 15 Aug 2007
SICK AG
EP1649816 EP05022552.3 18 Jul 2007
Karl Storz GmbH & Co. KG
EP1657800 EP04026962.3 08 Aug 2007
GRUNDFOS A/S
EP1705104 EP06300253.9 22 Aug 2007
PEUGEOT CITROËN AUTOMOBILES S.A.
EP1709010 EP05700923.5 25 Jul 2007
Degussa AG
EP1726593 EP06016494.4 25 Jul 2007
Merck Patent GmbH
EP1726594 EP06016495.1 25 Jul 2007
Merck Patent GmbH
EP1729579 EP05716151.5 01 Aug 2007
BASF AKTIENGESELLSCHAFT
EP1732810 EP05730904.9 25 Jul 2007
IWK Verpackungstechnik GmbH
EP1733111 EP05716555.7 25 Jul 2007
SCHÜCO INTERNATIONAL KG
EP1753894 EP05756088.0 12 Sep 2007
Degussa Initiators GmbH & Co. KG
EP1753950 EP05700791.6 22 Aug 2007
MTU FRIEDRICHSHAFEN GMBH
02 OCT 2007
EP0811627 EP97108454.6 25 Jul 2007
Basell Polyolefine GmbH
Translations filed: European Patents - cont
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EP0984548 EP99402164.0 01 Aug 2007
AUTOMOBILES PEUGEOT
AUTOMOBILES CITROEN
EP1065436 EP99125646.2 04 Apr 2007
Siteco Beleuchtungstechnik GmbH
EP1071506 EP99914571.7 29 Aug 2007
BASF AKTIENGESELLSCHAFT
EP1340243 EP01994592.2 18 Jul 2007
Tews, Walter
Roth, Gundula
EP1348122 EP01990529.8 18 Jul 2007
Becton, Dickinson & Company
EP1401325 EP02738239.9 25 Jul 2007
UNIVERSITE JOSEPH FOURIER
EP1477457 EP04101586.8 25 Jul 2007
Degussa GmbH
EP1487587 EP03714834.3 08 Aug 2007
Westfalia Separator AG
EP1529027 EP03790870.4 29 Aug 2007
BASF AKTIENGESELLSCHAFT
EP1637723 EP05300739.9 22 Aug 2007
Renault s.a.s.
EP1639028 EP04729872.4 22 Aug 2007
BASF Aktiengesellschaft
EP1644104 EP04767877.6 08 Aug 2007
BIOMERIEUX
EP1656334 EP04763397.9 22 Aug 2007
BASF AKTIENGESELLSCHAFT
EP1683217 EP04805392.0 15 Aug 2007
COMMISSARIAT A L’ENERGIE ATOMIQUE
EP1711560 EP05700964.9 29 Aug 2007
BASF AKTIENGESELLSCHAFT
EP1711800 EP05716497.2 29 Aug 2007
Fraunhofer-Gesellschaft zur Förderung der angewandten 
Forschung e.V.
EP1714596 EP05103178.9 22 Aug 2007
Fountain SA
EP1721245 EP05716770.2 22 Aug 2007
Siemens Aktiengesellschaft
EP1721539 EP05447135.4 12 Sep 2007
FACO S.A.
03 OCT 2007
EP0926823 EP98204272.3 18 Jul 2007
Koninklijke Philips Electronics N.V.
EP0943155 EP98948810.1 27 Jun 2007
ROBERT BOSCH GMBH
EP0974837 EP99109512.6 18 Jul 2007
Georgsmarienhütte GmbH
EP1005465 EP98946309.6 25 Jul 2007
Bayer Schering Pharma Aktiengesellschaft
EP1019430 EP98952670.2 11 Jul 2007
Roche Diagnostics GmbH
EP1067636 EP00112442.9 15 Aug 2007
Wago Verwaltungsgesellschaft mbH
EP1089427 EP00203259.7 18 Jul 2007
NXP B.V.
EP1104129 EP00203913.9 11 Jul 2007
Koninklijke Philips Electronics N.V.
EP1107656 EP00126268.2 03 Oct 2007
BARTEC Componenten und Systeme GmbH
EP1116398 EP99953708.7 03 Oct 2007
Vodafone Holding GmbH
EP1141670 EP99960982.9 11 Jul 2007
Abiomed Europe GmbH
EP1147951 EP01107893.8 01 Aug 2007
TRW Automotive Electronics & Components GmbH & Co. KG
EP1169717 EP00914008.8 27 Jun 2007
ABB RESEARCH LTD.
EP1172832 EP01115862.3 01 Aug 2007
Preh KeyTec GmbH
EP1193655 EP01402464.0 25 Jul 2007
NEOPOST TECHNOLOGIES
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EP1194296 EP01923376.6 27 Jun 2007
Trodat GmbH
EP1208569 EP00962387.7 11 Jul 2007
FORSCHUNGSZENTRUM JÜLICH GMBH
EP1215452 EP01127918.9 03 Oct 2007
Eaton Fluid Power GmbH
EP1245582 EP02290760.4 25 Jul 2007
Roquette Frères
EP1246039 EP02006430.9 03 Oct 2007
Hansgrohe AG
EP1252394 EP01903674.8 30 May 2007
Kortmann, Karl
EP1253624 EP02100397.5 25 Jul 2007
Koninklijke Philips Electronics N.V.
EP1255099 EP02009994.1 04 Jul 2007
Trafag AG
EP1260406 EP02008478.6 18 Jul 2007
BOS GmbH & Co. KG
Bayerische Motoren Werke Aktiengesellschaft
EP1264376 EP01911429.7 22 Aug 2007
CCS Technology, Inc.
EP1264689 EP02012274.3 15 Aug 2007
MAN ROLAND Druckmaschinen AG
EP1273020 EP01935944.7 15 Aug 2007
Thermostat- und Schaltgerätebau GmbH & Co. KG
EP1277266 EP01919162.6 18 Jul 2007
Siemens Aktiengesellschaft
EP1285547 EP01943112.1 18 Jul 2007
Siemens Aktiengesellschaft
EP1316165 EP01974006.7 04 Jul 2007
Cube Optics AG
EP1316981 EP02026208.5 29 Aug 2007
Forschungszentrum Karlsruhe GmbH
Robert Bodenstedt Elektronik
EP1334255 EP01971523.4 01 Aug 2007
DYNACO INTERNATIONAL S.A.
EP1340515 EP03290039.1 12 Sep 2007
Boussignac, Georges
Labrune, Jean-Claude
EP1343703 EP01997444.3 25 Jul 2007
Mauser-Werke GmbH
EP1366189 EP01978414.9 15 Aug 2007
Biotecon Diagnostics GmbH
EP1368282 EP02713013.7 22 Aug 2007
LAFARGE PLATRES
EP1369326 EP03010163.8 03 Oct 2007
Bayerische Motoren Werke Aktiengesellschaft
EP1370373 EP02722223.1 25 Jul 2007
LUDWIG KRIEGER DRAHT- UND 
KUNSTSTOFFERZEUGNISSE GMBH
EP1371788 EP02405469.4 03 Oct 2007
GEBERIT TECHNIK AG
EP1388347 EP03291859.1 25 Jul 2007
HUTCHINSON
EP1390245 EP02745097.2 27 Jun 2007
Voith Turbo Scharfenberg GmbH & Co. KG
EP1397128 EP02724228.8 04 Jul 2007
Tioga Pharmaceuticals, Inc.
EP1398983 EP03102734.5 11 Jul 2007
SAGEM Communication
EP1400337 EP02021020.9 22 Aug 2007
BASF AKTIENGESELLSCHAFT
EP1404488 EP02748604.2 27 Jun 2007
ROBERT BOSCH GMBH
EP1407575 EP02767544.6 27 Jun 2007
FRANCE TELECOM
EP1428740 EP03026421.2 25 Jul 2007
MICHELIN Recherche et Technique S.A.
EP1434340 EP03300277.5 01 Aug 2007
STMicroelectronics S.A.
EP1434523 EP02776698.9 25 Jul 2007
Kunz, Reiner
Translations filed: European Patents - cont
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EP1449501 EP03075495.6 15 Aug 2007
Saphirwerk Industrieprodukte AG
EP1456902 EP02803056.7 18 Jul 2007
COMMISSARIAT A L’ENERGIE ATOMIQUE
EP1460502 EP04006211.9 15 Aug 2007
Focke & Co. (GmbH & Co. KG)
EP1461600 EP02793016.3 29 Aug 2007
CARL ZEISS JENA GmbH
EP1468189 EP03731690.8 04 Jul 2007
Allweiler AG
EP1469113 EP04356050.7 22 Aug 2007
Hexcel Reinforcements
EP1477074 EP04090198.5 08 Aug 2007
Hauni Maschinenbau AG
EP1486285 EP04012401.8 04 Jul 2007
FSG Automotive AG
EP1486461 EP04012014.9 08 Aug 2007
Degussa GmbH
EP1510494 EP04077249.3 03 Oct 2007
Thyssenkrupp Elevator Manufacturing France S.A.S.
EP1512343 EP04021127.8 04 Jul 2007
Siegwarth, Manfred
EP1529493 EP04352013.9 27 Jun 2007
Ceravic
EP1532716 EP03730156.1 03 Oct 2007
Kathrein-Werke KG
EP1535552 EP04356186.9 27 Jun 2007
SEB S.A.
EP1535867 EP04019870.7 08 Aug 2007
Hauni Primary GmbH
EP1536933 EP03793777.8 22 Aug 2007
KOBRA Formen GmbH
EP1542838 EP03753303.1 25 Jul 2007
Sieke, Harald
Sieke, Martin
EP1543355 EP03769556.6 25 Jul 2007
E2V SEMICONDUCTORS
EP1554500 EP03757990.1 15 Aug 2007
Schaeffler KG
EP1556012 EP03775176.5 29 Aug 2007
Abbott GmbH & Co. KG
EP1563110 EP03789465.6 25 Jul 2007
INDUSTEEL CREUSOT
EP1566352 EP05003279.6 19 Sep 2007
Dürr Systems GmbH
EP1573238 EP03782107.1 19 Sep 2007
MTU Aero Engines GmbH
EP1576476 EP02788058.2 29 Aug 2007
STMicroelectronics S.A.
EP1576641 EP03753214.0 05 Sep 2007
Oerlikon Trading AG
EP1582458 EP05290648.4 23 May 2007
Precilec
EP1595480 EP05009804.5 03 Oct 2007
HGZ Maschinenbau AG
EP1597484 EP04708712.7 04 Jul 2007
Voss, Wolfgang
EP1597485 EP04714322.7 27 Jun 2007
Haboe Edelstahl-Systeme GmbH
EP1608646 EP04718646.5 11 Jul 2007
MERCK PATENT GmbH
EP1628611 EP04732280.5 03 Oct 2007
Paul Hartmann Aktiengesellschaft
EP1628923 EP04733316.6 18 Jul 2007
Bohle AG
EP1630348 EP05291700.2 25 Jul 2007
INSTITUT FRANCAIS DU PETROLE
EP1630439 EP05018227.8 03 Oct 2007
Haldex Brake Products GmbH
EP1632320 EP05107776.6 03 Oct 2007
Dürr Systems GmbH
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EP1634072 EP04767333.0 27 Jun 2007
CENTRE NATIONAL DE LA RECHERCHE 
SCIENTIFIQUE (CNRS)
ECOLE NORMALE SUPERIEURE DE LYON
EP1638722 EP04738664.4 03 Oct 2007
MTU Aero Engines GmbH
EP1639251 EP04740293.8 03 Oct 2007
DaimlerChrysler AG
EP1646576 EP04763109.8 19 Sep 2007
Wittur AG
EP1648958 EP04766029.5 01 Aug 2007
Degussa GmbH




EP1650456 EP05018642.8 27 Jun 2007
Schaeffler KG
EP1657106 EP05023390.7 03 Oct 2007
Jungheinrich Aktiengesellschaft
EP1659397 EP04027439.1 03 Oct 2007
Hamilton Bonaduz AG
EP1661805 EP05025126.3 01 Aug 2007
Airbus Deutschland GmbH
EP1664530 EP04764612.0 03 Oct 2007
BRUENINGHAUS HYDROMATIK GMBH
EP1666070 EP06001040.2 05 Sep 2007
Bayer Schering Pharma Aktiengesellschaft
EP1676639 EP05027849.8 18 Jul 2007
GAPLAST GmbH
EP1682316 EP04765906.5 27 Jun 2007
Repac, Cedomir
EP1683330 EP04805789.7 27 Jun 2007
SAGEM Communication
EP1683691 EP06300037.6 15 Aug 2007
Peugeot Citroen Automobiles
EP1683936 EP04030096.4 04 Jul 2007
ROTO FRANK AG
EP1693646 EP06290119.4 19 Sep 2007
NEXTER Munitions
EP1700516 EP05729084.3 01 Aug 2007
ebm-papst St. Georgen GmbH & Co. KG
EP1713816 EP05701205.6 01 Aug 2007
BASF AKTIENGESELLSCHAFT
EP1716060 EP05707374.4 18 Jul 2007
Knapp Logistik Automation GmbH
EP1721121 EP04804156.0 01 Aug 2007
Isra Surface Vision GmbH
EP1725373 EP05715981.6 04 Jul 2007
Wacker Construction Equipment AG
EP1736371 EP06012581.2 03 Oct 2007
Wilhelm Karmann GmbH
EP1743697 EP06021062.2 25 Jul 2007
Emitec Gesellschaft für Emissionstechnologie mbH
EP1768569 EP05760059.5 03 Oct 2007
Universitätsklinikum Schleswig-Holstein
CNRS
UNIVERSITE PIERRE ET MARIE CURIE
Translations filed: Amended European 
Patents 
This index lists amended European Patents designating the
United Kingdom as a Contracting State, for which a translation
has been filed under Section 77(6)(b). Each entry comprises the
date on which the filing of the translation was entered in the
Register, the publication number, the application number, the
date of grant, and the name of the proprietor.
There follows an example of an entry for this index.
(Date of entry in Register) 24 DEC 1989
(11) EP0131027 (21) EP84900404.9 (45) 17 Dec 1986
(73) Smith and Company
EP0654962 EP94250279.0 04 Feb 1998
EMI-tec elektronische Materialien GmbH
EP0859751 EP96927711.0 19 Jan 2000
Meinert, Hasso
EP0943759 EP99400633.6 06 Oct 2004
VALEO SECURITE HABITACLE S.A.S.
EP1181467 EP00920582.4 04 Dec 2002
Heckert, Gerold
Translations filed: European Patents - cont
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Translations filed: Claims of European 
Applications 
This index lists, in ascending serial number order, applications for
European Patents designating the United Kingdom as a
Contracting State, for which a translation of claims has been filed
under Section 78(7).
EP1749152
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European Patents void 
This index lists European Patents designating the United
Kingdom as a Contracting State, which were published in French
or German and for which an English translation has not been filed
within the period prescribed by the Patents Rules. In accordance
with Section 77(7), they are therefore treated as always having
been void. The patents are listed in ascending publication number
order. Against each publication number is the corresponding
application number and the date of the European Bulletin in
which grant by the EPO was announced.
There follows an example of an entry in the index.
(11) EP0292381 (21) EP88401200.6 09 NOV 1994
 (Date of grant/
EPO Bulletin)
EP0972543 EP99401754.9 28 MAR 2007
EP0982704 EP99116377.5 28 MAR 2007
EP1031786 EP00400123.6 28 MAR 2007
EP1057741 EP00109500.9 28 MAR 2007
EP1111276 EP00124687.5 28 MAR 2007
EP1124150 EP00102901.6 28 MAR 2007
EP1126351 EP01101805.8 28 MAR 2007
EP1128133 EP01101461.0 28 MAR 2007
EP1140320 EP00975761.8 28 MAR 2007
EP1206780 EP00958330.3 28 MAR 2007
EP1216735 EP01129470.9 28 MAR 2007
EP1273549 EP02012688.4 28 MAR 2007
EP1275580 EP02291647.2 28 MAR 2007
EP1312548 EP02291854.4 28 MAR 2007
EP1314208 EP01971929.3 28 MAR 2007
EP1324003 EP02023078.5 28 MAR 2007
EP1342524 EP03004508.2 28 MAR 2007
EP1352417 EP02708154.6 28 MAR 2007
EP1352708 EP03290886.5 28 MAR 2007
EP1356224 EP02710047.8 28 MAR 2007
EP1369591 EP03291100.0 28 MAR 2007
EP1371769 EP03010636.3 28 MAR 2007
EP1375955 EP03291297.4 28 MAR 2007
EP1378331 EP03009292.8 28 MAR 2007
EP1390551 EP02769462.9 28 MAR 2007
EP1406822 EP02767195.7 28 MAR 2007
EP1407706 EP03356139.0 28 MAR 2007
EP1416458 EP02024161.8 28 MAR 2007
EP1428770 EP03293064.6 28 MAR 2007
EP1446212 EP02791897.8 28 MAR 2007
EP1479353 EP03011679.2 28 MAR 2007
EP1479631 EP03405345.4 28 MAR 2007
EP1479939 EP04008362.8 28 MAR 2007
EP1500897 EP04015471.8 28 MAR 2007
EP1504228 EP03725199.8 28 MAR 2007
EP1527919 EP04025160.5 28 MAR 2007
EP1534880 EP01272605.5 28 MAR 2007
EP1535719 EP04024259.6 28 MAR 2007
EP1554795 EP03750710.0 28 MAR 2007
EP1559516 EP05300054.3 28 MAR 2007
EP1560921 EP03810436.0 28 MAR 2007
EP1589355 EP05003350.5 28 MAR 2007
EP1590273 EP03813168.6 28 MAR 2007
EP1590510 EP04703345.1 28 MAR 2007
EP1595385 EP04711375.8 28 MAR 2007
EP1602423 EP05090028.1 28 MAR 2007
EP1608575 EP03720256.1 28 MAR 2007
EP1610269 EP05107181.9 28 MAR 2007
EP1610827 EP04726440.3 28 MAR 2007
EP1619974 EP04742655.6 28 MAR 2007
EP1630053 EP05017298.0 28 MAR 2007
EP1637460 EP05108336.8 28 MAR 2007
EP1645465 EP05292044.4 28 MAR 2007
EP1646671 EP04740459.5 28 MAR 2007
EP1651328 EP04763873.9 28 MAR 2007
EP1654214 EP04740778.8 28 MAR 2007
EP1656314 EP04764399.4 28 MAR 2007
EP1658221 EP04767408.0 28 MAR 2007
EP1690362 EP04791130.0 28 MAR 2007
EP1694902 EP04703134.9 28 MAR 2007
EP1704759 EP05700882.3 28 MAR 2007
EP1714296 EP05700988.8 28 MAR 2007
European Patents revoked 
This index lists European Patents designating the United
Kingdom as a Contracting State which have been revoked by the
EPO under Article 102 of the European Patent Convention. The
index is arranged according to the date on which the patent was
revoked with the earliest date first. Each entry includes the above
date, the publication number, and the application number of the
revoked patent.
There follows an example of an entry in the index.
19 JUL 1989 (11) EP0049322 (21) EP81104288.6
(Date revoked by
the EPO)
25 JAN 2007 EP1102991 EP99927176.0
25 APR 2007 EP1200522 EP00952330.9
10 MAY 2007 EP0704925 EP95402177.0
04 JUN 2007 EP1041584 EP00105454.3
16 JUN 2007 EP1258234 EP01906205.8
16 JUN 2007 EP1470011 EP03773668.3
21 JUN 2007 EP0729314 EP95900869.9
27 JUN 2007 EP0650354 EP93914598.3
13 JUL 2007 EP1068712 EP99939757.3
24 JUL 2007 EP0657516 EP94304094.9
31 JUL 2007 EP0825740 EP97113682.5
07 AUG 2007 EP1013342 EP99125152.1
03 SEP 2007 EP1002300 EP98932024.7
06 SEP 2007 EP0792114 EP95940188.6
This index lists European Patents designating the United Kingdom as a Contracting State, which have ceased through non-payment of
renewal fees. The entries are arranged in blocks according to the date of ceasing and in ascending publication number order within each
block.
European Patents ceased
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European Patents ceased - cont
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This index lists European Patents designating the United Kingdom as a Contracting State which have expired after termination of
20 years. The entries are arranged in blocks according to the date of expiry and in ascending publication number order within each
block.
European Patents expired 
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This index lists UK patents which have ceased through non-payment of renewal fees. The entries are arranged in blocks according to
the date of ceasing and in ascending publication number order within each block.
UK Patents ceased
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This index lists UK patents which have expired after termination of 20 years. The entries are arranged in blocks according to the date of
expiry and in ascending publication number order within each block.
UK Patents expired 
































28 Sep 2007 - 04 Oct 2007 (Inclusive)
Other Proceedings under the Patents Act 1977 
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Application to amend the specification of a 




The date included in the entry is the effective date of the 
amendment.
EP 0941911 MITSUBISHI DENKI KABUSHIKI KAISHA 
Controller for automobile. Application to amend specification 
under Section 27 filed on 6 March 2007 allowed on 26 
September 2007
EP 1195611 MITSUBISHI DENKI KABUSHIKI KAISHA 
Sensor for sensing rotating state of synchronous machine and 
method of sensing rotating state of synchronous machine. 
Application to amend specification under Section 27 filed on 
26 March 2007 allowed on 26 September 2007
Section 28
Restoration of Ceased Patents
This list relates to applications for the restoration of ceased
patents. For further information contact +44 (0)1633 814788.
The date included with each entry is the effective date that the
application was filed, withdrawn, refused or allowed.
Application for restoration filed
30 August 2007
EP 0381322    CONTINENTAL PET TECHNOLOGIES, INC. 
Injection molded preform, method of treating same and 
container formed therefrom.
16 July 2007
EP 1084613    FIRSTBROOK AND DOMAN LIMITED 
Combined container and drinking vessel
10 August 2007
EP 1379935    ROBERT BOSCH GMBH METHOD FOR 
AUTHENTICATION OF A USER ON ACCESS TO A 
SOFTWARE-BASED SYSTEM BY MEANS OF AN 
ACCESS MEDIUM
10 September 2007
GB 2254023    BRITISH TECHNOLOGY GROUP INTER-
CORPORATE LICENSING LIMITED Method of masking 
window sealing gaskets
11 September 2007
GB 2392553    MICRON TECHNOLOGY, INC. A 
programmable capacitor associated with an input/output pad
Section 30
Transactions in Patents and Applications
This list relates to unpublished applications and shows changes to
the applicant’s name or to the ownership of the application. For
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Trossel, Robert T H
Section 32
Register of Patents etc.
Amendments to the Register in respect of changes of name or 
changes affecting rights. For further information contact              
+44 (0)1633 814630. 
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Section 46
Licences of Right 
Licence of Right Endorsement under Section 46(1)
The patents listed below have been endorsed Licences of Right in
the Register with effect from the dates specified. Annual fees on
these patents are payable at half the full rate and any person is
entitled as of right to a licence under any such patent.
Any person who claims that the proprietor or the patent is, or was
at the time of entry, precluded by a contract in which the claimant
is interested from granting licences under the patent may, within 2
months after the making of the relevant entry, apply to the
Comptroller for cancellation of the entry. For further information
contact +44 (0)1633 814656.
28 SEP 2007 EP0321869 NISSAN MOTOR CO., LTD. Exhaust 
manifold.
28 SEP 2007 EP0374802 NISSAN MOTOR CO., LTD. 
Camshaft driving arrangement for internal combustion engine.
28 SEP 2007 EP0660290 NISSAN MOTOR CO., LTD. 
Apparatus and method for navigating vehicle to destination 
using display unit
28 SEP 2007 EP0661200 NISSAN MOTOR CO., LTD. 
Arrangements for automotive steering column
28 SEP 2007 EP0924418 NISSAN MOTOR COMPANY, 
LIMITED Engine torque control system
28 SEP 2007 EP0932133 NISSAN MOTOR CO., LTD. 
Apparatus and method for navigating vehicle to destination 
using display unit
27 SEP 2007 EP0969601 DEUTSCHE THOMSON-BRANDT 
GMBH Method for improving the wanted signal in a radio 
receiving unit
3 OCT 2007 EP1709632 THOMSON LICENSING 
COMPATIBLE LASER MODULATION CIRCUIT FOR 
SCANNER IN OPTICAL STORAGE MEDIA 
RECORDING/REPRODUCING APPARATUS
28 SEP 2007 GB2229298 NISSAN MOTOR COMPANY 
LIMITED System and method applicable to vehicles for 
communicating between data processing stations
28 SEP 2007 GB2239407 NISSAN MOTOR COMPANY 
LIMITED Exhaust gas purifying device for an internal 
combustion engine
28 SEP 2007 GB2239498 NISSAN MOTOR COMPANY 
LIMITED Adaptive control for motor vehicle
28 SEP 2007 GB2296307 NISSAN MOTOR COMPANY 
LIMITED Vibration insulating device
Section 47
Cancellation of entry on the Register of a 
Licence of Right
Application under Section 47(1) by a Proprietor to 
cancel an Entry
Any person may give notice of opposition to the undermentioned 
Application by filing Patents Form 15/77 within two months from 
the date of publication of this Journal
GB 2359139 TT ELECTRONICS TECHNOLOGY LTD 
Position encoder. Application for cancellation of entry on the 
Register of a Licence of Right filed on 19 July 2007
EP 0939551 BTS HOLDING INTERNATIONAL B.V. 
Apparatus for processing video signals. Application for 
cancellation of entry on the Register of a Licence of Right filed 
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Other Proceedings - cont
Section 73
Revocation on the Comptroller’s initiative
Revocation under Section 73(2) not proceeded with
GB 2383742 RONG-YUAN TSENG & KUO-I LING Fruit 
and vegetable juice extractor. Section 73(2) action taken on 2 
March 2007 not proceeded with in view of Section 73(1) 
action taken on 26 September 2007. 
Patent revoked under Section 73(2)
GB 2376547 OVERTURE SERVICES INC A System and 
method to determine the validity of an interaction on a network 
Patent revoked on 1 October 2007
Sections 74A and 74B
Patent opinions
Details of Patent opinions (under section 74A) are not given in
this Journal, but are published on our website at:
http://www.ipo.uk/patent/p-other/p-object/p-object-opinion/
p-object-opinion-advert.htm
These web pages contain information on all requests for opinions
and their outcome (including where the request has been refused
or withdrawn). In addition, they give information generally on the
opinions process, including an explanation of the procedure for
filing observations on a request, and the deadline for doing so.
Details of any reviews of opinions (under section 74B) may also
be found there.
Section 89A (6)
Requests for publication of translation
Application Number: GB 0713029.7
Applicant(s) Name: I T H P P
PCT Application Number: PCT/FR2005/002837
PCT Publication Number: WO 2006/070082
Application Number: GB 0716388.4
Applicant(s) Name: Hewlett-Packard Development 
Company, L.P.
PCT Application Number: PCT/JP2005/003361
PCT Publication Number: WO 2006/092844
Application Number: GB 0716491.6
Applicant(s) Name: Honda Motor Co.,Ltd
PCT Application Number: PCT/JP2005/017776
PCT Publication Number: WO 2006/090505
Application Number: GB 0716498.1
Applicant(s) Name: Honda Motor Co.,Ltd
PCT Application Number: PCT/JP2005/017774
PCT Publication Number: WO 2006/090503
Application Number: GB 0717799.1
Applicant(s) Name: Beijing Lenovo Software Ltd
Lenovo (Beijing) Limited
PCT Application Number: PCT/CN2005/002061
PCT Publication Number: WO 2006/094439
Section 117
Correction of Errors in Patents and 
Applications
Case decided by the Comptroller
Corrections Allowed
GB 22588161 MICHAEL JOHN ST JOHN Golf tee. Request 
for correction under Section 117 filed on 5 April  2007 allowed 
on 27 September 2007.
GB 2374191 GALA LESIURE LIMITED Gaming machine 
payment system. Request for correction under Section 117 
filed on 24 April 2007  allowed on 28 August 2007.
GB 2404480 SENSTAR-STELLAR CORPORATION 
Compact security sensor system. Request for correction under 
Section 117 filed on 23 February  2007 allowed on 26 
September 2007.
EP 0352127 INTERNATIONAL PAPER COMPANY 
Oxygen impermeable leak free container. Request for 
correction under Section 117 filed on 23 May 2007 allowed on 
26 September 2007.
EP 0570903 MAKITA CORPORATION Miter saw Request
for correction under Section 117 filed on 5 December 2006
allowed on 1 October 2007.
EP 1426525  DOKA INDUSTRIE GMBH, GOR 
APPLICAZIONI SPECIALI S.P.A & ILPA INDUSTRIA 
LEGNO, PASOTTI S.R.L., Shuttering plate with improved 
nailability. Request for correction under Section 117 filed on 
30 May 2007 allowed on 16 July 2007.
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Supplementary Protection Certificates for
Medicinal Products and Plant Protection
Products, respectively
These entries include details of all proceedings relating to
Supplementary Protection Certificates. Applications for
Supplementary Protection Certificates are numbered in a single
yearly sequence commencing SPC/GB93/001 covering both
medicinal and plant protection products and the same number is
retained for the granted certificate. Proceedings are open to public
inspection but the granted certificate is not separately published.
The entries are grouped in categories according to the type of
proceedings. Within each category the entries are arranged in
alphabetical order according to the name of the applicant for, or
holder of, the certificate and provide the following information;
the name and address of the applicant or holder; the product in
respect of which the certificate has been applied for or granted; the
product type; ie. “Medicinal” or “Plant Protection”; the number
and date of the first authorisation under Directive 65/65/EEC or
Directive 81/851/EEC to place the product on the market as a
medicinal product in the United Kingdom or the number and date
of the first authorisation under Article 4 of Directive 91/414/EEC
or an equivalent provision of national law to place the product on
the market as a plant protection product in the United Kingdom;
where relevant, the country; number and date of the first
authorisation to place the product on the market in the European
Community; the number and title of the basic UK patent or
European patent (UK) which protects the product; and the
number of the application or certificate.
The entries will also state as appropriate: the filing date of the
application; the date of grant or rejection of the application; the
maximum period of the granted certificate; the effective period of
the certificate on entry into force; and the date of lapse or
invalidity of the certificate.
There follows three examples of entries under these proceedings.
The first relates to a new application for a certificate based on a
European patent designating the United Kingdom and having first
authorisation of the product in the United Kingdom. The second
example relates to a certificate granted based, once again, on a
European patent designating the United Kingdom but with the
first product authorisation in the EEC in Denmark. The third
refers to a certificate entering into force based on a United
Kingdom patent with first product authorisation in the EEC in
Belgium.
Example 1: Applications for Certificates Filed
(71) Ohmeda Pharmaceutical Products Division Inc.
110 Allen Road, Liberty Corner, NJ 07938 USA
(95) Product: 2-(D i f l u o r o m e t h o x y )-1 , 1 , 1 ,2-
tetrafluoroethane (“Desfluane”)
Product Type: Medicinal
(92) Authorised: UK 0022/0120 19 July 1993
(68) Patent No: EP(UK) 0285237 (54) 2-
(Difluoromethoxy)-1,1,1,2-
tetrafluoroethane as an anaesthetic
(21) SPC/GB93/175 (22) Lodged: 24 December 1993
Example 2: Certificates Granted
(73) Aktiebolaget Hassle
Karagatan 5,S-431 83 Molndal, Sweden
(95) Product: Felodipine
Product Type: Medicinal
(92) Authorised: UK 0017/0235-0236 15 November 1993
(93) DK 6499 21 January 1988
(68) Patent No: EP(UK) 0007293 (54) 2,6-dimethyl-4-(2,3-
dichlorophenyl)-1,4-dihydropyridine-3,5-
dicarboxylic acid-3-methyl ester-5-ethyl 
ester having hypotensive properties, process 
for its preparation and pharmaceutical 
preparations containing it.
(11) SPC/GB93/134  Date Granted: 14 January 1994
(94) Maximum period expires: 20 January 2003
Example 3: Certificates entered into force
(73) American Cyanamid Company
Burden Avenue, Township of Wayne, State of
NewJersey 06904, United States of America
(95) Product: Felbinac (4-biphenyl acetic acid)
Product Type: Medicinal
(92) Authorised: UK 0095/0119 28 October 1988
(93) BE 536 1S 91 F 7 21 June 1988
(68) Patent No: GB 1402691(54) Compositions of 4-
Biphenyl Acetic Acid
(11) SPC/GB93/151  
(24) Date entered into force  7 September 1993
(94) Effective period expires 6 September 1998
Proceedings under EC Regulations 1768/92 and 1610/96 
SPCs LODGED
Neurim Pharmaceuticals (1991) Ltd
8 Hanechoshet Street, Tel-Aviv, 69710, Isreal
Product: Melatonin
Product Type: Medicinal
Authorised: UK  EU/1/07/392/001 29 June 2007
Patent: EP0518468, Melatonin containing 
compositions
SPC/GB07/051: Date Lodged: 26 September 2007
SPCs GRANTED
Alza Corporation
1900 Charleston Road, PO Box 7210, Mountain View, 
California 9403-7210, United States of America
Product: Fentanyl hydrochloride
Product Type: Medicinal
Authorised: UK  EU/1/05/326/001 24 January 2006
Patent: EP0836511, Device for Transdermal 
Electrotransport Delivery of Fentanyl and 
Sufentanil
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Proceedings under Council Regulation (EEC) 1768/92 - cont
SPC/GB06/022: Date Granted: 25 September 2007
Maximum Period Expires On: 23 January 2021
Sanofi-Aventis
174 Avenue de France, 75013 Paris, France
Product: 5 - (p-chlorophenyl) - 1 - (2,4-dichlorophenyl) 
- 4 - methyl - N - piperidinopyrazole - 3 - 
carboxamide (INN: rimonabant) optionally in 
the form of its pharmaceutically acceptable acid 
addition salts and the solvates thereof
Product Type: Medicinal
Authorised: UK  EU/1/06/344/001 19 June 2006
UK  EU/1/06/344/002 19 June 2006
UK  EU/1/06/344/003 19 June 2006
UK  EU/1/06/344/004 19 June 2006
UK  EU/1/06/344/005 19 June 2006
UK  EU/1/06/344/006 19 June 2006
UK  EU/1/06/344/007 19 June 2006
UK  EU/1/06/344/008 19 June 2006
UK  EU/1/06/344/009 19 June 2006
Patent: EP0656354, Substituted N-piperidino 3-
pyrazolecarboxamide
SPC/GB06/029: Date Granted: 25 September 2007
Maximum Period Expires On: 28 November 2019
Southern Research Institute
2000 Ninth Avenue South, Birmingham, Alabama 35255, 
USA
Product: The use of clofarabine  (2-chloro-9-[2-deoxy-2-
fluoro-ß-D-arabinofuranosyl]-adenine) for the 
manufacture of a medicament for the treatment 
of cancer
Product Type: Medicinal
Authorised: UK  EU/1/06/334/001 29 May 2006
UK  EU/1/06/334/002 29 May 2006
UK  EU/1/06/334/003 29 May 2006
UK  EU/1/06/334/004 29 May 2006
Patent: EP0473708, 2-Halo-9- (2-Deoxy-2-Fluoro-B-
D-Arabinofuranosyl) Adenine Nucleoside 
Derivatives
SPC/GB06/040: Date Granted: 25 September 2007
Maximum Period Expires On: 22 May 2015
Novartis AG
Lichtstrasse 35, 4056 Basel, Switzerland
Product: Deferasirox and pharmaceutically acceptable 
salts thereof, especially 4-[3,5-bis (2-
hydroxyphenyl)-[1,2,4] triazol-l-yl] benzoic 
acid
Product Type: Medicinal
Authorised: UK  EU/1/06/356/001 28 August 2006
UK  EU/1/06/356/002 28 August 2006
UK  EU/1/06/356/003 28 August 2006
UK  EU/1/06/356/004 28 August 2006
UK  EU/1/06/356/005 28 August 2006
UK  EU/1/06/356/006 28 August 2006
Patent: EP0914118, Substituted 3,5-diphenyl-1,2-4-
triazdes and their use as pharmaceutical metal 
chelators
SPC/GB07/002: Date Granted: 25 September 2007
Maximum Period Expires On: 27 August 2021
SPCs ENTERED INTO FORCE
Sanofi-Aventis Deutschland GmbH
Patent - und Lizenzabteilung, 65926 Frankfurt am Main, 
Germany
Product: Combinations of ramipril, or a physiologically 
acceptable salt thereof, and felodipine, or a 
physiologically acceptable salt thereof.
Product Type: Medicinal
Authorised: UK  00017/0402 25 August 1998
UK  00017/0403 25 August 1998
SE  13596 19 September 1997
SE  13597 19 September 1997
Patent: EP0265685, Combination of ace inhibitors with 
calcium antagonists, and their use in medicines
SPC/GB98/047: Date Entered into Force: 29 September 2007
Effective Period Expires On: 18 September 2012
SPCs EXPIRED
Genentech, Inc   
  460 Point San Bruno Boulevard, South San Francisco,
California 94080, U.S.A.  
Product: Human Interferon-gamma-1b    
Product Type: Medicinal 
Authorised: UK  0015/0154                      07 October 1992
NL  15195                              29 September 1992
Patent : EP0077670, Human immune interferon       
SPC/GB93/088                        Date Expired: 28 September 2007
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Certificates of Registration issued
Week Ending 3 October 2007
The details of designs in this list as well as previously registered
designs, are open to public inspection, details of which may be
inspected without provision of a copy, free of charge at the UK
Intellectual Property Office, Designs Registry, Newport, South
Wales NP10 8QQ or at the London Front Office at Harmsworth
House, 13-15 Bouverie St, London EC4Y 8DP.
Copies of the Designs Register entry and representations of the
registered design may be obtained from the date on which the
Certificate of Registration is issued (Grant Date), on payment of a
fee of £5. Photographic copies, where reproduction is from a large
or coloured specimen or a photograph that will not effectively
photocopy, may be obtainable exceptionally at market price.
Alternatively the Register of Designs and registered
representations may be inspected on the UK Intellectual Property
Office web site at:
http://www.ipo.gov.uk
Clicking on the Database Services button on the home page will
display services available of which the following relate to Designs.
Design Status Information Service
Displays the Register entry for each design number input.
Designs Image Search Service
Displays all registered representations and a brief register extract
for each registered design. Designs can be searched and examined
by proprietor, classification or design number.
No fee is charged for the use of either of the above database
services.
Restrictions
Designs registered for wallpaper or lace are not available for
public inspection until two years after the date of grant and for
textiles 3 years, after the date of grant.
Any enquiries about designs registered prior to 1965 should be
addressed to the Public Record Office, Ruskin Avenue, Kew,
Richmond, Surrey TW9 4FU.
Other Design Publications
Designs in View
Designs in View is an illustrated journal, published weekly. The
journal contains a selected image of each design recently granted,
along with the following information for each design:
• Design number
• Date of grant




Designs in View can be ordered from:







Phone: 08459 500 505
e-mail: enquiries@ipo.gov.uk
GRANTED ON 01 OCTOBER 2007
Accor Technology, Inc. Escutcheon
30 AUG 2007 4004175
— Escutcheon
30 AUG 2007 4004176
— Escutcheon
30 AUG 2007 4004177
BISSELL Homecare, Inc. Floor cleaning 
tool
04 SEP 2007 4004186
Dogs and Horses Ltd Pet travel bed
06 SEP 2007 4004247
Evans, Helen P A child's pacifier                 
attachment
31 JUL 2007 4003821
Hurng Taih Plastic Master Batch Co., 
Ltd. Office chair
06 SEP 2007 4004248
Meyer Intellectual Properties Limited 
Cooking vessel
06 SEP 2007 4004245
Shrimpton, Robert M Wine and bottle 
rack
06 SEP 2007 4004250
Urban Front Ltd A door
22 MAR 2007 4002093
— A door
22 MAR 2007 4002094
— A door
22 MAR 2007 4002095
Yearley, David Table
28 AUG 2007 4004170
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Certificates of Registration issued - cont
— Table
28 AUG 2007 4004171
— Table
28 AUG 2007 4004172
GRANTED ON 04 OCTOBER 2007
Affleck, Jean Fashion design
03 JUL 2007 4003426
— Fashion design
03 JUL 2007 4003427
— Fashion design
03 JUL 2007 4003428
— Fashion design
03 JUL 2007 4003429
Dyson Limited A tool for a cleaning         
appliance
25 OCT 2006 4000251
Frito Lay Trading Company GmbH  
Picnic table
18 SEP 2007 4004350
— Basketball backboard
18 SEP 2007 4004351
— Playground equipment
18 SEP 2007 4004352
— Climbing wall
18 SEP 2007 4004353
— Entrance sign
18 SEP 2007 4004354
— Free standing seat
18 SEP 2007 4004355
Glaxo Group Limited Lid
01 DEC 2006 4000732
— Jar
01 DEC 2006 4000733
Goldstraw, David Patterns and shapes for 
a set of domino-style playthings
24 NOV 2006 4000602
— Patterns and shapes for a set of             
domino-style playthings
24 NOV 2006 4000603
— Patterns and shapes for a set of             
domino-style playthings
24 NOV 2006 4000604
— Patterns and shapes for a set of             
domino-style playthings
24 NOV 2006 4000605
— Patterns and shapes for a set of             
domino-style playthings
24 NOV 2006 4000606
— Patterns and shapes for a set of             
domino-style playthings
24 NOV 2006 4000607
— Patterns and shapes for a set of             
domino-style playthings
24 NOV 2006 4000608
— Patterns and shapes for a set of             
domino-style playthings
24 NOV 2006 4000609
International Patents Inc. Cuff pressure 
controller
12 SEP 2007 4004288
LC Designs Co. Ltd. Lock
15 SEP 2007 4004317
— Lock
15 SEP 2007 4004318
Liu, Jan-Ban Notebook stand
06 JUL 2007 4004076
Longley, Nigel J and Longley, Paul G 
Fold away drinks carrier
17 SEP 2007 4004340
Longley, Paul G See Longley, Nigel J
Nitto Kohki Co., Ltd. Compressor
13 JUL 2007 4003614
Ronco Europe Ltd Pattern on kitchen  
towel or toilet tissue
31 AUG 2007 4004194
The design is to be embossed or printed 
onto kitchen towel, toilet tissue or 
other tissue products
31 AUG 2007 4004195
Shenton, Celine Birdbox
12 SEP 2007 4004287
Typhoo Tea Limited Infusion package
11 SEP 2007 4004064
— Infusion package
11 SEP 2007 4004065
— Infusion package
11 SEP 2007 4004066
— Infusion package
11 SEP 2007 4004067
Unilever plc Container
02 FEB 2007 4001419
Yeubrey, Bryan Graphic design
13 SEP 2007 4004294
Proceedings under Section 
8A of the Registered Designs 
Act 1949
Application made for restoration of 
Design Number 2058957
Leu, Shiow J F
Laundry ball
Certificates of Registration issued - cont
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Minicom: 08459 222 250
Fax: 01633 813600
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